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FORETVORD.
I have had an opportunity of watching the progress of

Dr. Chandra Bhan Gupta's book. I had some connection with

it, while I was Vice-Chancellor at Banaras. It is a matter

of genuine pleasure that he has succeeded in producing a

work of great merit, which provides valuable information and

has much critical material which will provoke thought. -The

portion dealing with the contemporary theatre is naturally

incomplete^ but that does not detract from the merit of the

whole book. I congratulate the author on giving us such an

informative volume and trust he will continue his scholarly

career with even greater success.

Amaranatha Jha
January 6, 1954.



Extracts from Examiners' Report on the Thesis

"Presentation of Sanskrit Plays"

In this thesis Shri Chandra Bhan Gupta has dealt compre-
hensively with all aspects of the 'Presentation of Sanskrit Plays

9

in ancient India He has drawn his material from the Natya*
fdstra of Bharata and other works on dramaturgy as well as
from descriptions and incidents in Sanskrit plays.

He has shed new light on some aspects of the subject.
I recommend it for the award of the degree of D. Litt.

V. V. Mirasfu

Mr. Chandra Bhan Gupta's thesis 'Presentation of Sanskrit

Plays'
1

is a product of great industry, skill and judicious select-

ion of topics, He has utilized the original sources and succeeded
in reconstructing a picture of the ancient theatre of India
which he takes care to support with documentary evidence.

As regards his main conclusions I feel inclined to agree
with him thru the origination of Sanskrit drama and theatrical

representation was indigenous. He has succeeded in showing
the improbability of the theories of foreign influence. I also

feel disposed to accept his contention that Indian drama was
born and developed in a religious atmosphere just like the

Greek drama. But the religious heaven was at work through-
out its career, where as it has faded out in Europe. His sugges-
tions for remodelling the National Theatre of India are sage,
sober and unbiased.

Satkari Mukerjee

I have carefully gone through Mr. Chandra Bhan Gupta's
thesis 'Presentation of Sanskrit Plays? The thesis is divided into

nine chapters dealing, among others, with topics such as objects
and objectives of the presentation of plays, types of theatres,
scenic arrangement, stage paraphernalia, types of gesticulation,
ornaments for the use on stage, paints, dresses, music and dance,
stage conventions, troupe, audience,and rasas for the dramatic

composition. There is a special chapter on the utility of the

study of ancient Indian plays and how this study is useful in

shaping the Lolta-Ndtya or popular theatre.

Mr. Gupta has also discussed the much debated question
whether Indian theatre is of indigenous or foreign origin, and
has come to the conclusion that it originated in India.

The whole subject is studied in a scientific spirit* and
Contributes to the advancement of knowledge.

P. L. Vaidya



PREFACE
Sanskrit drama in general has received a great deal of

attention at the hands of European scholars since the

Abhijftanafdkuntala was translated into English by William

Jones in 1789. The origin of the Sanskrit drama has been the

subject of elaborate investigation by professors Von-Schroeder.

Pischel, Hertel, W, Ridgeway, Levi, Luders, Konow, Jacobi
and Keith, and the significance and value of the Indian theory

of dramatic art have been brought out by them. I have also

come across certain articles, pamphlets and books in connection

with some aspects of the Indian theatre, which I have men-

tioned in the 'Bibliography/ Mulk Raj Anand's book on

'The Indian Theatre' deals only with the different theatres

in modern times in India in a stylish and sketchy way. It

has nothing to do with the ancient Indian theatre, and so

it cannot establish any connected study of the development of

the theatre in India. K K. Yajnik's book on 'The Indian

Theatre* deals mainly with the influence of British drama on

the Indian stage of today with special reference to western

India. A pamphlet entitled 'Ancient Indian Theatre* by

D. R. Mankad and the English translation of the Ndtyafdstra

Chapters I-XXVII by Manomohan Ghosh came out in August

i95o and 1951, respectively. The pamphlet by Mankad has

only interpreted the NafyaS&stra's second chapter. There are

certain aspects of Indian theatre which have not yet received

much attention, for example, the actual scenic arrangement,

stage paraphernalia etc. The present study deals with the

Indian theory of dramatic art as employed in the actual

performance or presentation of a play. The title of this

thesis was, therefore, fixed as "Presentation of Sanskrit Plays.
ff

It isinow published under the title "The Indian Theatre."

A new chapter has been added on 'Dramatic Practicfe

Today.' The thesis will now give the reader^ it is hoped.



a connected account of the presentation of dramas in the

country from the earliest times to the present day.

I began this thesis in July, 1941, when I registered myself
as a regular research student for D. Litt. for a period of three

years under the supervision of Dr. S.C. Mukerjee, Mayurbhunj
Professor and Head of the Department of Sanskrit at Banaras

Hindu University, Banaras. I
got^ every kind of guidance

and help from Dr. Radhakrishnan, the then Vice-Chancellor

of B.H. U,

In December i941, I went on a tour of Central India

and Bombay and visited the Ellora, Ajanta and Elephenta

caves and Sanchi Stupa etc. In May and June. 1842, I joined

the Uday Shankar India Culture Centre, Almora, as a summer

fltudent to study histrionics and dancing. I also visited

Udaipur to study the dances of the Bhils.

In 1943, I met Dr. S. K. De, Dr. Belvelkar and Maha-

ifcahopadhyaya Dr. P. V. Kane at the Oriental Conference

at Banaras. They approved the plan of my research and

very kindly discussed certain points of my thesis and suggested

as to how I should proceed. In 1947 Dr. Mukerjee passed away.
After some time I met Dr. Aroaranatha Jha, Vice-Chancellor,

B. H. U., who sympathetically provided every kind of facility

for my work at B. H. U. and directed me to approach the

then Head of the Sanskrit Department, B, H. U. From
*hen I was under the supervision of Dr. P. L. Vaidya,

Mayurbhunj Professor and the Head of the Department of

Sanskrit, B, H. U., under whose guidance my thesis was recast

and presented to the Banaras Hindu University for the degree
of Doctor of Letters in i949.

This thesis mainly depends on the Ndtya&stra, the

Abhinavabhdratt and other works on dramaturgy which are

mentioned in detail separately. It is divided into two parts.

The first part deals with the 'Ancient Theatre' and has ten

chapters: I. The Origin of the Indian Drama; II. Sanskrit

Plays; III. Construction of the Theatre;IV, Scenic Reprsenta-

'tion; V. Paraphernalia; VI. Accessory Arts; VII. The Troupe;

VIM. Conventions; IX. Nature and Types of Drama



XI

X. Presentation of Plays. The second part consists ofonly one

chapter [XI] and deals with the ''Dramatic Practice Today"
and describes Indian theatres in the various parts of the

country. Then comes Epilogue [ chapter XII ], It gives in

brief a resumfe of the previous chapters. Then follows

'Bibliography* of standard authentic works and dramas in

Sanskrit and articles and works in English on the Indian stage.

Lastly the 'Index* will contain mainly terms connected with

Sanskrit drama and theatre appearing in the work*

The general plan of the work is arranged in the following

manner. Names of all the books as well as Sanskrit words

have been italicized. Quotations of translated passages have

been given in inverted commas. In the case of dramas, names

of books containing translations have not been referred to in

the footnotes as those translations are very popular.

Diagrams of different types of theatres mentioned in the

Ndlyasastra and seating arrangement in a palace theatre as

mentioned in the Sangitaratnakara are drawn by ShriVijaya
SrivaJtava according to the plan given by the author.

This work, it is hoped, will prove of great service not

only to students of the history of Sanskrit literature but

also for the regeneration of a people's theatre, according to

national traditions. The threads of the topic of thu work

are woven in such a manner as to present a systematic account

of the presentation of Sanskrit plays for the use of scholars

and the public. It suggests the model on which a national

theatre in India can be planned,

I am beholden to Late Pt. Madan Mohan Malaviya and

Dr. Radhakrishnan, who helped me in the initial stages of my
thesis by their encouragement and assistance. I also express

my gratitude to Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. P. V. Kane and

Dr. Gopi Nath Kaviraj, Dr. S. K De, Dr. S. K. Belvalkar,

Dr. P. K. Acharya, Dr. V. Raghavan, Dr. R. K. Yajnik and

Mr. 7). R. Mankad for their valuable suggestions in the

initial stages of my work. My grateful thanks are due to Dr.'

Bhagavan Das, Dr. V.S. Agarwala, Pt. Vishva Bandhu Shastri,



XII

Mrs. Rukmini Devi Arundale, Pt. Giridhar Sharma Chatur*

vedi, Pt. Baldeo Upadhyaya and Pt. Sitaram Chaturvedi,
who have given me their valuable opinions on my book.

My heart-felt thanks go to Dr. Amaranatba Jha for his

contributing an appreciative 'Foreword* to it.

HINDU COLLEGE, Chandra Bhan Gupta

University of Delhi

1954
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This method of transliteration i<$ followed throughou

^is work for Sanskrit words, books and authors. The won
4
Sanskrit' has been treated like other English words.
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CHAPTER 1

THE ORIGIN OF THE
INDIAN DRAMA

A. The Indian Tradition

The earliest authority in India on the presentation of

plays on the stage is the Ndtyasdstra of Bharata. The mytho-

logical character of the traditional account of the origin

of the Indian drama given in the Ndtyasdstra forces on us

the conclusion that all exact knowledge about it had been

lost by the time the Ndtyasdstra was written.

Gods, according to the account preserved in the Ndtya-

sdstra, entreated Brahma to produce something to play [ krld-

anlyaka ] which could be seen and also heard, a fifth veda,

that would benefit all castes [sdrvavdrnika]. Accordingly he took

recitation [ pdthya ] from the Rgveda, song [ glta ] from the

Sdmaveda, the art of acting [ abhinaya ] from the Tajurveda,

and sentiment [rasa] from the Atharvaveda and asked Bharata

to make known to mankind the new Ndtyaveda thus produced

and bring into practice the precepts with the help of his

sons and disciples, and the gandharvas and apsards, as the

actors and actresses, at the 'banner festival of Indra'.

This enraged the asuras from whom mischief was appre-

hended. Indra, therefore, took the banner and attacked

them with the staff. That is why his banner is called

jarjara and it is given as a mark of Indra'a protection

for all stage productions. The asuras had to accept the

assurance that the drama was a representation of facts of

a general nature and would not be deliberately applied to

anybady. The Natyasdstra refers to two other dramas enacted

in very early times on two subjects the 'Churning of Nectar

from the Sea' and the 'Burning of Three Cities'.1

x^NS KM I. 11, 12, 14, 17, 20 b-25, IV, i-io; KSS I. 11, 12,

H, i?> 54b-6o,IV. i-xi; COS I. xi, xa, 14. *7> 54'59a

IV, i-xi.
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The traditional account as furnished by the Abhinaya*

darpana is as follows: 'In the beginning Brahma gave the Matya-

veda to Bharata. Bharata, with groups of gandharvas and

apsaras, performed ndtya, nrtta and nrtya before Siva. Siva,

remembering his own majestic dance had Bharata instructed

in the art by his attendants [ganas\. And before this, out of

his love for Bharata, he gave the latter instruction in Idsya

through ParvatI, and in tdndava through Tandu. Then

sages spoke of it to mortals. ParvatI, on the other hand,

instructed Usa, daughter of Bana, in Idsya. The latter taught

the art to the milkmaids of Dvaraka, and they taught it

to women of Saurastra who, in their turn, taught it to

women of other countries. In this manner this art was

traditionally handed down and came to stay in the

world'. 1

With regard to the origin of the Ndtyaveda, the Bhdvaprakd-

fana records two stories. The first is that at the end of the

kalpa> MaheSvara created Brahma and Visnu, and Brahma
created the world. NandikeSvara came to Brahma and taught

the Ndtyaveda and its application to him. He said "the

Ndtyaveda may be enacted by Bharata" and disappeared.

Brahma and other gods were pleased and the Tripuraddha*

rupaka was played.

According to the second account, disgusted with the

woriies of ruling his kingdom, Manu approached Suryadeva for

consolatory advice. Suryadeva said that in days of yore Brahma

disgusted with his work for mankind went to the Lord of

Lords for relief. He was advised to go to Siva. Siva asked

his pupil NandikeSvara to teach the Ndtyaveda to Brahma. Nan-
dikeSvara taught Brahma the Ndtyaveda and its method of

representation. He came back to his abode and meditated
for a while. Then there appeared before him a muni with five

disciples. They were taught the Ndtyaveda. They put the

Nafyaveda on the stage and thus pleased Brahma whc* gave
*i

~~ ~
' "

I, AD 2-73.
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them a boon. Suryadeva advised Manu to pray to Brahma
for ftlief from the troubles experienced by him in sustaining

the earth. Then Manu went to Brahma who knowing
his difficulty ordered Bharata to go with Manu to

Bharatavarsa. Accordingly Bharata came lo Ayodhya with

Manu.1

B. Genesis of Indian Drama.

The earliest representation of plays on the stage appears

to be associated with the religious observances of the

people. In Greece, for example, the drama derived its

origin from the hymns which were sung at the festivals of

Bacchus. In the Rgveda we come across certain hymns in

the form of dialogues \samvdda suktas]* some of which sesm

to contain dramatic flavour consisting, as they do, of conversa-

tion, speech and repartee. The Vajasaneyl Samhitd of the

Sukla Tajurveda makes mention of the word Sailusa which

means an actor. It says that a suta was to be employed for

nrtta and a Sailusa for song.
3 The Samaveda with the hymns

set to tune clearly shows that the art of music was fully

developed in the Vedic Age,
4 Vedic sacrifices were essen-

tially a mimesis. In the Kausllaki Brdhmaria sacrificial priests are

described as dancing. In the same Brdhmana, sanglta [ which

comprehends music, dance and playing on instruments ]

forms a part of yajna-ydgddi*. At the Mahavratastoma
rite young maidens danced.6

The Rdmdyma refers to nata> nartaka, ndfaka, dances and

theatrical acts in cities and palaces. Bharata, son of Daa-

ratha, who was upset by bad dreams at his maternal uncle's

house, was cheered with songs, dances and joyous ndtakas.

i. BP III. p. 55, 1. 22 and p. 56.

a. Rgveda I. 165, 170, 179; III, 33; IV. 18, 42; V. n; VII. 33;

VIII. 100; X. 10, 28, 51-53, 86, 95, 108.

3. Vajasneyi Sarhhlta XXX, 6,

4. *Nirukta 7, 12, 4,

5. Kau?itaki Brahmana XVII, 8, pp. 77-78; XXIX* 5, pp, 140-141.
6. Kajhakam XXXIV. 5.
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We hear of festivals and concourses [ samdjas ] where actors

[ nafas ] and dancers [ nartakas ] delighted themselves.1 *The

Mahabharata, like the Rdmayana, refers to dramatic terms like

nafa, nartaka, gayakas and siitradhdra*

The Harivarhsa which is a supplement to and a conti-

nuation of the Mahdbhdrata makes explicit reference to the

drama. We learn from it of players who produced a drama
out of the Rdmdyana legend. It makes direct mention of

a dramatic treatment [ ndtakwrtam ] of the Rdmayana. We
are informed that "the renowned actor represents in a

drama 'the birth of the immeasurable Visnu' for the

purpose of fulfilling his wish to slay the prince of the

rdksasas". Lomapada and Dasaratha, in the drama, caused

the great muni Rsyasrnga to be brought by Sauta and

courtesans. Rama, Laksmana, Bharata and Satrughna,

Rsyasrnga and Sauta were personated by characteristically

dressed actors.3

In some of the Purdnas also we find references to the

representation of plays. In the Srlmadbhdgavata Purdna,

reference is made to actors. 4 In the Md.kandeya Purdna,

we find Rtadhvaja, son of king Sakrajit, fond of

dramatic performance [ ndtakdbhinaya ] and passing his

days delightfully in the cultivation of poetry, music and

drama.6

Elaborate Buddhistic evidence about the early existence

of drama is available. The Brahma-Jdlasutta of the

Digghawkaya contains a list of terms denoting various

amusements and shows. 6 In the Avaddnasataka there is a clear

mention of a rupaka being enacted on the stage.
7

I. Ram&yana II. 69. 4; IT, 67. 15,

a. Mahabharata I. 51. 15, p, 102; III. 16, 14, p, 55,

3. HarivariiSa II. 88 93,

4. Srimadbhagavata Purana I. XT, 20,

5. M5rkaij<Jeya Puraria XX, 46 and 6a,

6. Digghanikaya I. i. 13.

7. Avadanasataka II. 24 [75 ], pp. 29*30,
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The Arthafdstra supplies us with a good deal of information
on flbe maintenance andjworking of the natakamandalis. In one

place we find that if any ndtakamaiidall came from another coun-

try to present a play on the stage, it was required to pay five

patios [ a particular coin equal in value to 80 cowries ] to

the king. In another place it is stated that the king's duty
was to provide teachers for women, who acted on the stage,
to teach them such arts as singing, dancing, acting, writing,

painting, playing on instruments, particularly vina, venu and

mrdangi^ preparing garlands, ornamenting the body with

different materials, and to spend on the above-mentioned

items from the treasury of the rdjamandala [ government ].

The sons of ganikas [courtesans] and the principal natas were

appointed head dearyas [teachers] for all other stage-players.

In the Arthisdstra it is also mentioned that the king used

to employ natas> dancers, singers, intrumentalists, story-tellers,

actors and aindrajdllkas [jugglers] as spies who would try to

reach the enemy-king. Salaries for the different categories

of stage-players were fixed. A Kusllava [ nata ] was to be

paid 35o panas yearly, while those who were conversant

with playing on high class instruments were given 7oo panas

yearly.
1 This shows that the stage-craft was highly developed

at the time of the Arthasdstra.

Vatsyayana mentions writers on dramatic art
f
of remote

ages whose works are lost save in stray quotations. He

describes the recreations of citizens [ nagaraka ] and refers

to the doing* of Pithamarda, vita, vidusaka> ku&lavas etc.

Natas appointed by the king were to play ndfaka* in

the temples of Sarasvati on the days of parva. Natas who

came from outside the state to stage plays were treated in

the same manner as the natas of the place.
2

By the time of the Sutras> literature on the practice

of the histrionic art must have grown in bulk so as to have
___

1. AS I. II. 27, pp. 305-306; II, V, 3, p. 204; II. VII. 17,

P. 354*

2, K5masiUr*i IV. 27-30, pp. 44-57,
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created the necessity of codifying laws governing them.

Panini mentions natasutras to show that acting had Suffi-

ciently developed and formulation of principles of dancing

and acting in the form of sutras was necessary.
1

In the Mahdbhdsya we find more effective evidence of

the existence of plays when it makes mention of two regular

plays, the Karhsavadha and the Balibandha being acted

on the stage. We have phrases in the Mahdbhdsya such

as 'they cause the death of Karhsa', 'they cause the binding

of Bali.' The phrase 'rasiko nalatt in the Mahdbhdsya indi-

cates that the theory of rasa was well-known in the days of

Patanjali.
2

Coming to the classical period, we find distinct evidence

of the representation of plays available with the discovery

of the manuscripts on ^aim-leaf among the Central Asian

finds. One of the plays, Sdriputra-prakarana was found to be

written by ASvaghosa, but no mention of the names of the

authors of the other two fragments could be discovered there.

MM Ganapati Sastri of Travancore discovered 13 dramas

with similarity of expression and construction and ascribed

them to Bhasa. These were also found to be the earliest

complete specimens of dramatic composition available, From

these it is evident that a long series of dramas were produced
and enacted before him.

C. Theories.

The question of the origin of Sanskrit plays has been of

much interest to scholars. In this respect various theories have

been propounded. It has been held that the drama [ from

'Greek dralni to imitate or represent and 'Sanskrit

avasthdnukrtirndtyartf*\hs imitation of the circumstances

is ndtya ] originated in Greece. E. Windisch4
is the

exponent of this theory. He relies tor his evidence

1. Panini IV. 3. no; IV. 3. in; IV. 3, 129.

2, Mahabhasya II, pp. 36 and 394.

3. DR i. 7.

4, Keith: 'Sanskrit Drama', P. 57; Windisch 'Der gricchische Bin*

fjuss im imdischen Drama', (
1882 ),
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on the Afrcchakafika which he held to be the oldest

Indian drama. Attic comedies were available about the third

century B. C. and according to Windisch the Mrcchakatika was

written about the same time. But we know now that the

Sanskrit drama had taken a settled form long before the origin

of the Mrcchakatika .

The oldest Sanskrit dramas known to us are of an entirely

different kind and have no similarity with the Greek drama.

Development of a story, shortening of knots and generally

the entire characterization of the Sanskrit drama is

different from that found ia Greece. The conflict in the

Sanskrit drama as opposed to the Greek is not based on

the character of the person appearing and no correct

gradation and climax of the opposition is met with in the

former. la its outer form also the Sanskrit drama is different

from the Greek. Sinskrit and several Prdkrta dialects are

employed in the Sanskrit dramas. Moreover, there is no

internal connection whatever between the Greek ancl the

Sanskrit dramas. The Greek tragedy belongs to the classical

type and the Sanskrit drama is by universal assent admitted

to be romantic.

It has been suggested that ^avanikdpatanam* in a Sanskrit

play has a significant derivative relation to the word

yavana' 9
which name the Indians gave to the Greeks.

While dealing with the question of the origin otyavanikd in

Chapter IV of this book it will be shown that it was not hi

the least borrowed from Greece.

Bloch1 believes that he has found support for the Greek

hypothesis in the arrangement of the theatre in the Sita-

benga cave. He sees in it the imitation of a Greek theatre.

But the points of resemblance are extremely meagre as

there is no arrangement here of prosinium or orchestra as

in the Greek theatre.

Toaconclude, there is nothing in Indian plays to corres-

pond to the high shoes and limitation in the number of

I, 'Archaeological Survey of India Report,* 10,03-1904,!^. 123-133.
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characters that might appear at the sSme time on tne stage

or the observance of the unities, especially those of* time

and place. In these respects Indian plays are more analogous

to those of Elizabethan England. No importance can be

attached to the parallelism between the vidusaka who is a

Brahmana and the confidential slave of the Greek stage. Thus

they belong to two opposite schools, totally alien to each other

in composition, taste and sentiment. Dr. Horace H. Wilson1

declares emphatically 'Whatever may be the merits or

defects of the Hindu drama, it may be safely asserted that

they do not spring from the same parent, but are unmixedly

its own*. Thus the theory of Greek origin is entirely without

any foundation and we can say without hesitation that the

Sanskrit drama had an indigenous origin entirely free from

any foreign influence.

The argument put forward by MM Haraprasada

Sastrl2 in support of the Maypole theory is that the first Indian

play Is stated to have been produced at the 'Indradhvaja

festival' in which a pole plays a prominent part as the

object of worship. This suggested to him the Maypole
dance of Europe. He therefore held that the origin of

the Indian drama was to be connected with the ceremonies

associated with spring festivities coming after the end of

the dreary and lifeless winter. Unhappily for this theory,

the ^Indradhvaja festival' comes at the end of the rains and

indicates Indra's victory over clouds represented as demons.

Dr. RidgewayV theory of the 'cult of the dead* and Dr.

Keith's4 'vegetation spirit* theory are equally unfounded,

Dr. Ridgeway says that there is a feeling of respect for the

1. Wilson: 'Select Specimens of the Theatre of the Hindus', I. XI,
2. Journal and proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, V, PP.

351-361.

3. Ridgeway: 'The Dramas and Dramatic Dances of Non-European

Races', P. 211; Journal of Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain

and Ireland, 1916, pp. 821-829.

4* Keith ; 'Sanskrit Drama', pp. 37-38.
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departed heroes. But SJTnskpft /dramas are mostly erotic

in sKitiment and desctijtfuoriB of the heroic sentiment

the hero's satisfaction in getting the heroine. As

''vegetation spirit* theory, Keith himself could not

the view.

Pischel1 of Germany advances the c

puppet show*

.saying that puppet dance first originated in India,
>
uppets are mentioned in Sanskrit literature frequently^

The stage manager in Indian plays is called 'sutradhdra* [st&hg-
holder* This has suggested to Dr. Pischel the theory thai

the Wj5an play was in origin a puppet sho\j^
The theory fall!

flat wiep we realize that naturally men must have acquired
the art W a<$sfcg, dancing and speaking in a dramaturgu
form before maEfag a show on the stage through puppets,

Moreover this theory is wrongly based on the word

sutradhdra, for the word means a person who in brief and in the

form of aphorism describes the plot, hero and sentiment

employed in the dramaj^
Prof. Luders4 is the exponent of the 'shadow play' theory

Ancient India had also shadow plays wherein moving shadow!

thrown upon a curtain from behind formed the action of th<

plot. The shadow Sita introduced in the Uttarardmacaritd

acquired a new theatrical value from this point of view. Bu

we find no reference of chdydndtaka in dramaturgic works

Hence this theory cannot be regarded as explaining the origii

of the Indian drama.

Legendary traditions thus indicate that the genesis o

the drama lie in the Vedas where all its ingredients, song

dance, dialogue and some sort of acting as well are found

The^also bring out the fact that the Sanskrit drama wa

{

Keith: 'Sanskrit Drama', P. 52; Pischel: 'Die Heimat des

puppenspiels', [ 1902 ].

a. Mahabharata, V. 39. i, p. 179; Balaramayana, V. p, 251.

3. BP X. p. 288, LL. 7-8.

4. Keith: 'Sanskrit Drama9

, p. 53; Luders: 'Sitzungsberichte det

^Conigl. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin,' 1916, pp

698 FJg}
n
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i;itroduced to provide a source of pleasure to people of all

castes. The Vedic ritual contained in itself the germs wf the

drama as is the case with practically every form of primitive

worship. The ritual did not consist merely of the singing of

songs or recitations in honour of gods; it involved a complete

round of ceremonies in some of which was undoubtedly present

an element of dramatic art. Performers of rites assumed

for the tims being personalities other than their own. In a

sense, therefore, it may be said that the Indian drama has

its origin in the Vedic period. However, there is not the

slightest evidence that the essential synthesis and develop-

ment of plot which constitute a true drama were made in the

Vedic Age. On the contrary there is every reason to believe

that it was through the use of the epic recitation that the

latent possibilities of the drama were made patent. From
a study of the Arthasastra and the kamasutra it becomes

evident that in their times the science of stage-craft was highly

developed and that the natas were employed by kings for

amusement and for state work. In the Mahdbhasya there is

effective evidence on the existence of a drama and it may
be concluded safely that the Indian drama attained its full

form by the time of Patanjali. Bharata and the commentary
of Abhinavagupta remain the principal authorities on the

ancient stage. Distinct evidence for the presentation of

plays is available in the dramas of ASvaghosa and Bhasa.

It has been seen clearly that the different theories such

as 'Greek* theory, 'May-pole
5

theory, theory of the 'cult of

the dead*, 'vegetation spirit
9

theory and theories of 'puppet

and shadow play* are not tenable and cannot explain the

origin of the Sanskrit drama as a whole but' deal with its

individual aspects only.

Thus it can be asserted that the Indian drama is a

product of centuries; it was an organism that was continually
in a process of evolution, assimilating into itself many new
and foreign factors and yet preserving its own cpeculiar

individuality.
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SANSKRIT PLAYS
A. Significance

According to Bharata, when the peculiarities of life in

a society are connected with certain gestures or when the

actions of gods, rsis and kings are represented on the stage it

is a dramatic play.
1 This fact is corroborated by the Dafarupa,

the Rasdrnavasudhdkara and the Sdhityadarpana. According
to the Dasarupa, the drama is the imitation of situations.

It is a show because it is seen, It is a representation

due to the assumption of parts by actors.2 According to the

Sahityadarpaqa, poetry is of two sorts poetry to be seen

and heard, and poetry to be heard only. Of these,

'visible poetry* is that which can be represented, and

this is called rupaka> from the assumption of form

[ rupa ] by the actors.3 In the Rasdrnavasudhdkara the term

rupaka is applied to a play on the analogy of rupaka or

metaphor, because in a play we assume a non-distinction

between characters and the actors representing them.4 The

Ndtakalaksanaratnakosa defines a play as a performance which

can be dramatised by gestures.
5 In a commentary on the

Anarghardghava, the drama is defined as the representation

by gestures of the condition of people as affected by their

pleasurable and unpleasurable feelings.
8

In drtya kdvyas the audience enjoys something more

than the words uttered by actors and actresses on a stage.

This something consists of the emotion and its intensity

1. NS-KM XVIII. 10-13 ; KSS XX, 10-13 5 GOS XVIII.

10-13.

2. DR I, 7.

3. SDVI. 1-2.

* RS III. LL. 1-5, p. 209.

5. NLR LL, 8-9, p.i.

6, AR I, commentary p. 9. Here loka is attributed to Bharata
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expressed in their intonations, the presentation of their

characteristic features under the stress of different emoifons,

the "temperament" of actors putting an original significance

into the lifeless words of the drama, the dress and the

decoration of the stage producing an illusion about actual

life in different periods and countries.

B. Object

Abhlnaya or acting is the representation of high and

low characters on the stage under suitable guises. The

successful drama should contain suggestiveness in order

to conform to the highly cultivated dhvani [ suggestion ]

theory of the Sanskrit critics. The finer the suggestion,

the higher the enjoyment.
1

A representation is to reflect the life of the world as

in a mirror. Bharata lays down that all arts and sciences

are to be met with there. 2 The purpose of a play like

that of all poetry is to please and 'to instruct in a

pleasing manner in the style of a loving wife,
5

as Mammata
puts it

3
. The aim of combined pleasure and instruction

is to be achieved by inspiring various sentiments [ rasas ]

in the audience while the actors imitate the different

situations of life in the midst of diverse actions. Bharata

ays_ that a_ lot_jwhilL-_.has J64_ divisions and sub-

divisions should get nourishment from the rasas, Bharata

instructs the dramatist to bring the incidents of the plot to-

gether, each in its own place, solely with reference to the

rasa appropriate to each. 4 He further says that the essen-

tials of a play, other than rasa and bhava, are to subserve

them. Of these two, bhavas are there only to nourish and

develop rasa. The elements that help us in realizing the

main import of a play brought by means of acting are

X, KP I. 3, p. 19; DhvanySloka Sloka I, p. 9.

a. NS KM I. 77b-8a; KSS I. 108-1143; COS I. ii2*i8a,

3. KP I. a, P,6.

4." NS KM XIX. 5*l>53a, 98b-99a ; KSS XXX 58, 106.
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called bhSvas. The bhdvas secure for us [ bhdvayanti ] the

sentiments [ rasan ] which are the very soul of a play.
1

Egtch of rife essentials of a play will be taken separately

and it \dm be shown that they are all used in the Sanskrit

play only to subserve the rasas.

While ^wm^ the etymology of abhinaya, Bharata says

that abhinaya is <cirt*inly the "most prominent of all, as that

is indispensableCWnelping us to visualise the main import

of playi, Abhinaya has four aspects: the satvika [tem-

perament], the vdcika [words ], the angika [gestures] and

the dhdrya [ dresses and make-up ]. On examination it is

found that each of these aspects subserves the highest

dramatic end of the development and manifestation of rasa.2

Bharata emphasizes dramatic realism and idealism wider

the heading dharml. Lokadharml starts for j^earltsLn in,drama

and ndtyadharml for
id^attpfS^s the^kafna i> a ^representation

of tbe-"Wwld, BharatV \juyl^^phasi^^
in the

presentarron of life on the^rage. J!$cfi act performed, word

uttered and garment worn mu^^M be in agreement with

what is actually found inx $XThus the representation of

life on the stage byx {^dramatist Is realistic. It is

lokadharml? / ' ,&
It is the dfcty of$& dramatist to see that his truths are

imaginative truths,/W actual truths, that his representations

are ideal and
^OO^fmotographic. The exhaustive treatment

of selection and ^reticence, dialogue, music, dancing and the

minute turns of gesture and expression and other devices

on the stage m^ke-up adopted by the artist to idealise facts and

help the onlooker to imagine things of his experience
and things outside it all these come within the scope of

the ndtyadharmi [conventional]. Moreover, if anything used

by people, appears in a play as endowed with a corporal

jbrm and speech , we have what is called ndtyadharml.*
i, NS KM VI. 10, 35, VII. P. 69 Prose; KSS VI. 10, 34,

VII. P, 69 Prose; COS VI, 10, 38, VII. P, 343 Prose.

a. NS KM and KSS VIII. 6-9; COS VIII. 7-10.

3. NS KM XIII. 50-52; KSS XIV. 69-71; COS XIII, 70-72.

4. NS KM XIII. 53-62; KSS XIV. 73-81} COS XIII. 73-85,
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Thus the drama is the result of the direct intellectual

observation of life by the playwright and his artistic imagina-

tion. The end of all these means is manifestly the

realization of emotional pleasure by the spectators.

Bharata insists on the dramatist making his character!

employ the speech, dress, manners and conduct that

are theirs. Local usages regarding costumes, languages,

manners and professions differ in the different countries x>i

the world. They are the pravrtti or local colour in drama.1

The mental disposition of particular personages in parti-

cular situations is their vrttL There are four vrttis: bhdrati>

that which is brought out in words; sdtvati, that which is dis-

closed in conduct, kaisikl) that which consists of words and acts

of mildness and delicacy and arabhatl, that which consists

of vigorous, strong or even violent words and actions.

Bharata details the rasas enjoyed by the spectator in each

of these forms of vrtti and says that vrttis are the cons-

tituent elements of all dramas and that the ten kinds of

dramatic composition are considered to have proceeded from

these.*

Bharata deals elaborately with what ought to be the

effect of the stage representation on the spectator. The

penetrating onlooker must be made to forget himself

and his own identity in his absorption in what happens on

the stage. Involuntary expressions of appreciation must

come from his lips and he must jump to heights of joy or

ghed tears in uncontrollable sorrow.8

According to Bharata, music, vocal and instrumental

is a powerful aid in the realization of rasa by the spectator.

He tells us how music aids the spectator's realization

of rasa and serves to concentrate his attention on thf

representation of a play on the stage.
4

1. NS KM (XIII, 25bTc and Prose P. 147; KSS XIV. tfb, c~

and Prose P. 165; COS XIII. 37 and Prose PP. 205-207,

2. NS KM XVIII, 4-ga; KSS XX. 4-93; GOS XVIII. 4-ga; ND
I, III, 103, PP, n, 15*'

3. NS KM and KSS XXVII. i-i8a,

4. NS KM XXXVI, i6a; KSS XXXVI. 20*,
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Bharata also deals with the acoustic and other arrange-
men8 of the theatre and says that there should be nothing
in the theatre to hinder the spectators' sight and hearing,
and to obstruct in their maximum enjoyment of the

emotional pleasure.
1

As everything employed in a Sanskrit play points to the

arousing of rasa in the spectator, it becomes essential for us

to understand the nature, process and essence of rasa very

dearly.

Bharata describes the nature of rasa as follows. What
arc known in ordinary language as causes, effects and

auxiliaries of the latent emotion of love and the like come
to be spoken of as excitants, ensuants and variants respect-

ively, when found in drama and poetry, and when the

latent emotion comes to be manifested by these, it is known
as rasa.* There are different theories regarding the psycho-

logical nature of rasa.

Bhatta-Lollata holds the theory of production [utpattivdda]

which is allied to the Mimarhsa school of philosophy.

According to it, the sentiment is generated in the personated

character and secondarily recognized in the personating actor.

The nafa imitates the original hero and becomes the source

of charm to the audience. This theory is open to objection

as Bhatta-Lollata fails to recognize that the sentiment must

be in the spectator, otherwise he cannot enjoy it.

Srl-Sankuka's theory which is based on inference is

called anumitivdda and is affiliated to the Nyaya school.

According to this doctrine rasa is inferred to exist in

the actor, though not really present in him. The

emotion, thus inferred, and then sensed by the audience,

adds to itself a peculiar charm and fully develops into

a sentiment in the spectator. In this theory the actor is

identified with the original hero in the same way as the

idea of a 'horse* that one has in regard to the picture of a

i, NSKM II. 24; KSS II. ai; COS II. 24,

a. NS KM VI. Pi?ose,P. 62; KSS VI, Prose, P. 71 ; COS VI,

P, 874-289, .
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horse [ citraturagany&ya]. The objection to this view is that

it is not inference but perception and feeling that add charm.

Bhatta-Nayaka's theory is based on the threefold

potency of a piece of poetry and is related to the Sankhya

philosophy. According to him, the sentiment is due

neither to production [utpatti], nor apprehension [pratitt].

"What happens is that in potery and drama words are

endowed with a peculiar presentative potency, distinct

from direct denotation [ and indirect indication ] which

tends to generalize the excitants, ensuants and variants, and

thereby presents t o consciousness the 'latent emotion/ which

thereupon comes to be relished by a process of delectation

abounding in enlightment and bliss, due to the plenitude of the

quality of harmony [sattva]". According to this view the

relishing of rasa is the outcome of the purely verbal process

of 'generalized presentation.' This is open to the objection

that it makes the unwarrantable assumption of what is called

verbal process.

Finally, we come to the view of Abhinavagupta who
holds that a new potentiality like 'bhojakatva* [ power of

enjoyment ] as enunciated by Bhatta-Nayaka is not nece-

ssary. Its work can be done by suggestion [yyaftjand].

Abhinavagupta's theory is rasa-abhivyaktivada [ theory of

the manifestation of rasa]. The sentiments already exist

in the form of sarhskdras [predisposition] in the minds of the

cultured \sahrdaya] spectators. It is aroused by the witnessing

of a dramatic performance, or on hearing a poem.
The actions of Arjuna will excite the heroic sentiment.

The explanation offered by Abhinavagupta is as follows:

"In the mind of such spectators as are proficient in the

art of feeling emotion, a particular emotion is already

present in the form of a 'pre-disposition'; thus lying latent,

it becomes patently manifested by such agencies as the

feminine figure and such other objects which, in ordinary

parlance are known as 'causes', 'effects' and 'auxiliaries';

<but in poetry and drama, they renounce these names by
reason of their being endowed with the faculty of exciting
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and so forth, and, on this account, come to be known by
the ^traordinary names of 'excitants', 'ensuants* and 'vari-

ants': These excitants and the rest are recognized in their

most generalized forms, not partaking of any restrictions

due to either the affirmation or negation of any of these

specific relationships that are involved in such conceptions
as 'this is mine' or 'this is my enemy's/ or 'this belongs to

a disinterested person' [ where specific relationship is affir-

med ] or 'this is not mine,' 'this is not my enemy's,' 'this

does not belong to a disinterested person' [ whose specific

relationship is denied ]. Though the said emotion actually
subsists in the particular spectator himself, yet by reason of

the generalized form in which it is presented, the man loses,

for the moment, all consciousness of his personality and has it

merged in the universal, and thus representing the mental

condition of all men of poetic sensibility, he apprehends the

said emotion. As it becomes manifested in its most generalized

form, it has no existence apart from its own apprehension. In

fact its essence consists in its being relished, and it lasts as

long as the excitants, ensuants and variants continue to exist.

It is relished in the same manner as a mixed beverage, and

when it is relished, it appears as if it were moving before

the eyes, entering the inmost recesses of the heart, inspiriting

the entire body, and throwing into the background every-

thing else; it makes one feel the rapturous bliss of Brahman;
tjhe Amotfon_j^ source of transcen-

dent charm andjs spoken as rasa^ Thus Sanskrit rhetoric-

iani~~a^ipr6ach the aesthetic pleasure from the point of

view of the reader or spectator, while European writers

of poetics view it from the poet's standpoint.

A distinction is drawn between sentiment [ rasa ] and

emotion [bkava]. Emotion may be both pleasant and unpleasant

but a sentiment is always pleasurable and unique. There is

no unpleasantness in a sentiment as it is aroused through a

process of generalization \sadhdrarnkarana]. This explains why

i, KP Prose, pp% 87-95, For Translation of the passage see
l

'Translation of KftvyaprakasV by GaAganStba JhS.
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the pathetic [ karuna ] and repulsive [vibhatsa] sentiments fead

place in the scheme of rasa. They are unpleasant as et&6tton

[ bhava ] but when generalized become pure aud pleasurable

[ anandamaya ]. In this connection and against the above,

Ramacandra and Gu^acandra, authors of the Nfyyadarpaya*

observe that some rasas do produce pain while others

produce pleasure. As rasas producing pain, they mention

the pathetic [ karuna ], furious [raudra], repulsive [vlbhatsa]

and terrific [ bhaydnaka ]. They assert that the statement

that all scenes whether of pathos or of horror invariably

cause pleasure is against experience. If pleasure is experi-

enced in all scenes, a spectator should not be alarmed for

being alarmed is not consistent with the feeling of pleasure

experienced in witnessing a scene of horror. But the spectator

gets alarmed on seeing the scenes of Draupadi's or Sita's

misery. In reply to the question why people go to witness

dufykhdtmaka dramas [ whose essence is sorrow ], they say

that it is owing to the skill of the poet or the actor.1

But the analogy given by Ramacandra and Gu$a-

candra does not make any appeal. According to

Abhinavagupta, aesthetic pleasure has no reference to the

actual feelings common in the world of realities but to

dormant mental conditions awakened under certain cir-

cumstances. A particular rasa is pleasurable not exclusively

because of its nature. The erotic sentiment [fyAgtira] is not

pleasurable because it is srngdra but because the reader or

the spectator has his mind rid of distraction*. 2 We agree

with Madhusudana SarasvatI who opines in this connection

that the tears cauied by a pathetic situation were to the

original character no doubt tears of worldly sorrow [laukika]

but to the spectator they were tears only of joy and abso-

lutely transcendental [ alaukika ] in their essence.8

The Sanskrit dramas in their preludes state that the

object of their presentation is the pleasure of the audience.

I. NO 1 09 and Prose, PP, 158-159,

a. Abb, Bh. PP, 589^90.

5 Bhagavadbhaktirasayana III. 5*6; PP, 1*9-130,
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Thus in the prelude of the AbhijndnaSdkuntala, the manager

xplsflRs the object of the presentation of the play to the nail

clearly; 'Lady, I tell you the real truth until the wise are

satisfied with the representation, I do not consider my
skill in representation to be perfect. The heart of man

although well instructed has no confidence in itself'.
1 In

the Pdravatlparityqya t the sutradhdra tells the nafi that a play

is presented for the pleasure of the cultured. 2 In the

DhMavifa$amvdda> the object of presentation is said to be

the pleasure of the wise and the good.
8 In the Mdlavikd-

gnimitra, it is stated that the presentation is for the

gratification of all, though their tastes differ in various

ways.
4 Thus the object of presentation of plays is to bring

satisfaction to the audience by evoking in their minds rasa, the

transcendental pleasure.

C. Occasions for Enactment
\

Legendary tradition about the origin of the drama tells

us that the practical exhibition of a drama named 'Fall

of Asuras' was arranged for on the occasion of the 'Indradhvaja*

festival, the sons and disciples of Bharata and gandharvas and

apsards being the actors.6 The first play was enacted on the

occasion of the religious festival, the 'Indradhvaja\ which

comes at the end of the rains and in the beginning of autumn.

According to the Abhinayadarpana, ndtya and nrtta should be

witnessed particularly at the time of a festival. Those

who desire good luck should cause, nrtta to be performed on

such occasions as coronation, celebration by a king, a festival,

a procession with an image of a god, a marriage ceremony,

reception of a friend, entry into a new town or house and

the birth of a son, for nrtta is auspicious.
6

i, Sak Prelude, *, P. 6,

i. Parvatiparipaya J, 5, P, 2,

3. Dhurtavitaiamvada prelude, p. i,

4% Wai. I, 4, p, 7,

5. NS KM I. sdb-2$i KSS I. 54b-6o; COS I, 54-59^
6. AD. I?b-i4, P, *,
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From a close study of the introductory scenes in dramas

it is evident that the playg were enacted on different occasions

according to their nature. They were not only enacted at

the annual fairs of temples and festivals in different seasons

but were also performed at the pleasure of the poet's patron

or before a learned assembly or the village people.

In the prelude of the Uttarardmacarita the sutradhdra says

"Let me address the respectable gentlemen assembled

today at the fair of the divine Kalapriyanatha. Let it be

known to your honours there is, as you know well, an

illustrious scion of the KaSyapa's race, bearing the distinctive

title of *Sri-Kan^ha,
5

versed in grammar, mimdmsd and logic,

Bhavabhuti by name and son of Jatukarni, a Brahmana, whom

the Goddess of Speech follows like one enslaved. The Uttara-

rdmacarita, a play composed by him, will now be represented."
1

In the prelude of the Anarghardghava the sutradhdra states that

an actor named Kalahakandala enacted a drama in the

ydtrd
2 in honour of god Purusottama.3

In the Mdlavikdgnimitra, the sutradhdra says: "I am

asked by the learned audience that I should represent

on the occasion of the spring festival the play Mdlavikdgnimitra>

the plot of which has been composed by Kalidasa. Please

therefore begin music."4 In the Ratndvali, the sutradhdra says;

"Enough of prolixity. To-day, on the occasion of the spring

festival, being called with great respect by the multitude

of kings, who are dependent on the lotus-like feet of our

king, the illustrious Srl-Haisa, and who have come here

from regions of the various directions, I was thus addressed ;

"Our master, Sri-Hara has composed a ndfikd entitled

i. URG Prelude, P, 3,

~~~

$. Yatra literally means a 'procession', and also a 'pilgrimage'. In

the whole of Northern India yatras are taken out in honour of a deity and

they occupy a unique position in Bengal. Huge crowds of all sects of

people move in a procession, sing and dance to the glorification of the

deity in a temple, street or courtyard,

3, AR Prelude, p. 6.

4. Mai prelude, p. r.
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Ratnavali, graced with a novel arrangement of the plot.

We h$e heard about it from hearsay but have not seen

it acted. Out of respect, therefore, for that very king,

the gladdener of the hearts of all people, and with a mind
to favour us, the same should be enacted on the stage by

you' with proper acting."
1 In the Dutangada, the sutradhara

tells us that the Dutdngada, a shadow play, may be enacted

during the spring festival in the procession of Srikumarapala-

deva. 2

In the Vikramorva&ya, the sutradhara says, "Oh
Marisa ! this assembly has very often witnessed the plays of

former poets. I shall, therefore, bring on the stage to-day a

new play known as the Vikramorvatlya. Let the company of

actors be told that they should be very careful about their

respective parts. Actor: As you command, Sir. SutradhSra:

I shall now announce to the honourable gentlemen here

with a bow. Either out of curiosity for us, your humble

petitioners, or out of respect for the excellent hero of

the plot, you will please listen with attentive minds to

this play of Kalidasa." 3 In the Prabodhacandrodaya, the sutradh-

ara says: "We want to enact the play with the action in

which the quietistic sentiment plays an important part. You

should enact the drama, the Prabodhacandrodaya, in front of

the king, Kirtivarma. The king wishes to see the play with

his associates. The king, who has entered the path of

Sdntapatha for his own pleasure, has ordered me to enact

this drama. Therefore, instruct the nafas to dress themselves

according to the theme."4 The sutradhara in the Kundamald says

"I have been commanded by the audience that I should

stage Kundamala, the work of the revered poet Dinnaga,
resident of Aratalapura. So having called the noble lady

[wife] rendering co-operation in the performance of this

I, Rat prelude, p. 5,

st Dutaftgada p. 2.

3, Vik prelude, p, 3,

4* Prabodhacandrodaya prologue, pp, 13-14.
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dramatic composition I betake myself to the stage/
51 In

the KirfitSrjuntyavyayoga \ military spectacle ] it is state?? that

the drama was enacted at the pleasure of the king.
8

Certain plays were enacted only for the amusement of

the village people. The Mahdndtaka is the best and the only

preserved drama which was improvised by village artists.
8

We find explanation for thig when we consider that these are

also the prominent features of theydtrds of the modern days.

The view of Wilson and some other European scholars

with regard to the occasion of the enactment of Sanskrit

plays is as follows:

'The dramatic entertainments of the Hindus essentially

differed from those of Modern Europe in the infrequency

of their representation. They seem to have been enacted

only on solemn or public occasions. In this respect they

resembled the dramatic performances of the Athenian!, which

took place at distant intervals, and especially at the spring
and autumnal festivals of Bacchus.'4

But in this connection our view is different from that of

the European scholars. Though the occasions mentioned by
the authorities on Sanskrit dramaturgy are of infrequent occu-

rrence, the mention of the theatre for general people and

regular troupe of actors and actresses and also the reflection

from the preludes of dramas as to their enactment at the will

:>f the poet's patron at any time of the year, shows that they

tfere kept in regular occupation by more frequent representa-

ion than what is generally considered.

D. Places for Performance

The theatre is a place specially designed and equipped
3r the presentation of plays. The various terms used in

anskrit for the theatre are natyagrha, ndtyama$dapa> prekfdgfha

rprekfagara. The drama and the theatre point to each other's

i. Kundamala prelude, p. 7.

s, Kiratarjuniyavyayoga prologue, p, I.

3. Mahanatakft 1.5.

4* Wilson: 'Select Specimen! of the Theatre of the Hindus' I. XIIJ-

XIV.
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mutual existence and a dramatic work becomes most impressive

when it is enacted on the stage. They constitute a very impor-
tant chapter in the social and cultural history of a nation*

The Mrcchakatika gives a more graphic description of the

ancient Indian society than any other work of that time.

The ancient Indian kings had pleasure gardens, theatres

and music halls attached to their spacious palaces, generally

for the entertainment of their queens. Play-wrights and regu-

larly appointed professors and actors were patronised by them.

Histrionics, music and dancing were a part of the education

of the high-born ladies. In the Malamkagmmitra> Ganadasa and

Haradatta were appointed professors and Malavika was

taught not only dancing but also histrionics. 1 In the

Silparatna*, the Kdvyamimdrhsa? and the Sangltamakaranda*

there is reference to a palace theatre. From the seating

arrangement of the theatre described in the Safigitaratndkara it

is clear that it belonged to a king. The audience consisted of

men of education, culture and artistic sense, such as kings,

queens, ministers, court-poets and courtiers.

From an account given in the Sangitaratndkara the following

information is available : The music hall was decorated in a

unique manner. It was furnished with flowers, flags and jew-

elled pillars. The president, generally the king, took his seat

on a beautiful lion throne in the middle of the auditorium. To

his left, court ladies of the harem were seated, but the chief qu-

eens were provided seats to his right. Behind,these chief queens,

seats for the chief treasury officers were arranged. Close^thereto,

honoured astronomers, astrologers, physicians, psychologists,

humorous poets and people conversant with tradition were

seated. To the right of the chief queens were the seats

for ministers and military officers of high rank. Fashion-

able men and women were seated in such a manner as to

surround the ladies of the court. Just behind the king youthful

1. MaK II 8.

2. SR I. XXXIX 35-36a, p. 199,

3. Kavyamlmmsa Prose, pp. 54-55t

4. Sangitamakaranda I. 2-7, p. 27,
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and beautiful women guards, wearing twinkling bracel^s and

holding beautiful chowries, were to occupy their places.

Forward guards were seated to the left, having in front the

vocal singers,conversattonalists, bards and experts in panegyric.
Seats for members of the royal family were provided in the

surrounding places. Then there were seats for dexterous

guards holding canes. Armed body-guards used to stand in

the four corners of the theatre. In the above manner
the audience was provided seats and thus the king used

to see the performance. In this type of ancient theatre1
,

a diagram of which is given herein, there appears to

be no place for the general public. This is apparently a

theatre in the palace itself.

In the M&nasaratilpabdstra, there is a reference to the seating

arrangement in a temple theatre as also in a palace theatre.

Theatres are said to have been built in continuation of the

open courtyard, linking the tank or shed in the temple and the

palace. In the theatre the divine and royal thrones and seats

made of wood, stone and brick were arranged in compartments

partitioned by low sliding walls.2

Most of the celebrated temples in India had nata-

mandiras where dancers and actors propitiated the god or

goddess through the representation of their art. The name

nafamandira is significant as pointing to the existence of temple

theatres. Paid women dancers were employed in all rich

temples and dramai in praise of a deity were represented in

festivals. The Uttarardmacarita was enacted at the annual

y&trd in honour of Kalapriyanatha.
8 In some of the temples

even now dances are prominent items of the daily programme
after the evening offerings to the gods. Devadasls dance in

temples in Jagannathapurl and south India even these days. In

ancient India places, halls or yards, were specially provided in

temples for dancing, music and recitations. In the KailaSa

i. SR VII. 1351-13613. For diagram See p. 37,

a. MS XLVII. 1-17, pp. 308-309*

3. URG prelude, p. 3.
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temple at Ellora caves a natamandira hall is easily noticeable.

Theo ndtamandiras were meant for priests, sadhus, religious

and learned men.

Plays were presented to the general public in open court-

yards and on improvised stages. The stage was temporarily
built and so, evidently, its paraphernalia was very simple.
There was preponderance of singing and dancing and of the
comic element. The Mdhdndtaka is the only available drama of
this species. The general setting is given by the poet with some
excellent poetry. Dialogue is improvised by the actors and
actresses. It is easily understood because the subjects are taken
from the Rdmdya$a, the Mahdbhdrata or the Puranas. The

religious or mythological theme of the Mahdndtaka, its epic Of

narrative character, the imperfect nature of its dialogues, its

descriptive passages interspersed with elaborate and vivid stage

directions, its charms
te
like vaitdlika mkyas, its length and

extended working out of the story all these peculiarities find

natural explanation when we consider that these are also the

prominent features of the ydlrds. As the imperfect dialogues
and narrative passages were frequently supplemented by the

improvisation of the players it is not surprising that a work
meant for such performances increased in bulk, incorporating
into itself fine poetic passages from various sources.



CHAPTER

CONSTRUCTION OF
THE THEATRE
A. Types and Measurements

A detailed account of the interior arrangement of

the theatre is given by Bharata. Later authorities also furnish

details which show that the main ^features. described by
Bharata were adhered to in later times.

According to the NdtyaSdstra, the Silparatna and the Bhdva-

prakaiana, the play-house as made ready for performance may
be of three types. The Visnudharmottara^- states that the theatre

might be of two types, rectangular and square. The square

theatres, according to it, should be 32x32 hastas [ cubits]

in area.

In Sanskrit texts dealing with architecture, dimensioas

of all kinds of buildings are comparative and suggestive and

can be altered to suit the requirements of the various kinds

of structures. The Silparatna says that the play-house may
be of two or rather three types, divided into four equal

parts, either by drawing lines lengthwise or breadthwise

externally or from top to bottom, every part or two parts

being separated by pillars for the audience and the fourth

part, left for the stage proper.
2

The architectural details of the natyamnfapa are very

clearly laid down in the Ndtyaidstra. There arc three types
of play-house vikrsta [ rectangular ], caturasra [ square ] and

tryasra [ triangular ].

The Bhfoapraktiana reads vrtta in place of vikrsta* but

no structural details arc given there. One has therefore to

rely on the three types given in the Mtyaidstravikrsta*

1. V
2. R I, XXXIX. 6b-6y f pp. sbx-aoa.

g. tiP X. p. 295, LD, 9-18,
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caturqga and tryasra* The vikrtfa is a rectangular theatre

according to Abhinavagupta.
2

.He notes two views about the varieties of theatres. Accord-

ing to one opinion, vikrsfa is jyestha, caturasra is madhya and

tryasra is avara. The other divides each of the first type

into jyejtha, madhya and avara, thus getting nine types which

when measured in hastas and daydas would be eighteen.

Abhinavagupta accepts this opinion and propounds clearly

his view about the nine divisions of the theatre. But we should

accept the three types of the theatre as they are referred

to at various places and are actually defined in the Natya-

fdstra. The only question which arises is that at one place

the Ndtyasdstra states that jyestha is Io8 hastas, madhya is 64

hastas and kanlya is 32 hastas9 and at another place Q^x 32 hastas

is said to be the measurement of the vikrsfa type and 32X 32

hastas of the caturasra type. Thus no clear indication about the

measurement of the avara type is available. It is therefore

difficult to establish any connection between the two state-

ments. So, to harmonise the statements, it can be said

that there were nine varieties, or even eighteen varieties of

theatres taking the hasta
k
and the dayda measurements into

consideration as stated by Abhinavagupta. Though Abhinava-

gupta himself feels that so many divisions have no purpose
to serve, yet he refers to them only to maintain a particular

standpoint.
8

From the Ndtyatdstra one can find that the jyestha type

is specially meant for gods, madhya for kings and avara for

ordinary people. Abhinavagupta says that the jyeftha theatre

may be used for dramas where gods are heroes, as in jpima,

the madhya when kings are heroes, as in Prakaranz, and

x. NS KM II. 8-14; KSS II. 7-1 1 ; COS II. 7-14. la COS and

KM editions, verses 13 and 14 are repeated. The repeated verses

in GOS are numbered as 25 and 26 while in KM they are

not cumbered but written between versos 24 and 25,

2. Abh Bh. I. p, 50,

j. Abh, Bh, I. pp. 50-51,
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the avara when ordinary men are heroes as in BhSga and

Prahasana.1

When we consider the verse of the Ndtyai&stra 'Pramd-

narh Esdrh nirdistarh hastadandasamdhayartf* we find that

measurement for the building of theatres was dependent

upon the conception of hasta and danda. What are these

measurements ? The Mtyatistra accepts that the smallest

measure is a$u [atom ]. The table of measurement accord-

ing to this authority is as follows. Eight anus make one

raja [cardust], eight rajas one bdla [ hairend ], eight b&las

one Uksd [nit], eight liksds one yukd[ louse], eight yukfa

one yava [ barley ], eight yavas one atigula, 24 angulas one

hasta, four hastas one danda? This list substantially agrees

with the one given in the Arthasdstra of kautilya.

From the Mdndsdrasilpasdstra we find that angula

[ finger breadth ] and the hasta [ cubit ] measures are in

fact of the same category. The finger breadth, equivalent to

three-fourths of an inch, is perhaps the earliest unit of

measure. It has its own defects, namely, the finger of two

persons is hardly of equal breadth and the length of the

finger of a person is liable to change owing to various

natural causes. Apparently with a view to avoid these

defects the finger breadth is ascertained by the measure of

certain other objects, atom, cardust, hairend, nit, louse and

barley grain. The largest finger breadth is stated to be

equal to eight barley grains, the intermediate of seven barley

grains and the smallest of six barley grains.
4 The angula

measure is practically the same in almost all Sanskrit works,

such as the Arthaidstra*, bearing on the subject.

The measuring tape should be made of kdrpdsa, vddara

valkala or muftja and must have no joints. Wise people

i, Abh. Bh. I. pp. 51-52.

si. NS-KM II, ioa; KSS II, ga; COS II. ga.

3- NS Kl* II, 15-19; KSS II. 12-16; COS II. 15-19.

4. MS II. 20-32, pp 4-5.

5. AS I. XX. p. 263.
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shoiiR emp!6y such thread as cannot be bfokeh. iTte telffe

snould be handled carefully.
1

In constructing a play-house it is necessary, according
to Bharata, that the soil should be first examined, ft tiiust

be even, steady, hard and black or \vhite. The Miafc
field must fcfe ploughed and bones, nails, skulls arid fctich

other thiflg* taken out. Then in the pujya constfeflatidn it

ftnist be measured with a white string. After the founda-
tion walls have been constructed the pillars may be erected

in the Rohtni or the Sravana constellation. Emphasis is thiri

laid on the selection of hard tend, cm its purification from

bowei and bushes and on fixing definite boundaries With a

thread, so that the prescribed measurements; are adhered to*
1

The standard theatre [ ndtyavefman ] is a rectangular

fcuildfng, 64 cubits in length and 32 cubits in breadth,

marked out into two equal divisions, the auditorraih

I rangamaQdala ] and the stage [ rangabtifimi ]. The stage is

divided into two equal parts the front a&d the rear,

fatter being the green room. The front part is

divided into two equal parts. Of these two parts tfce one

behind h the head of the Stage [ rahga&r$a ] and t&e from

part t the stage proper where a play is acted. Odt both

sides of the stage proper, two mattavarsms, equal in measure

to the stage, are constructed. It is clear from the diagram

of the reetangtrtat theatre that the auditorium is 'ths 32X 32

cubits, the front stage 8x16 cubits, the back *tage 8x32

cubits and the green room 16x 32 cubits.8 Abhift*vag!H gives

two views on the measurements of the stage proper.

According to one view, it was 16 cubit* in length and 8

I. fifSKirf II. sob-34 : KSS li. arSb^a; GOS II.

ia GOS niunbering is wrong: 31, 3t, 33 arc repeated.

. NS~KM II. a?-3oa; KSS II. *4-*&a> 46m^ ^>S H.

48a. Here in GOS numbering is wrong. The numbers $i, 39, 33

are repeated but the verses are different.

3. NS KM II. 36-37, 57-58* 7fb;
KSS

86b; GOS II,

p. ?5-
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cubits in breadth, and according to the other, it was 8

cubits in length and 16 cubits in breadth.1

The caturasra type of theatre is 32 cubits in length and

32 cubits in breadth.2 Abhinavagupta quotes Sankuka's opinion

on the divisions of the caturasra theatre. He states: The

whole field 32X 32 cubits should be divided lengthwise and

breadthwise into eight equal parts, thus making 64 squares

as is done in a chessboard, The rangapltha should be in the

four inner squares. In this type the mattavdranls will be

8x 8 cubits each and the ranga&rsa 8x 8 cubits [ or 8x 32

cubits as there are no walls on the breadth line]. The size of

the nepathyagrha is 4x 32 cubits and that of the auditorium

12x32 cubits. This type is also shown in the diagram of

the caturasra theatre. 8

The tryasra theatre is in the form of an equilateral

triangle. It is divided into eight parts on each side and

from each dividing point lines are drawn parallel to

those on the side of the equilateral triangle. Thus 64 triangles

arc formed. In four triangles in the middle the rangapifha

is constructed. Behind the rangapltha is placed the

rangafirsa in five triangles [ or 13 triangles in the absence of

walls] and the nepathyagrha in 15 triangles. Each of the

mattavdranls is constructed in eight triangles. The remaining

triangles are reserved for the audience. This is illustrated

in the diagram of the tryasra type.
4 But no exact measurement

of this type of theatre is available in the N&tyaSastra or

the Abhinavabharatl.

B. Rangapitha and Decoration

The height of the theatre invariably depended on the

type of the play to be presented in it. Theatres were

^constructed in two storeys having the shape of a mountain~
I. Abh, Bh. I. p. 58.

"~""~

a. NS KM II. 75-77, 8413-89; KS3 II, 87-89, 96b-xoi; COS II.

Qob-gsa, 100-105a.

3. Abh, Bh. I. p. 66, For diagram Sec p, 39.

4* NS KNf II. 9o-93a; KSS II. 102-104; COS II. lo^b-ioS, For
diagram sec p. 43.
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presenting a change an actor would walk on the stage and
take rounds as required by distance.

We may take the Mrcchakatika as an example to illus-

trate the use of kaksyas on the stage.

In the Mrcchakatika Carudatta and Maitreya after

attending a music concert come to their house. Maitreya

says: 'Well, here is our house. Vardhamanaka, open the

door/

Vardhamanaka says: *I hear the voice of the noble

Maitreya. The noble Carudatta has come. So I will

open the door for him.' [
He does so ]. Entering the house

they both go to sleep.

Now Sarvilaka enters the stage and looks at the sky

joyfully:
cWhy 3

the moon is setting*. He feels the wall,

finds it deteriorated. He measures and surveys the wall

with his sacred thread. A snake bites him. He binds his

finger with his sacred thread and acts the manifest effect of

poison.

He resumes his work shoving in a dummy man at

first. With that he enters the house and looking before him

says: <I see there are two persons sleeping here. All right,

I shall open the door as a defensive measure. But hark,

the door squeeks as the house is very old. Let me go
in search of water. Now where can water be found ?

5

[ He

goes about in search, brings water and sprinkles it on the

door and enters the house and takes ornaments].

Radanika [ entering ] 'Oh, alas, Vardhamanaka is

sleeping in the outer rooms*. Sarvilaka wants to kill Rada-

nika, leaves her because of her being a woman and escapes.

She wakes Maitreya and Carudatta.

From the above incident one can anticipate the

existence of a door on the stage, but in reality there was

none. It was all done with gestures. Only Maitreya and

Carudatta enter one kakfyd from another kaksyd. Then Sarvilaka

searches for water and brings it.
1 Of course, as described

I, Mrch III. pp, 69-77.
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in the Ndtyatistra he must have come the same way through

which he might have gone out. Vardhamanaka is saicf to be

sleeping in the outer room when really he might have been

sleeping in another kaksy5.

Further, in the same drama a court scene is represented.

Sodhanaka, a court peon, enters and says: 'Officials of the

court have commanded me, Sodhanaka, go to the court

and lay the seats.' I shall just go to the hall of justice

to keep it ready. [He walks a few steps and looks before him].

Here is the hall of justice. I will enter. [ He enters and

sweeps it and spreads a carpet]. I have swept the hall of

justice and laid the seats. So I shall just go back to

the officials to tell them about it. [ He walks a few steps and

looks before him ]. 'What ? It is that bad man, the king's

brother-in-law, who is coming this way. So I shall avoid

his sight and go in another direction.' [ He stands away:
Now enters Sarhsthanaka, gorgeously dressed. Sarhsthanaka

walks a few steps and looks before him ]. 'Here it is the

hall of justice. I shall enter.' [ He enters and looks round ].

'Why, the seats have been placed. The court officials will

come in a moment. I shall take my seat here in this grassy

quadrangle and wait.' [ He does so. Sodhanaka walks in

another direction and looks before him ]. 'Here come the

officials of the court, I will approach them.' [He
approaches them ] .

{ Eaters the Judge accompanied by the Mayor, the

clerk and others ]. Sodhanaka: Please come your Lordship,

come this way, please. [ They walk a few steps ]. Here

is the hall of justice. May your Lordship enter.' [ They all

enter ].

Judge: 'Good Sodhanaka, go out and see if there are

aqy petitioners.'

Sodhanaka goes out and Sarhsthanaka places his

complaint before the judge.



Carudatta and Vasantasena's mother are called. And

the petition is considered.1

From the above it is quite clear that the carpet is

spread in the court and the seats are 'arranged. This is

one division [ kaksyd]. Samsthanaka waits for the officials

to come outside the court hall. He is in another division

of the stage [ dvitlyd kaksyd ]. The judge, accompanied by

the Mayor, the clerk and others, enters. The judge is

naturally in front of them all and then others enter according

to their rank. The servant who goes out to call Carudatta and

Vasantasena's mother might have brought them the same

way as he had gone.

The use of kaksyds can be shown with reference to other

dramas also. Thus from the testimony of the Ndtyasdstra and

the actual incidents in the Mrcchakatika, we find that the

stage could be used to represent a place where persons

sleep and court scenes are enacted and that it was divided

into as many apartments [ kaksyds ] as the plot required.

Theatres were decorated with all the oriental splendour,

colour and brilliance. The front portion of the stage used

to be built of wood and richly decorated with wooden

Carvings. Garlands were hung on it and ornamental arches

added to its grace. The mandapa had windows. The wood

work was polished and the walls- whitewashed before

pictures were painted on them. The wood work had uha

fan additional moulding-upper-most portion of a column],

pratyuha [a supporting membe^^-most
portion of a

column], safijavana [ quadrangle ],
W* [ an arch marked

with leograph ], salabhafijika [
an

i/nage
or figure made of

Ma wood i. e. statuettes], nirvyiiM [ a cross circle], kufora

f interior window ], vedikd [ pedestal },yantra [an archiW

tural member of the bedstead,A^and ], -jOa [a lattice*

window], gavdksa [ windowsJ&emttH^
the cows eye]

bitha [pedestal,
a pavement J\

dharam
[N^kuid

of tree ok

whick pillars
are constructed kapotdll [

* doVe-cote, crown

I, MTchIX.pp. I9a-i97
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work, fillet ] and kuffitna [ a pavement ] and stambha

[ column ]. Thus it is decorated with various columns.

After the wood work, come the walls. The column, naga-

danta [ a kind of window resembling the hood of a cobra ],

v&t&yafta [ window], kona [ a class of building], pratidvdra

[ moulding of the base or column of a door ], dvara [ door,

a gate ] should not come opposite a door leading to the

rmgafflha.
1 Dr. A. K. Goomarswamy notes some changes

<rf meaning in the terms quoted above. He thinks that

means 'storey', vedikS ca railing* and gavaksa 'an

curved window.'2

C. Rangasirsa, Green Room and Mattavaranis

In the vikrsfa type of theatre the back stage [ i. e.

raAgaslrsa ] is 8x 32 cubits and in the caturasra type it is

8X 8 cubits. As there are no walls breadthwise it may also be

imagined to be 8x32 cubits. The exact measurements of

the tryasra type are not available.

$ The rahgailrsa is b jilt of six pieces of wood and furnish-

ed with two doors leading into the green room. It is

strtooth and even like a mirror and decorated with jewels.

Its surface is not like the back of a tortoise or the

back of a fish. The intermediate space is filled with very

fine black earth, having the lustre of a pure mirror and

studded with emeralds, sapphires, corals and other precious

stonea, arranged in various designs on the four sides
*

/The ratigatirsa is constructed with six planks. According

to Abhinavagupta, attached to the wall of the nepathyagrha

and rbtya{if$a> two pillars should be erected, each at

a distance of eight cubits from the other. By their side two

i. NS KM II. 64-74; KSSIL 76-86; COS II. 78-903. The

meaning! of architectural terms have been taken from 'A Dictio-

nary of Hindu Architecture' by P. K* Acharya and 'A Saiirkrit

English Dictionary* by Monier Williams.

f. Indian Historical Quarterly Volume IX. p, 594,

i NS-KM n,57b-6*a; KSS II, 6^7^ GOS II.



other pillars, with a mutual distance of four cubita are

raised. They will thus be four and with the upper au4

lower planks, will make the total six. At this pfece two

doors one for the exit from and .the other for eatry iato

thfi aepattyagfha are constructed.

>rtions of the back stage \_ rungasirsa ], as Abhinava-

gupta points out, seem to have been reserved as a place of rest

for actors, for maintaining the secrecy of the entrance and

exit and for purposes such as prompting, securing some

effect and storing stage paraphernalia.
3

It can be proved easily that the rangapltha and the

irfa were two different portions. Scholars, except Monomohan

Ghosh, hold that rangapifha and raAgaflrsa were two distinct

parts of the theatre. The N&tyaSastra testifies to this. Again
the terms rangapltha and rangaflrsa are suggestive of the whole

theatre being regarded as one construction. According to

Abhinavagupta, there is a curtain between the rangapifha and

the rangatirsa. The rangatirsa was of a level higher than the

rangapltha in the vikrsta type of theatre and of the same level

in the caturasra. The rangapltha and the rangn&rsa were

situated in two different parts of the theatre as they wer*

used for different purposes. The rangapltha is meant for the

actual representation of the plot whereas the rangaSlrsa is left

as a place of retirement for actors.

The rangafirsa was also used for accommodating the

orchestra. In the Ndtyat&stra it has been laid down that the

musicians should sit in the rangalr$a.*

The green room [ nepathyagfha ] is a part of the main

building. Behind the curtain are the quarters of the actors

[ nepathyagrha ]. In the vikrsta type of theatre the green room is

16x32 cubits and in the caturasra type it is 4x32 Cukit9, No
measurements are available regarding the trytsrv type.

The green ^ropm is fairly spacious to enable tb several

characters to attend to thek 'make up', The mfrthyagrha

i. Ata- Bh, I. pp.

9. NS KM XXXIV, Prose, p, 4*9; KSS XXXHT, JP*c, PI
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is a place from where sounds are raised to indicate

uproar and confusion; here also are uttered the voices

of gods and other persons whose presence on the

stage is not desirable. In the Mrcchakafika, when Sarvilaka

boards the cart with Madanika and starts on his journey,
a voice from behind the curtain is heard, 'who hears ?

Who hears ?' The chief of the police issues these commands.

'Here is the cowherd boy named Aryaka, whom a prophecy
has declared to be a prospective king. King Palaka, alarmed

on account of his faith in the prophecy, has removed him

from his hamlet and has put him in prison. Be diligent,

therefore, in your respective posts.'
1 In the above passage

the confusion and alarm which could not be represented

on the stage were reported from the green room. Then,

again, in the Ratndvall the magician's art which could not

be shown on the stage was described through uproar behind

the scenes: 'Here in the upper apartment, fire has broken

out all of a sudden, imparting to the mansions the beauty

of golden turrets by its masses of flames; its intense heat

is indicated by its scorching the top of the trees in the

garden; the pleasure-mountain looks dark like a watery

cloud with smoke descending on it; the women-folk are

distressed by the heat. Moreover, this fire has sprung up to

give veracity, as it were, to the rumour about the queen's

being burnt, which was formerly circulated in Lavanaka.2

The Ndtyatdstra prescribes that on both the sides of the

rangapltha, two mtitavdranls are to be constructed. Both of

them are higher than the rangapitha by one and a half cubit.

A mzttavdranl has four columns. Here it may be noted that

-the plinth of the auditorium [rangamandala]
3 should be equal

1. Mrch IV. pp, 96-97,

2. Rat IV, 14-15, p. 103.

3. J. Grosset's edition of the NS reads rangamandala but other
editions of NS read rangamandapa instead. In our opinion the

correct reading seems to be rangamandala* Mankad teems not
to be right when he says that "these two mattavaranls and rahga-

pitha should be higher [ than the auditorium ] by one and a
half cubit,

"
[ Mankad 's pamphlet on Ancient Indian theatre

'95 ]
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in height to that of the two mattavdranis. In the vikrsfa and

the caturasra types of theatre the mattavdranis are to be 8x8
cubits each.1

Abhinavagupta says that mattavdranis in vikrsta theatre

be eight cubits square. He holds out two distinct inter-

pretations. According to one, the rtiattavdranis are one and a
half cubit higher than the rangapitha, and according to the

other, the rangapitha and mattavdranis are of the same height.

Abhinavagupta seems to believe that mattavdranis were used
as kaksyds*

Scholars have interpreted the term mattavdranis differ-

ently. Dr. P. K. Acharya considers the mattavdranis as

part of the pillars supporting the stage. On the two sides

of the stage, over the four pillars is erected an entablature

[ mattavdrana ] one and a half cubits or two feet and
three inches high. This is the total height of the stage

pavilion [ rahgamandapas as stated by the commentator ].

But neither the height of the platform nor of the pillar
is mentioned. The actual height of the stage is unspecified.

Some scholars think that mattavdranis performed the same
functions as the wings of modern theatres. But if we follow

the Ndtyatdstra faithfully we find that mattavdranis were

higher than the rangapitha and that they were some spe-
cial portions of the rangapitha because action was

performed on these mattavdranis. At one place Abhinavagupta
refers to the size of the rangapitha as 8x 32 cubits which, it

seems, includes the mattavdranis also. In svdngas or folk

theatres of Northern India we find even to-day that there

is a structure on both sides of the stage which is supported

by wooden pillars from where some special and exciting

speeches are made and scenes shown. The mattavdranis could
be used as kaksyds if they were really used in this man-
ner. The kaksyds could be built low or high according
to the requirement of the plot.

i. NS KM II, 87-88a; KSS II, 64^65, ; 99-1 ooa; COS II,

io*b-i<>3,
AMi TIK. T nn. fil.6,2.
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D. Pillars and Seating Arrangements

In connection with the caturasra theatre the NStyaffistra

describes the arrangement of pillars as follows: On the

rangapitha there must be ten columns strong enough to bear

the burden of the mandapa.
1

According to Abhinavagupfa,

who states the view of Sankuka, four columns, Nos 1, 2, 3

and 4, should be raised at the four corners of the rangapitha.

From the pillars in the agnya [ south-east ] and naiirta

[S3uth-west ] directions, two pillars, Nos 5 and 6, each at

a distance of four cubits towards the south, should be

erected. Two more pillars, Nos 7 and 8, each at a distance

of four cubits towards the north should be placed from the

pillars in the vdyava [ north-west ] and a&ana [
north-east ]

directions. And from the pillars in agneya and atidria direc-

tions, two pillars, Nos 9 and lo, each at a distance of four

cubits towards the east, should be placed. Thus there are

ten pillars to support the rangapitha.

In the auditorium [ rangamandala ] at first six columns

and then eight columns are erected, 2
According to ank-

uka, Abhinavagupta explains : From the pillars Nos 5 and

6 5 two pillars Nos II and 12 are placed at a distance of

four cubits towards the south, at a distance of eight cubits

from each other. From the pillars, Nos 7 and 8, two pillars,

Nos 14 and 15, should be placed at a distance of four

cubits towards the north but they should also be at a

distance of eight cubits from each other. Then from the

pillars, Nos 5 and 8, two pillars, Nos 13 and 16, should be

placed each at a distance of four cubits towards the east.

These are the first six pillars supporting the auditorium.

From pillars Nos 11 and 15, two others, Nos 1; and

18, are placed to the east, each at a distance of four cubits.

These pillars are also stated to be at a distance of four

cubits from the southern and northern walls. Then at a

distance of four cubits, half-way from the eastern wall on

i. NS KM II. 78-793; KSS II. 90-9ia; COS II. 93^94,

?. NS-KM II. 8ib-82; KSS II. 93^94; COS II. 97-983.
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both sides, two pillars Nos 19 and 2o may be placed. And
from" these pillars, Nos 19 and 2o, pillars Nos 21 and 22, 23
and 24 should be placed, each at a distance of four cubits

aart. Thus the next eight pillars should be arranged in

the auditorium * The positions of pillars are marked in the

di'agram of the caturasra nalyagrha.

This is the arrangement of columns according to

Sankuka arid others. Abhinavagupta, following Vartika-

kara and Upadhyaya, has explained the arrangement in

a different way to signify that the last eight columns should

be in the nepathyagrha* But this view is not found in the

Nafyaiastra and is, therefore, rejected.

The auditorium in the vikrsta theatre was 32x 32 cubits,

in the caturasra 12x32 cubits and in the tryasra according to

the measurement of the theatre. People of different castes were

to sit at places indicated by columns of various colours.

Brahmanas had the front seats indicated by a white column.

Ksatriyas occupied seats indicated by a red column. Behind

them sat VaiSyas and Sudras, the former to the

north-east and the latter to the north-west, their seats being
indicated by yellow and blue columns.* There were other

columns too, perhaps, to accommodate those who were

not included in the four castes. Galleries were to be

erected one behind the other. Seats in the auditorium

\vere to be arranged in the form of a staircase to ensure

visibility. They were to be made of wood and bricks and

were to be one and a half feet [ one hasta or cubit ] above the

ground. Ou these the spectators sat.

Thus, as the Ndtyasdstra prescribes different places for

the castes and for various strata of society, it becomes clear

that the theatres, in ancient India though constructed as a

temporary structure, were planned for the general public.

1. Abh, Bh, I, pp. 66-67. For the Positions of Pillars see diagram

P- 39.

2. NS KM II. 48-54; KSS II, 47^54; COS II. 490-563.
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. Doors and Roof

According to the Ndtyasastra, the vikrsta theatre has

two doors leading to the green room from the rangasirsa.

Between thes^ doors sat players of musical instruments. In

the caturasra type a door leads to the rangapitha The first

door is for people to enter the theatre. The second door

is in front of the auditorium. In the tryasra type there is

one door at the back of the rangapitha and another in

one corner for the entry of the audience.1

Abhinavagupta cites two views about the construction

of doors in a theatre. According to one view, there are

only three doors, two from the nepathyagrha leading to the

rangailrsa and one in the auditorium for the entrance of

spectators. According to the other, there are four doors:

two in the nepathyagrha wall, one by which the nata enters

with his wife 'bhdrydmaddya nataparivdrah pravisati* and one in

the auditorium. Here Abhinavagupta takes 'ekadvdram*

as a collective use for two doors. Thus there are four

doors in the ndtyagrha. Others again hold that the theatre

had six doors. They believe that two more doors existed on

the southern and northern sides of the rangapitha leading

towards the mattavdranls* The positions of doors are

indicated in the diagrams of all the three types of theatre.

In order to know the directions in the theatre hall it

has been mentioned in the Abhinavabharati that in the

representation of drama that direction should be regarded

as the east where the orchestra is situated by the side of

the door leading to the green room.

The question has been asked if Indian theatres had

roofs or they were open-air theatres as in Greece. In this

connection we note that in the
'

Ndtyasdstra there is only one

reference to theatres without roofs. But the theatres in

i. NS KM II, 57b-58a, 84b-86a, 91-9*1; KSS II, Ggb^oa, g6b-

g8a, I03-io4aj GOS II. 7ib-7aa, 100-101, loGb-ioy,

s, Abh. Bh, I, pp, 69-70, For the positions of doors sec diagra ms,

PP 35> 39 and 43.
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which plays were performed must have had roofs1 There

are indications in the Ndtyatdstra which prove the existence

of roofs. In the section on arrangement of columns the

Ndtyafastra says that the columns should be saktd manda-

padhdrane and drdhdnmandapadhdrane both expressions meaning

''capable of supporting the roof." Bharata further praises a

Sailaguhdkdra theatre, which too suggests the existence of

roof. Abhinavagupta, emphasising that the theatre should

not be too wide or too narrow, explains its properties of

resounding [anuranana].
1 This again presupposes a roof,

The Ndtyasdstra itself frequently uses the term ndtyamandapa

for the theatre. Thus there were theatres of both kinds-

open-air theatres and those with roofs.

Now the question arises whether the structure of the theatre

in ancient India was of a temporary or a permanent type.

Bharata's description of theatres, their construction,

size and shape, the position of the stage, orchestra and

auditorium, indicates that theatres were of a permanent nat-

ure. The existence of such a word as preksdgrha or pekkha-

ghara also supports this view.2 Further the Ndtyasdstra states

that the playhouse should have the form of a mountain cave

and should be two-storeyed.
3 The ruins of a cave found in

the Ramgarh hills which seems to have been used for the

performance of plays or recitation of poems also support the

view that the theatre was of a permanent nature.4 The

Meghaduta also refers to SildveSma. 5 There is, however, no hist-

orical record of a permanent theatre in ancient India. As

the above-mentioned cave or the SildveSma could have been a

nrtyasdld and not a ndtyasdld and as it might have been used as

a pleasure house by* kings, one cannot say definitely that the

theatre was ofa permanent nature. It is certain that there

were public theatres of a temporary nature in ancient India.

i Abh, Bh, I, p, 54,

a, Mall, P, 21.

3. NS KM II. Ggb; KSS II. 8ib ; COS II. 843.

4. 'Archaeological Survey of India Report', 1903-4, p. 1*3*

5. Meghaduta I. 25,
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I cannot agree with Prof. Macdonell when be says:
"There were no special theatres in the Indian Middle Ages,
and plays seem to have been performed in the concert- room

[sangltatdld] of royal palaces."
1 The above remark of the

learned professor seems to be based on a superficial study of

the problem and on insufficient data.

I. Macdonell: "A History of Sanikrit Literature,'* p, 352.



CHAPTER IV

SCENIC

REPRESENTATION
A. The Curtain

In the scenic representation the curtain plays an important

part. The word yavanikd orjavanikd occurs in the Ndtyasdstra in

connection with the arrangement of musical instruments requi-

red in the presentation of plays on the stage. In the prelimina-

ries (Purvaranga)
for the presentation of Sanskrit plays a great

deal of musical practice is done : the arrangement of musical

instruments, fixing the position of musicians, examining of

musical instruments, setting of wind and stringed instruments

to vocal music, 'and the entrance of dancing girls. All these

are to be done behind the screen [ i. e.yavanikdw javanikd ].*

We have said earlier that musicians sit in the ranga$irsa>

between the two doors leading to the nepathyagrha. Thus the

curtain cannot be behind the rangaslrsa but in front of it. So

it appears there is a curtain between the rangaiirsa and the

rangapitha. After the musical instruments are arranged and

tuned, the curtain is drawn aside and dances and recitals

are given with the playing of musical instruments and a

dhruvd song in praise of gods is sung.

The Ndtyatdstra has a phrase from which it is clear that

the curtain is drawn aside on two sides and not pulled up

by pulleys after the dhruvd song. After the curtains are

drawn aside the actors, who are instrumental in bringing about

j, NS KM,KSSsmdGOS V, u-su
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the sentiments, enter the stage.
1 This indicates that when

the curtain which between the rangapltha and the rahgnSirsa

is drawn aside, musicians become visible to the audience. In

the Kuttanlmata which refers to the performance of the Ratriavali

the following occurs: The king with vidusaka, is on the

rangapltha. Two maids enter and dance for a while, deliver

a message to the queen and go behind thejavanikd. Then the

queen enters with her maid after the tiraskarinl [ curtain ] is

drawn aside.2 Here the word apanltd is quite clearly mention-

ed in the text and it proves that the curtain is drawn

aside according to the requirement of the stage. But in no

case can it be actually removed.

Abhinavagupta says that the yavanikd is hung between the

rangapltha
and the rangaslrsa? With the help of this curtain also

phrases such as apatiksepena* [ with a toss of the curtain ] can

be explained. The common view is that the curtain is parted in

the middle. Dr. S. K. De does not agree with this view and

takes the stage direction for hurried entrance apatiksepena

pravitati
in the sense of c

enters without a toss of the curtain.* 5

But the real sense of thii phrase is lost if we accept Dr. De^
view. Mankad8

opines that the character of parting the

curtain from the middle given by European scholars to pati in

explaining stage direction apatiksepvna has no ground. But

this statement seems not to be correct.

Our view-point becomes clear when the stage directions

nepathye
and apatiksepena so often found in Sanskrit dramas,

are explained in connection with each other ? In the second

act of the Mrcchakatika [ Mathura is shouting from behind
the scenes ] Sarhvaha enters with a toss of the curtain in a

I. NS KM XII. 2b-3a; KSS XITI. 3; COS XII, 3.

s. Kuttanlmata KM 886-887, P. 107; Bombay 909-910,??. 358-359.

3, Abh, Bh. I, P. air; II, P. 130,

4, Halayudha a. 154. He gives apaft as a synonym of pati or

javanika*

5, Dr, S. K. D's article on "The curtain in Ancient Indian theatre"

Bharatiya Vidya Volume IX. 1948.

<? Mankad's pamphlet 'Ancient Indian Theatre', p, 18.
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flurry. In the same act Karnapuraka enters in high

glee, 'dressed in gorgeous dress with a toss of the curtain. In

act VI Aryaka enters with a toss of the curtain excited and
with a chain on one leg he walks about, In act VIII the

monk enters with a toss of the curtain. In act X the executi-

oners say: [Turning towards the nepathyagrha ] This way,
this way, Sir, come here, child, come [ enters Maitreya
with Rohasena].

1

Voices are heard behind the scenes. In the Pratijridyau-

gandhardyana the soldier says:
<c The page has gone to the

tavern and is drinking liquor. Well, you may go. [ Stepping
round ]. Here is the liquor shop. I will just call him.

He, page 1 page !" [voice behind the scene ]. "Now who
is calling me on the high road, page, page ?" Soldier: "Here
comes the page, his eyes as red as china roses, full of liquor

laughing aloud and drunk. I won't stand in his way."

[Stands aside]. [ Enters the page as described].
2

In the Avimdraka the stage-manager looks towards the

dressing room and in the same drama, the nurse speaks to a

maid behind the scenes.3

From these examples, it is clear that there is a curtain

between the rangasirsa and the rangapltha as without it apatik$-

epena cannot be explained. As there is a wall between the

rahgaiir$a and the nepathyagrha^ it is not easy for a nurse to

talk to a maid. So it is quite possible that the maid is in

the rarlgaslrsa behind the curtain and not in the nepathyagrha.

Uproar and
t
the voice of gods which are made only in

the green room can be heard distinctly by spectators in the

auditorium. The purpose of the nepathyagrha^ rangasirsa and

rangapltha has to be very clearly understood. It has been seen

in chapter III that the nepathyagrha was meant for the

make-up and for the representation of uproars, and the

rangasirsa for musicians and prompters, as also for afford-

i. Mrch II. PP. 46, and 62; VI. P. 142; VIII. P. 190; X. P. 227.

f. Pra. Y. IV, Prose, PP. 94-95.

3, AvimSraka Prose I. PP. 109-110; III, PP 137-138.
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ing rest to actors who had done their part or were to

appear on the stage very soon. Whenever the orchestra

is required, the curtain is drawn aside and music is on;

whenever ordinary scenes go on, the curtain is down.

The actual action of the drama takes place on the stage

[ rangapitha ].

The ancient Indian theatre, it appears, had no drop-

curtain. This can be explained from the peculiar

ending of Sanskrit dramas. Sanskrit dramas never ended

abruptly as is often the case in modern dramas.

The acts, in all Sanskrit dramas, end usually with some

description of the time of the day or with some other

quiet suggestion to the characters on the stage to make for

their exit. This peculiar termination of dramas is due to

the absence of the drop-curtain.

Let us examijae the Vikramorvaslya from this point of view.

At the end of act I the king looks up in the direction of

UrvaSi and describes her in the following words : 'This celestial

damsel, while flying into the sky, violently tears away my
heart, as the female swan, before soaring into the sky,

draws off a film from a lotus stalk the tip of which

has been already cut off.' At the end of act II, the king,

looking up, describes the time which is past midday as

follows: 'Tired of the heat the peacock sits in the cool basin

round the root of a tree; the bee, having forced open the

flower-buds of karnikdra, lies therein; the duck, leaving the

hot weather, resorts to the lotus-plant growing on the brink,

and the encaged parrot in the pleasure-house, being

exhausted, calls for water'. At the end of act III the king

makes a request to UrvasI: 'Formerly, when I had not

achieved my object^ the night seemed to me to increase

a hundredfold; if it increases similarly now when I am in

your company, I shall be blessed.' At the end of act

IV, on a question by UrvaSi as to how he desires to go,

the king says: 'Oh, you gifted with a sportive gait, bear

me home on a new cloud made into a balloon, with

streamers in the form of flashes of lightning and beautified by
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fresh painting in the form of the rainbow.' At the end of

act V, there is the benedictory stanza: 'May there be always,

for the welfare of the good, a union of the goddesses of

wealth and learning who are opposed to each other a union

which is difficult to be found in one place.'
1

'

From this analysis it is clear that the acts ended not

with any dramatic incident so as to require the fall of

the curtain, but with the description of some kind or other.

And there is a definite instruction after every act that

the actors go out. If there were any drop-curtain, there

was no need of the actors leaving the stage; they could

as. well be on the stage while the curtain came down.

But now how to explain scenes where an actor enters

seated or any situation is said to be set on the stage as

soon as a new act begins ? Let us take scenes from

different dramas. In the Mrcchakatika, in act II, the scene

opens with Vasantasena, seated, deeply in love, and also

Madanika.

In act IV, a female servant enters. Servant: Madam's

mother has told me to go to madam. Here is madam with

her gaze fixed on a painting. I would just approach. [ She

advances a few steps]. The scene opens with Vasantasena who

is in the manner described earlier and Madanika. In act V
Garudatta enters, seated and full of amorous thoughts.* In the

drama Avimdraka, Avimaraka enters seated.8 Such instances

can be produced from many other dramas. Instructions such

as 'pravisati asanaslhaK and the examples quoted above help

us to arrive at the inference that there was some sort of

a curtain which was withdrawn to present the actors to

the audience at the appropriate moment, thus pointing

towards existance of the drop-curtain. But it may also

be quite possible that actors used to come and sit on the

stage. It could then be said that an actor 'entered seated.'

S. M. Tagore in his 'The Eight Principal Rasas of the

i. Vik Ending of 1-5 acts pp. 16-17, 50-51, 74"75> 98-99 and *"
a. Mjch II, p 42; IV. p 84 ; V. p, in.

3, Avimaraka II, p, 121.
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Hindus* refers to the drop-curtain. He says: 'The scene

which hangs before the audience before the commencement

of the play, or which drops in the intervals between the

scenes is called yabanikd. As in every act and its sub-

divisions, scenes are changed, so the drop-scene should also

change. In classical times two comely girls appeared and

removed the two wings of every scene.' 1

While describing the Jogimara and SUabenga Caves,

Bloch* refers to certain holes on two sides of the caves and

presumes that they had been provided to facilitate the use

of curtains,

But there is no reference to the drop-curtain in the

Ndtyasdstra or Abhinavabharati. On the contrary 'The Eight

Principal Rasas of the Hindus' which hints at the drop-curtain
is a modern work and the injunction 'such and such actor

enters seated' can be represented without the use of the

drop-curtain. Further as Bloch's interpretation of the drop-
curtains in the Sitabenga and Jogimara caves is not conclu-

sively proved and we have already seen that the ending
of acts in Sanskrit dramas does not require any drop-scene,
we conclude that no drop-curtain was used in presentation
of Sanskrit plays.

The theory of a transverse curtain propounded by
Wilson is not supported by facts. He superficially remarks:

'It seems possible, also, that curtains were suspended trans-

versely, so as to divide the stage into different portions,

open equally to the audience but screening one set of

actors from the other, as if the one were within, and the

other outside a house or chamber.'3

A. K. Goomaraswamy thinks there was no drop-curtain.

He remarks: 'As for the curtain, of course, there were

two curtains, neither of them a drop-curtain, but one over

each door-way leading from the nepathyagfha on to and

1. 'The Eight Principal Rasas of the Hindus' pp. 58-59.

2. Bloch: 'Archaeological Survey of India Report,' 1903-19041 p. 123.

3. Wilson: 'Select Specimens of the Theatre of theHindui* I, LXVJII.
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from the stage, just as in the Chinese theatre even today,

where anyone who cares may see the actor entering with

a toss of the curtain.' 1 But it is not clear from where A.

K. Coomaraswamy got the idea of the two curtains in

Indian plays. Probably this theory of his is based on mere

conjecture.

Thus from the above analysis we arrive at the conclu-

sion that the ancient Indian theatre had only one curtain

and that it was placed between the rangaslrfa and the

rangapitha.

Apart from this one curtain there were probably some

other minor curtains used to partition the kak$yds. Some
scenes must have been screened from the audience by curtains

and exposed when necessary, for example, the scenes in the

Abhijftdnasdkuntala such as kanva's garden, the rdjasabhd of

Dusyanta, the street scene where the fisherman is caught,
the scene half-way up in heaven showing Marica's dsrama,
the king's garden and the king painting the portrait of

Sakuntala. These are different parts of scenes. They must
have been kept ready and shown with the help of kak$yas

partitioned by minor curtains. But this can only be a

probability and we are not sure of such scenic representa-

tion in ancient India.

B. Origin of the Curtain

Now the question arises whether the curtain was

imported from outside [i. e. Greece] or it was of Indian origin.

Let us consider the terms yavanikd, javanikd and yamanikd to

get a correct idea about the curtain of the ancient Indian

stage. The Kavyamala edition of the Natyasdstra has the

reading javanikd while the texts of the Kasi Sanskrit Series, the

Gaekwad Oriental Series and also the Abhinavabhdrati have
the reading yavanikd* The edition of Grosset [ i898 ] has
the form javanikd, but in one of the passages the reading

1. 'Indian Historical Quarterly* Vol. IX Calcutta 1933, p, 594
article on 'Hindu Theatre* by A. K. Coomaraswamy.

2. NS KM, KSS and COS V. 11-12.
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is yavanikd. The form yamanikd is found in some manuscripts

of Sanskrit plays and poems. Dr. De has tried to show

that yamanikd
1

is as much a recognized form of the word

for curtain as javanikd or yavanikd.

According to Apte's dictionary the meaning of yavanikd

and javanikd is the same i. e. 'curtain'. 2 On this point we

may note that javanikd is the prdkrta form of yavanikd? Let

us now take up the word javanikd and look to its etymo-

logical meaning. Javana means going fast and it is derived

from the root 'jV by Bhattoji Diksita in his Siddhantakaumudi.

Panini has the following sutra 'jucankramyadandramyasrgrdhij-

valasucalasapatapadah ju iti sautro dkdturgatau vegeca, javanali*

which shows that the word 'javand* was derived from the

root ju. The feminine form of javana is javanl or javanikd.

It may mean a curtain which was to be drawn with

force. In the Amarakosa the meaning of javanikd is given

as a curtain or kandta, as in the following 'pratisird javanikd

sydttiraskarinl ca jvJ.'
5 As to the word yavanikd it can be

derived from the root yun bandhane**, 'yuft, yundti, badhndti

dvrnoti vd anayd iti'
1

5. e. any thing by which something is

covered from the sight of the spectators, i. e. curtain.

The word yamanikd* is derived from the root yam
cto stop

or restrain* signifying a covering or curtain and the word

yamanl, from which yamanikd is directly derived, is traceable

i. Dr. S* K. De's article on **The Curtain in Ancient Indian The-

atre." Bharatiya Vidya Volume IX. 1948.

a. V. S. Apte 'The Practical Sanskrit English Dictionary*, pp. 450
and 782.

3. The word yavanikd is not included as a synonym of the Curtain

by old Indian Lexicographers.

4. Siddhantakaumudi p. 594; Panini 3-8-150,

5. Amarakosa II. 120, p, 152.

6. Siddhantakaumudi 1480 dhatupatha.

7. Commentary to Ku^animata, edition by T. M. Tripathi p, 359.

t
8. Bohtlingk and Roth summarily dismiss the form yamanikd as a

scribal mistake for yavanikd and Stcn konow take it as merely

secondary.
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as far. back as the Vdjasneyi-Samhitd.
1 Thus as the words

javanikdy yavanikd aud yamanikd all can be derived to mean
curtain it can be asserted that the curtain which was used

on the ancient Indian stage had an indigenous origin and

growth.

Critics hold that yavanikd points to the Greek origin

of the curtain as being derived from Ionia or Greek. If

the curtain was borrowed from Greece, yavanikd could have

had no special application to the curtain of the theatre

for there was no curtain in the Greek drama. Windisch

contends that the curtain was called Greek because it took

the place of the painted scenery at the back of the Greek

stage. Keith remarks: 'Behind the Indian stage is the

painted curtain [ pati, apafi tiraskarini> pratislrd ] to which the

name yavanika [ prdkrta javanikd ] is given, denoting merely

that the material is foreign and forbidding any conclusion

as to the Greek origin of the curtain itself or the theatre.

Dr. De does not agree with the view of Dr. Keith and

say$ that there is no evidence to support this presumption.
3

On account of the mention of yavanas and yavanls and

their supposed connection with yavanika it has been put
forward that the Sanskrit drama had Greek influence on

it. The Mdlavikdgnimitra speaks of yavanas having attacked

the army of king Puspamitra when he crossed the Indus.4

In the AbhijMnasdkuntala women yavana attendants, who
carried bows in their hands, are represented as constituting
some of the king's body-guards.

5 Now as to the word yavana

it is not universally accepted as meaning only Greek. Keith

says: 'It applies to anything connected with the Hellenized

Persian Empire, Egypt, Syria, Bactria and it, therefore,

1. Vajasneyi-Sarhhita
1

14.22.

2. Keith: Sanskrit Drama', pp. 61 and 359*

3. Dr. S, K. De's article on "The Curtain in Ancient Indian The-
atre" Bharatiya Vidya, Volume IX. 1948.

4. Mai V, p. 102.

5. Sak II. p. 42.
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cannot be rigidly limited to what is Greek. As applied to

the curtain it is an adjective, [pafi, apati] as foreign, possi-

bly as Levi suggests, Persian tapestry brought to India by
Greek ships and merchants. 1 As to the employment of yavanl

girls in Sanskrit dramas as body-guards of kings, Greek

drama offers no parallel. It is probable the yavanl women
used to draw aside the dissected curtain.

Thus we can asseH that the word yavamkd which has

javanikd for its Prdkrta form and probably yamanikd as its

variant was of purely Indian origin. It is however, quite

probable that material imported from Greece might have

been used to make curtains.

G Employment of Painting

Painting played a significant role in the secular and religi-

ous life of India. The Vimudharmottara givea a long account of

how the sage Narayana in order to put the apsards to shame

created the most beautiful nymph Urvasi by drawing her out

line with mango juice.a In the above legend the origin of the art

of painting is seen in the outlining of a human figure for the

purpose of creating a living human form. A similar notion is

to be found in the Svapnavdsavadattd where king Udayana and

princess Vasavadatta, with whom he had eloped, are united

in marriage by their parents by drawing the portraits of the

two on a board. Nurse: "Thus saith the queen: Vasava-

datta has passed away. To me and to Mahasena you are as

dear as our Gopala and Palaka, for from the very first we
intended you to be our son-in-law. That is why you were

brought to Ujjain. Under the pretext of learning the lute

we gave her to you, with no ritual fire as witness, In your

impetuosity you carried her off without celebrating the auspi-

cious nuptial rites. 83 we had portraits painted of you and

of Vasavadatta on a panel, and therewith celebrated the

marriage. We send you the portraits and hope they will give

you satisfaction." 8 This instance proves that the artist draws

from his memory when visualising a portrait.

1. Keith: 'Saoskait Drama', p. 61; Levi: le Theatre Indien I. 348.
2. VD I, CXXIX. 1-19.

3. SvapnavSsavadatta VI. prose, pp. 50-51.
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The modelling capacity of the outline is also described

in the 'ViddhaSdlabhafijikd.
1

The Visnudharmottara holds the rules for painting as valid

for sculpture also, which may either be hollow or massive.

Hollow figures must have stood, among other places, on the

stage, where images of gods, demons, yaksas, elephants, horses,

deer and birds made of clay, wood, cloth, leather or iron were

placed.a

There were various types of paintings on walls, on boards

and on canvas.3 When a picture is on canvas or board, it is

known as pata. In Paftcadafi we read the principles of

painting a picture on pata. We are told of its four stages:

[i] dhautato be washed, [2] ghatiita rubbed with rice,

[ 3 ] Idnchita decorated with the help of ink, [ 4 ] ranjita

painted with colours proper.
4 In the Aryamafiju-Srimula-Kalpa

we get a description of a pata. A picture [pata ] should be

painted on new white cloth, having fringes. It should be

two cubits long and one cubit broad. It may be painted on

cloth, atasya or the bark of a tree, which must be true and

devoid of any string. It should be painted on a cloth which

is not silken. Other articles on which pictures can be painted

have also been described. 5 Pictures on canvas were sometimes

in the shape of rolls, exhibiting continuous representation.

Such a roll was spread out by a spy of Canakya before the

people in Candanadasa's house and was exhibited by him with

songs in the Mudrdrdkfasa : 'Spy : listen, noble sir. Employed

by your noble self to note the doings of others, I entered

the house of the jeweller-banker Gandanadasa, roaming

with this Yama's canvas which cannot excite suspicion.

There opening out the canvas I began singing songs.'*

i. ViddhaSalabhanjika I. 33, 35, 36, 39, pp. 28-34* Poona edition

1886.

a. VD III. XLIII. *7b-39,

3. SR I. XLVI. 26-31, P 247^

4. Pancadatf VI, 1-3, p. 41.

5. Aryamifiju-Srimulakalpa I. p, 131.
fi. Mudr2rftlri* I. rv fift
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Wall paintings have been referred to in the

\fter white-washing the walls, pictures were painted on them.

They were generally ofmen and women. Nooses of creepers

were employed. Incidents from many aspects of life were

drawn. 1 Decoration on the stage has been referred to in

chapter III.

Let us now analyse some of the important dramas with

regard to the technique and details of the art of painting in

ancient India. In the Ratnavall, Sagarika enters with a picture

board and brush. She is love-sick and is engaged in painting.

Susangata comes and with gentle step stands behind her and

sees with joy, "how, now; she has painted our master. Noble,

Sagarika noble : or rather, how can a royal swan find pleasure

except in a tank full of lotuses ? Susangata comes and

forcibly takes the board. Susangata: O friend, who is

this that is drawn by you here ? Sagarika: Friend, god

Ananga. Susangata : [ smiling ] Oh, your skill. But how is

it then that the picture depicts him alone ? So I too will

draw and make him have Rati by his side [ takes the brush

and pretending to portray Rati, paints Sagarika ]." From
the above it is quite clear that paintings on board, i. e.^pata

with human figures, were prevalent in ancient India.

In the Mrcchakafika Vasantasena is seen with her gaze
fixed on a portrait. The scene actually opens with this incident.
"Vasantasena : Madanika, is this portrait of the noble Caru-

datta faithful to the original ? Madanika: It must be. Vasanta-
sena: How can you know it ? Madanika: Since Madam's gaze
is fastened on it with so much affection. Vasantasena after-

wards says to Madanika : Just keep this picture in my bedroom

girl, and come quickly with a fan. Madanika : As you command

me, Madam (takes away the picture)."
8

In act I of the Mdlavikagnimitra Vakulavalika and Kau-
mudika describe the circumstances in which the king saw
Malavika. 'Vakulavalika, listen, the queen had gone to the

i. NS KM II. ?ib-74a; KSS II, 83 b-86a; COS II, 87-89.
*. Rat II, PP, 30-33.

3. Mjch IV, PP. 84, 87,
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painting hall and was seeing a picture ofthe teacher on which

the colours were still fresh; in the meantime the king came.

Kaumudika What then ?

Vakulavalika Then after the customary salutation, the

king sat down on the same seat with the queen, and observing

Malavika quite close to the painted queen in the midst of her

attendants, he asked the queen.' This conversation shows that

picture halls and paintings were very much in vogue.

Then in act IV there is the portrait of the king, which

Vakulavalika shows to Malavika.1

In act VI of the Abhijftdnasakuntala there is a portrait of

Sakuntala on a board drawn by the king himself. Its graceful

and lovely presentation is described here. 'Vidusaka Excellent,

my friend. The depiction of natural state has become charming
by reason of that sweet and beautiful attitude. My eye stum-

bles, as it were, in the prominences and depressions in the

picture. I believe that out of the three ladies painted in the

portrait she who with the end of her hair dropping flowers

by reason of the fillet being slackened, with a face on which

drops have collected, and with the arms greatly drooping, has

been drawn as if a little tired, by the side of the mango-tree,
with its new grown leaves fresh with watering is Sakuntala.

So the other two are her companions. King : you are discerning,

In it there is a proof of my passion for her. On the edge of

the sketch is seen the black impression of the perspired fingers;

and this drop of tear fallen on her cheek is observable by
reason of the swelling of the paint.'

2

In the Uttararamacarita the painter is said to have por-

trayed the life of Ramacandra up to Sita's purification on the

wall. Laksmana: *

victory to your highness: Sire, that painter

has, according to your instructions, portrayed your life on this

wall. You can see it.' (They rise and move about). 'Sita:

c

( marking with attention ) Who are these stationed above in

a compact line that seem to praise my lord ?' Lakma$a: 'These

are the well-known Jfmbhaka missiles with their mysterious

I. Mai P. 5, 72-73.

9. Sik VI. 14-15 and Prose, PP. 151, 158-1 $9.
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charms*
f

Lakfma$a: 'Here is the account of the events that occu-

rred at Mithila.' Sita: 'Oh, here is my lord painted'. Laksmana:

'Behold, lady, behold, here is your father with Satananda^ son

of Gotama, the priest of the Janaka family, honouring VaSistha

and others.' The scenes of Sita's marriage, departure to the

forest from Ayodhya, meeting with Guha at Srngavefa,

Bhagirathi with flowing waters, penance groves on the bank
of mountain brooks, Prasravana at Janasthana with the river

Godavari, Paiicavatl, the fight between Jatayu and Ravana,
lake Parnpa, and of the countless achievements of Rama and
of the noble monkey and rdksasas, represented on the wall,

were lively and full of vigour.
1

In connection with painting we have analysed the following

dramas: the Svapnavdsavadattd, the Mudrdrdksasa, the Ratnavall,

the Abhijftdnafdkuntala) the Uttarardmacarita and we come to the

conclusion that wall paintings, pictures on board and canvas

were popular. In the Ratndvall and the Abhijftdnasdkuntala

pictures on board are found and in the Mudrdrdk$asa

pictures on canvas and in the Uttarardmacarita wall paintings

are referred to. Many portraits and landscapes painted

by artists of the royal and the servant class alike arc mentioned

in almost all the dramas referred to above.

From the above we can arrive at the following conclu-

sions. It is certain that there was at least one curtain between

the rarigaplfha and the ranga$ir$a and possibly there were other

minor curtains to partition the Kakfyds. When paintings on

canvas were popular curtains could easily be available. The

colour of the curtain, according to some authorities, must

necessarily be in harmony with the dominant sentiment of the

play, in accordance with the classification of sentiments al-

ready given, but others permit the use of the red in every case.2

Then the walls between the ranga$lr$a and nepathyagfha

might have been painted to represent the most interesting

scenes of the play. Pillars and ceilings of the theatre might

also be painted as we find paintings in the Ajanta caves.

i. URG Prose PP. 15, 17, 18.

8, S, M. Tagore : 'The Eight Principal Rasas of the Hindu*', PP, 58-59
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D. Time of Presentation

From the NdtyaSastra it is clear that plays were performed
in the morning, afternoon and in the first part (prahard) of the

night and also in the fourth part (prahara). That which is

pleasing to the ear and which speaks about religion, which is

pure or mixed should be represented in the morning. That

which is magnificent, full of satva qualities and sounds of

musical instruments should be represented in the afternoon.

That in which the Kaitikl style is employed and in which the

erotic sentiment predominates and which is full of vocal

and instrumental music should be represented in the first part

of the night. That which is full of important events and in

which the pathetic sentiment predominates should be repre-

sented in the fourth part of the night. Plays were not

allowed to be presented at midnight, mid-day and at dinner

time.1 But if the king ordered plays could be staged without

restrictions of time and space.

The time of the performance is not in many cases stated,

but in a number of plays such as the Mdlatlmddhava* and

the Karnasundarl* it is found that it is assumed to be the

time when the sun is rising. According to Nllakantha, people

avoided to see nafas in the morning.
4 It is clear that people

did not like to see plays in the morning at least during his

life-time.

In the Kirfttarjuniya-vydyogcP and in the Rukminiharana* the

plays are stated to have been presented when the moon is

rising. TTn the former drama the Sthdpaka says it is night fall

which is essentially beautiful. This also happens in the

Rukminiharana. The Harivamsa makes mention of a dramatic

treatment ( ndfakwrttam )
of the Rdmdyana and the Mahabhdrata

1. NS KM XXVII. 80-84; KSS XXVII. 89-93.

2. MM Prologue P. 4.

3. Karnasundari i. 4; PP. 1-2,

4. Mrch X. Commentary of Prthvidhara P, 249.

5. Kiratarjunlya-Vyayoga 1-5: P. 2.

6. Rukminiharana Prologue P, 37.



performed in first part of the night.
1 The

ratnakoja tells us that a play is to be presented when the moon

is rising.*

In most cases dramatic performances were held generally

in the afternoon and they lasted for nearly four or five

hours. While in a Greek theatre often three tragedies and a

comedy were enacted the same day, in India one single, well

sustained and systematically evolved drama was presented.

Indian seasons allowed the necessary light throughout the day,

for as a rule few plays were produced during the rainy season.

The use of torches on the stage was not unknown. In the

Mrcchakafika Carudatta tells Maitreya:
cSo let it be. I shall

accompany her myself. Well, then let the torches be lighted

so that we may go with confidence on the king's path.
8

From the testimony of the NdtyaSdstra and plays in general
it is evident that plays were performed in day time and

when the moon was rising. While scenic effect could be

very easily produced at night, it is interesting to find how

such effect was produced by day also. From a study of the

occasions for the performance of the drama in Chapter II

we found that plays were generally enacted at annual fairs in

temples, at the pleasure of the poet's patron and at festivals

rural or urban, public or private. On these occasions, except

the dramas which were played at the pleasure of the poet's

patron or king etc., there must have been holidays when

people used to gather to witness plays by day. Reflections

of mirrors might have been used just as lights were used at

night. Sanskrit dramas had critical audience as is clear

from many preludes of dramas. Bhavabhuti and Kalidasa must

have been understood by the learned people. Imagination

played a great part in Sanskrit plays as in Shakespearian plays.

The miracle of fire shown by the juggler in the Ratnavall

must have been left to the imagination of the audience.4

1, Harivamsa II. XCIII.

2. NLR aI86; P. 91.

3 Mfch I. Prose; P. 40.

4. Rat IV. PP. 103-106,
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There was a time-limit for a play. The Sanskrit play
was to be finished in a fixed time. From the testimony of

the Ndtyafastrciy we understand that a play was judged by a

critic ( prdfnika ) from the point of view of the accuracy of

timing ( nddikdsiddhi ) since the time when the jarjara was

placed in a dramatic performance by the manager

(
sutradh&ra ).*

I. NS KM XXVII. 39; KSS XXVU. 40.



CHAPTER V

PARAPHERNALIA
A. Significance of Aharyabhinaya

( Costumes and Make-up )

The Sanskrit word abhinaya is made up of the prefix abhi9

towards, and the root m, to carry. Thus it means Represen-

ting* or 'carrying* a play to the spectators. Abhinaya is known

to be fourfold : aharya [dresses and make-up] dngika [gestures],

v&c'ika [words] and satvika [temperament],
l In this chapter

we shall deal with ahdryabhinaya [ costumes and make-up ]

reserving the other kinds of abhinaya for a later treatment.

In ancient India stage outfit and scenic arrangements

were not so elaborate as in modern times. Some sort of

scenery and stage machinery are referred to by Bharata.

Mechanical contrivances, probably a sort of crane and pulley,

worked from the sides [ mottavdrams ], seem to have been

used on the stage. Bharata carefully notices the process of

stage carpentry [ddrukarma] and speaks of machines [yantras]

aiding movements to and from the stage. Lattices and win-

dows are described mechanically constructed for the purpose.
2

In the Mrcchakatika when Madanika is sent to bring a fan

and when she begins to talk with Sarvilaka, Vasantasena says:

'Madanika has tarried long. Where can she be ? [She peeps

outside through a latticed window]. What ? She is standing

there talking to a man.'3

The presence of several deities seated in aerial vehicles is

a noteworthy feature of some of the Sanskrit plays. Now
when these celestial characters are actually present on the

stage and imitate aerial motions, the direction is precise, viz.

'Thus they act' [ndtayanti]. In act VI of the Uttararama*

carita a pair of resplendent Vidyadharas in an aerial vehicle

i. NS KM and KSS VITI 6-9; COS VIII 7-10; VD III 27. i,

a, NS KM II 64-74; KSS II 76-86; COS II 78-903.

3, Mfch IV. p. 87.

~
" '
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enters the stage.
1 In act VI of the AbhijMnaiakuntala% SanumatI,

a nymph, enters the stage in a celestial car to see the doings of
the king and remains there practically up to the end of
the act. a

As to how these actions and vehicles should be represented
in the play is all described in dhdrydbhinaya. In &hdrya-

bhinaya are included subjects such as the preparation and use

of dresses and ornaments, painting of the persons of men and

women, arrangement of hair and depiction of scenes. Writers

on dramaturgy have treated these under four heads i.e., pusta

model work, alankdra decoration ( ornaments, garlands and

dresses ), angaracand painting the limbs ( colouring, hair and

beard ) and sanjlva living creatures ( construction of stage

animals ).
s In pusta is described how items are prepared for

representing different scenes. In alankdra the occasion when
a man or a woman should wear a particular kind of ornament

or dress is stated. The kind of painting a person should use

on his or her body in the representation of a particular charac-

ter, the kind of hair women should wear, methods of dressing

the hair in different countries and uie of moustaches all these

are discussed in angaracand. Under sanjwa we are told how
animate objects other than human beings, should be prepared
for the stage if their presence was needed in connection with

the performance.
B. Pusta

(
model work

)

Pusta> according to the dictionary of Monier Williams,

mean? 'binding'.
4 An object prepared after binding different

things together is called pusta. The NdtyaSdstra distinguishes

three forms of pusta: sandhima (joined ), vydjlma (indicating)

and veftita ( wrapped ).
5 Different articles are joined together

with the help of bamboos covered with mat, skin or cloth to

make a sandhima. Rocks, carriages, chariots, aerial cars, horses

and elephants are thus represented on the stage. When objects

I. URG VI. P. 140.

*. Sak VI. PP. 143-169,

3. NS KM XXI. 1-4; KSS XXIII. 1-5, VDIII, 27. 2-sa.

4. M. W. Dictionary, P. 640.

5. N3-KM XXL 5-8; $SS XXIJI, 6-9.
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are made to work by mechanical means the term vySjima is

used. According to Abhinavagupta things on the stage were

made to move by pulling a thread from behind the curtain.1

For example, if the movement of an aerial car, animals or a

chariot is to be shown, it would be done by preparing frames

of objects with pieces of bamboo and then by covering them
with painted cloth, palm-products(ta/y>0), mats(a/t#;Vz), bhenda,

bees-wax, lac and sheets of mica and be pulled from behind

the curtain. Certain other things used on the stage were

prepared by wrapping cloth only ( vestita ) or by movements

only, if we read ceffita instead of vestita.

The 'Avatoka* on the Dasarupa speaks of elephants being
made in this way in Udayanacarita.s In the Pratijnqyaugandhara-

yana> Yaugandharayana says to salaka: "That, too, is a sign of

an intelligent man. Well, a report has reached us that Pra-

dyota intends to hoodwink our king by setting up a blue ele-

phant. I only hope our master's judgment has not already been

led astray. But oh, how fearful Pradyota must be of the king of

the Vatsas. The inefficiency of the vast army is manifest/' 8

To the vydjima pusta belongs the earthen toy cart in the Mrccha-

kafika* and the moving chariot in the Abhijndnasdkuntala*

Puppets could be made to move about or dance by mechanical

arrangements. A puppet impersonating Sita is actually intro-

duced in the Balaramayaria.*

According to Abhinavagupta, when Bharata speaks of his

having been instructed by Brahma to direct the dramatic

performance because of his being a sage with a hundred sons,

of his having been given an umbrella, crown and throne etc.,

by different gods, of the appointment of certain divine beings

to guard over certain parts of the theatre or certain actors

I. Vyajafc sutrasya karsSdirupah ksepastena nirvrtto vyajimafc. Ahh,

Bh. XXI. PP. H-I2. ( MSS Saraswati Bhawan Library, Banaraj ).

a. Avaloka on DR II. 58*; P. 60.

3, Pra. Y. PP, 58-59.

4. Mrch, VI. PP. I37 139.

5. Sak r. 6-9 and Prose, PP. 10-13.

6, Baiaramayana V. PP. 439,
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and of the creation of fairies, he simply means to tell the

requirements of the stage and the way to manage it.
1

Here it will not be out of place to describe the seats for

characters on the stage, as these are essential for the represen-
tation of different beings in a play. Gods, kings and chief

queens used to sit on thrones
(

lit. lion-seat ). Seats of cane

were assigned to ministers, priests and their wives. The
commander of the army, crown prince and the wives of the

king other than the chief queen occupied seats called munddsana

i. e. a chair without arms. Wooden seats were meant for

Brahmanas. Woollen seats or carpets ( Kdlina )
were used by

princes. Women of the household occupied seats of wood Qr

skin. The seats for ascetics were according to the rules of the
orders they belonged to. Generally those observing vows, bm-

hrnacdris or rsis used to sit on munddsana or caue seat. Other

characters used to sit on the ground. These rules for scats

were observed among people in general or in the royal court.

In one's own house one can take any seat according to one's

liking.
2

Different kinds of weapons were used in the presentation
of plays. The Ndfyasdstra prescribes that weapons and armours
should be proportionate to the stature of actors and actresses.

Bharata has given the length and breadth of different weapons
in tdlas or angulas (measurements). Tola is a short spaa,
measured by the thumb and middle finger- Bharata speaks of
five varieties of spears: Prdsa, Sula, tomara > kunta and bhiydi.
The handle of the prdsa was 2o angulas in length and its pointed
blade was six angulas. The sula and tomara were each eight
tolas in length, while the kunta (javelin ) was often tdlas and
the bhindi of 1 2 tdlas. Out of these five kinds of spears, tfce

prdsa, sula and tomara were hurled at the opponent while the

kunta and bhindi were not. The tataghnl and sakti were also

among weapops thrown at the opponent. Their length is

stated to be eight tdlas. The bow ( dhanu ) riiould be eight

1. NS-KM I. 26-29a; KSS I, 61-64; CDS I, 59b-6^ Abb. BhT
PP. *7-*8.

2, NS-KM XII, 179-189; KSS XIII, *05^i 7
< COS XII fitf,
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t&lasin length and two cubits in breadth at the time of draw-

ing. The tara ( arrow ) should be four talas in length. The

gadd ( mace )
and vajra should be of the same size as the fara.

Bharata has further ^stated that there are three varieties of

swords. Of these, the asl was 40 angulas in length, the

Kampana made of thin pointed ^paitarcf 2o angulas and one

'Sabala', the smallest, 16 angulas. The 'Khetaka', a kind of

shield, is So angulas. The cakra ( disc
)

should be 12 angulas

and the paffisa is of the same size as the prasa. The dan$a

should be 2o angulas. The Kanaya should be made of bamboos.

The carma ( shield ) is 16 angulas and is for use by both hands.

The jarjara should be made of wooden logs with knots, and

the chatra ( umbrellas ), camara
( chowris ), dhvaja (banner-

staffs ), bhrngdra ( water-jars ) should be of the same size as

those made for ordinary use. The weapons must not be made

of hard or heavy materials such as stone or iron, but of stiff

blades of grass, bamboos, lac, skin, cloth and earth. Gestures

could very well serve the purpose of hard blows and cuts. The

Jfafyasdstra prescribes that no missile should be released on the

stage and no weapon should pierce or strike any one. They

are to be used only to make a gesture of an attack and should

simply touch a spot.
1 The lightness of weapons made them

convenient for being taken from one court theatre to another

by a troupe. The basic conception was to create an illusion

rather than to represent real things. Various kinds of weapons
described in Sanskrit dramas can easily be represented by
means of bamboos covered with cloth according to the shape

and size of the weapon.
Statues as those used in the Pratimanafaka* and Vina-ghosavatl

in the PratijftayaugandharayancP could be made of earth and wood
and lac. Extensive use is made of lac to effect colourful

representations. In the Balacarita> the discus, bow, club, conch

and sword have been given human form.4 Actors personat-

i< NS KM XXI. I3ob-i3g; 170-280; KSS XXIII. 154-163, 194-
403, 212-314.3..

*. Pratim&nataka III. P, 277,

3, Pra. Y, I. PP. 63-64.

4, Baiacarifc I, P, 522 and V, PP, 550*551.
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ing the five weapons must have appeared on the stage

adorned with different masks.

B. Alankara ( Decoration )

The second kind ofdhdryabhinaya is alank&ra i. e. decoration

ofpersons appearing on the stage. There are three kinds of

alankara (decoration): [1] ornaments made of coral, diamond,
silver and gold; [ 2 ] garlands made out of different kinds of

flowers and wreathes and [3] costumes. 1 These are differently
used in different parts of the body.

Kings and women of distinction freely used ornaments of

all sorts for the head, ear, nose, neck, waist, wrist and ankle.

They were not, however, genuine and were made of copper,
mica or wax, sparkling from a distance and presenting the

effect of verisimilitude. The Ndtyasdstra describes the orna-

ments of men and women according to the country and caste

and in due consideration of place and time. It has prescribed

four kinds of 01 naments according to the method of wearing

them. They are : dvedhya, bandhariiya, praksepya and dropya.

Avedhya includes the kundala [ ear-rings ] and other ornaments

for the ear which are fixed in holes pierced in the skin.

Bandhanlya includes angada [ arm-band ] and girdles and

praksepya includes nupura [ anklets ] and such other ornaments.

Aropya refers to hemasutra [ gold chains ] and necklaces that

are to be worn round the neck.*

Bharata prescribes the following ornaments for men:

cuddmani [crest-jewel] and mukuta [crown] for the head;

Knndala [ ear-ring ], mocaka [ ear-pedant ] and klla [ear-top]

for the ear; muktdvall, [ pearl necklace ], harsaka [ a snake-

shaped ornament ] and sutra [ gold thread ] for the neck;

vatikd and angulimudra [ finger-ring ] for the fingers; hastavl

and the valaya [ bangle] for the fore-arm; rucika [ bracelet ]

and uccitika for the wrist; Keyura [ armlet ] and angada [ arm-

band ] for the upper arm; trisara [ three-stringed necklace ]

and hdra [ necklace ] for the neck and chest; tarala and sutraka

1. NS KM XXI, 9; KSS XXIII. 10; VD III. 27. 5b-ya,

2, NS KM XXI. 11-13 > KSS XXIII, 12-14.
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[ golden thread ] for the waist; and suspended jewelled neck-

laces and flower-garlands for the entire body.
1

Ornaments for women are also described by Bharata.

Women were pddapdtra on the janghd [ shanks ] ; angullyaka

[ toe-rings ] on the toes and tilaka on the big toes. Nupura,

kinkinl, ratnajola [jewel-net] and ringing kafaka ornaments
are worn round the ankle. An additional decoration of the

feet will be the lac-dye applied on them in various patterns
to impart to them the natural colour of ASoka blossoms.

Ornaments named kanci with a net of pearls, mekhald, raiana

and kaldpa are worn round the waist. There is only one

string in kafici, eight strings in mekhala, 16 in rafand and 25

in kaldpa. Haras were found to be of 8, 16, 32, 64, 100

strings. Women used to wear hdra of different jewels on their

bosom and round the neck. They are : muktdvall [ pearl-

necklace ], vydlapankti [ snake-group ], ratnamdlikd [ jewel-

string ], ratndvall [jewel-necklace ] and sutraka [ neck-chain ].

Different kinds of ornaments mixed with jewels were worn by
ladies on the bosom or the back. On the fingers they used

to wear rings. Sankakaldpl [ hastidanti cudiydn ], kataka, patra-

puraka> kharjura, anSopitika ornaments were worn by women
on the wrists. Angada [

arm-band ] and valaya [ bangle ]

were used on the upper arm. The varjura and the svecchitika

are ornaments of the fore-arm. Tilaka and patralekhd ador-

ned their temples. Karnika> karnavalqya, karnamudrd entwi-

ning the ear, dantapatra set with jewels, karnapura and kar$o

tkllaka [ ear-top ] were prescribed for the ears. Bunches of
flowers tied to the hair dangled above tbeir eyebrows. They
used tikhdpda> Sikhajdla, khandapdtra, cudamaqi [crest jewel ],

makarikd) muktdjdla [pearl-net], gavdkja and sirfajdla [hair-
net ] as ornaments for the head. Bharata has not men-

tioned any ornament for the nose. It appears the reference to

such ornaments is lost or ornaments for the nose came into

vogue in later times. Ornaments are to be worn according
to emotions and sentiments and having a consideration

i, NS-KM XXI. 14-1^; KSS XXIII. i$-3ia.
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of tradition, measurements of the Wearer and physical

form.1
'

The Abhinayadarpana says bells should be made of bronze,

copper or silver; they should be sweet in tone, well-shaped,

dainty and tied with an indigo string with a knot between

each pair of bells. Dancers should have 100 or 200 bells on

each foot, or 100 for the right foot and 200 for the left.*

The use of some of these ornaments is referred to in

Sanskrit dramas. For instance in the Svapnavasavadatta y

karnaculikfi, an ear ornament,
8 and in the Ratnavali, nupura,

anklets, kinkini-cakravdla and kalaka are mentioned.4

Various sets of ornaments are prescribed for varioui roles.

Vidyddharis use pearl-studded tikhdputas and tikhandas.

Yaksis and apsaras wear ornaments studded with gems.

Yaksis use only one sikhd [ top-knot ]. Nagis use ornaments

of the type usually worn by the divine women and have creeper
of pearls and gems with points. The dresses of siddha women
arc decorated with pearls and emeralds. Padmamani is the

ornament for gandharvts. Ornaments for raksasis have indra-

nilamani. Vaidurya and pearls go to make up the jewellary
of goddesses. Dresses adorned with flowers, jewels and orna-

mented with vaidurya are worn by monkey women of divine

origin. Women belonging to the south use kumbhipadaka
and vartalatika. The ornaments of prostitutes vary according
to their country. In vipralambha srngdra women wear white

dress only and do not use any ornaments. 5

Over-ornamentation on the stage is discouraged. Gold

ornaments are disallowed but ornaments of lac or mica arc

commended. If an actor or actress is loaded with heavy
ornaments he or she is liable to be exhausted. The wearers

often get fatigued and may even swoon. Instead of solid gold
ornaments those filled with lac and not overloaded with

i. NS KM XXI. igb-ss; KSS XXIII.

a. AD 59-30.

3. Svapnav2savadatta F. 13.

4. Rat. I. 16; II* 2 and Prose P. 45.

5* NS KM XXI. 41-55; KSS XXIII, 49-7*^
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jewels are recommended. Gods and men in general are to

use ornaments according to the country and circumstances.1

Mukutas [ crowns ] are included among ornaments as they

are prepared with gold and jewels. They come under the

category of pratUira [ masks ] which are to be used for gods

and men according to their habitation, brith and age. Mukutas

are of three kinds: Kirltl.^ mastakl and parfvamaull [or parfaagata].

The Kirltl mukuta is the best among the mukutas. It is fitted to

the head like a high levelled cap. It is made of gold and

studded with jewels. The mastakl mukufa is not as high as the

Kirltl mukuta but is enough to cover the head. It may also be

made of gold and studded with jewels. The pdrsvamauli mukuta

is only as high as the forehead. It does not cover the whole

head and is also called <ardhamukuta\ It is made of gold.

Kings usually wear crowns of the mastakl type. It is prescrib-

ed that gods should wear the kirltl, mastakl and pdrsvamauli

crowns according to their status and age. Generals, crown-

princes and writers should wear pdrsvamauli mukutas. Gods

in general, gandharvas, pannagas, raksasas and samantas

are to use pdrsvamauli mukutas. For vidyadharas, siddhas,

caranas, mukutas which could be tied to the hair are prescribed.

Miniters, those in charge of harems, merchants and priests are

to use mukutas covered by the foldings of the turbans [ sofa ].

The Ndtyasdstra further prescribes that mukutas to be used on

the stage should not be made of gold and jewels, for if they are

heavy, actors will perspire, be overwhelmed and swoon.

Copper-plates should, therefore, be used in making mukutas.*

It will not be out of place here if we describe briefly how

openings in the patt for the mask, on which various forms of

crowns are set, were made. The pafi is to measure 32 angulas

or can have any measurement according to need and be

prepared by using bilva paste on cloth. Masks should be made
with ashes or husks of paddy being mixed with bilva-paste or

some loose form of it. After getting the pafi dried up holes

I. NS KM XXI, 36-40; KSS XXIII. 44-48^

2. NS KM XXL 115-123, 181-187 a; KSS XXIII, 13113-140,

204-310; VD III. 27; 33-37*.
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should be pierced into it. An opening six angulas long and an

angula wide should be made for the forehead; another opening
two angulas long and one and a half angula wide for the

cheeks, two openings each three angulas long for the ears and
mouth and one of 12 angulas for the neck.1

Ornamentation through garlands is the second kind of

alankdra. Bharata has named five ways of preparing garlands:

vestita, vltata, sanghatya, tepita and pralombita.* He has not,

however, given any details. The Abhinavabhdrati gives details

about the varieties of the garland. The testita garland is that

in which bunches are prepared by folding together green
grass, leaves and flowers. Flowers are woven into garlands to

make a vitata. The sanghdlya is that in which flowers are

placed in a row and their stems tied wifh a thread in such a

way that they are not visible. In the tepita, bunches of flowers

are taken separately and a garland is prepared after tying

each of them with a thread. The pralarhbita is a single long

garland. 3 The stage and persons appearing on it are to be

adorned with any of these garlands as needed by the situation-

Dress for the characters on the stage is the third item in

alankdra. There was a conventional stage costume prescribed
and it was in keeping with the dress in ordinary life. The

costume and appearance of the nata help him in his work.

Dress reveals the sex and race, sect or class, social or other

position of the character represented. Bharata has

mentioned three kinds of dress : suddha [ undyed or white ],

vicitra [variegated] and malina [dirty]. Ascetics wear

garments of rags or bark ; those in charge of the

harem reddish [ kasdya ] jackets ; warriors gay garments

with weapons. Abhird, maidens wear dark blue clothes; Vidya-

i. NSKSS XXIII. 176-186.

a. N9 KM XXI. 10; KSS XXIII, n and repeated in 114.

3. Vetitam trnavestanayabhimatarh bahumalavestanakrtaih ca vavi-

tatyavestitanyonyaslls^amalasamuhatmakam
vastradharabhavenoihbhitam

sanghatyarh vrttam vasya cchidrantam prakiptasutraih bahupupagucch-

ombhitam vagrandhibhitrnmitam va pralambitarh iti jaladiparyatavya-

rakam.
( MSS. Saraswati Bhawan Library. Banaras } Abh. Bh. XXI> P, 12,
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dharls white clothes; demon women dark clothes; divine

beings blue clothes. Dirty clothes indicate madness, distrac-

tion, misery or a journey. A woman whose husband has gone

out also wears dirty clothes. Uncoloured or white garb is

used for one engaged in worship or solemn religious service

or one who is a trader [ prdpanlka']. Gods, ddnavas, gandharvas,

uragas,yaksas and rdksasas as well as lovers and kings normally

wear gay, variegated clothes. But the costumes of the kings

should be white when due to ominous appearance of any

star [ naksatrotpdta ] they are engaged in any propitiatory rite.

Costumes and decorations of the sages, the Jain [ nirgrantha ]

and the Buddhist [ Sdkhya ] monks, the Tridandis and Brah-

manas well-versed in the Vedas [ srotriya ]
should be made

according to the traditions of the order and respective society.

Generally the dress of men and women varied according to

their age and status. 1

D. Angaracana [ Painting of the limbs ]

Aftgaracand is the third aspect of dhdrydbhinaya. It includes

dyeing of the limbs of persons appearing on the stage and

their style of dressing the hair and beard. 2

A keen appreciation of colours is a marked feature of the

oriental play, for in the representation of great legendary

heroes, divinities and mythical beings, the elements of place,

time, age, rank and profession were never lost sight of. As

regards painting, the Visnudharmottam says the primary colours

are of five kinds : white, yellow, black, blue and myro-
balan colours.3 But Bharata in the Ndtyasdstra speaks

only of four primary colours : white [ sita ], blue \mla\, yellow

[pita} and red [rakta]. It 5s for the artist to mix these

r. NS KM XXI, ioo b-ii4; KSS XXIII, 116-1313.
2. KetaracanadirSsamantadhriyate posyate kantiryena tadabhara-

J?arh Sikhavyaladiksirakarma pulakadiyojanaparicchedah vicitravastuyogafr
etadvesadioralambhena kartavyadvija ca kravyam deso anantyadik avas-

tharatisokadyastatreti purusesvevangananarh rupaparivartanasampadanat-
makarh varnavartana kartavya nastripatresviti yavat.

(MSS. Saraswati Bhawan Library, Banaras) Abh Bh. XXI P. 13.

3, VD, III. 27. ;b-26.



primary colours. The colouring of things witnessed, says the

Visnudharmottaro, should be true to nature. Great emphasis is

laid on the thousand-fold mixture of colours left to the ima*

gination of the artist, and on the light and dark shade of

every tone. The range of colours must have been wide

enough to show in as subtle a manner as possible the local

colour of objects.

According to the Ndlyaiastra there are four fundamental

colours: white, blue, red and yellow from which others are

developed. For instance, pauduvarna is developed by mixing
white and blue; Kapotavarna by mixing white and blue;

padmavarna by mixing white and red; harita by mixing ye'low
and blue

; Kasdya by mixing blue and red
; gaura by mixing

red and yellow. When different colours are to be developed

by mixing three or more primary colours, then the strong
colour should be taken in one part and the weak colours in

two parts each. But when the strong colour is blue, then

one part of blue and three parts of other colours should be

taken. As blue is very powerful, its dominance \\ould be

noticeable in the mixture. After carefully preparing different

colours and keeping in view the age, country and caste of

the character, the paint should be employed in such a way
that the character, whom the nata represents, should seem
natural. 1

Different colours are suitable for kings of different regions.

They are to be either painted lotus colour [ padmavarna ], or

reddish yellow [ gaura ] or dark blue [sydma]. The sages
should always be given the colour of plum [ vadara]. Gay
persons are to use reddish yellow [gaura ]. Kiratas, Barbaras,
Andhras, Dravidas, the people of Kai and Kosala, Pulindas

and people of the Deccan are to be coloured brown
[asita\.

The Sakas, Yavanas, Pallavas, Bahlikas and people of the

North are generally to be reddish yellow [gaura]. Pancalas,

Surasenas, Magadhas, Udhras, Angas, Vangas and Kalingas
are coloured dark blue [ sydma ] as also Vaisyas and Sudras
in general. Brahmanas and Ksatriyas are to be reddish

I. NS--KM XXI, 57-6ga; KSS XXIII, 73^840.
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[
rakta ] and Vaigyas and Sudras dark blue [ tyama]. Gods,

tfaksas and Apsaras are to be painted reddish yellow [gaura];

Rudra, Arka [ sun], Druhina
[ Brahman ] and Skanda are

to have the colour of gold. Soma, Brhaspati, Sukra, Varuna,
clusters of stars, ocean, Himalaya, the Ganges when personi-

fied are to be painted white [ sveta
] and Angaraka red

[rakta]. Buddha and fire are to be painted yellow [pita].

Nara, Narayana, Somanaga, Vasuki, the daityas, ddnavas,

rdksasas, guhyakas and pisdcas, water and ihe sky are to be

painted dark blue [ sydma ]. The sick and evil-doers, those

who are oppressed by evil stars or have taken shelter in

penance and all family men engaged in toilsome work should

be made brown [asita]. Thus mixtures of paints appro-

priate to several roles are suggested for people belonging to

different provinces, professions and grades of society.
1

The diess of actors is carefully regulated especially as

regards colour which evidently was regarded as an important

item in the matier of sentiments. Each rasa had to be

painted in its expressive colour. The erotic [ srngdra ] was

of dark blue [ iyama ], the comic
[ hdsya ] white [sita], the

pathetic [ Karuna ] ash-coloured
[ Kapota ], the furious

[
raudra ] red [ rakta ], the heroic \vira\ reddish yellow [gaura],

the terrific [bhaydnaka] black [fCrsna], the marvellous [ adbhuta ]

yellow [pita] and the repulsive [ vlbhatsa ] blue [ nlla].*

Dressing of hair is another aspect of angaracand. Elabo-

rate instructions on the subject of kesaracand are laid down

by the Ndiyasdstra for different characters, Persons playing

the role of ascetic girls are to wear only one braid [ vent ] of

hair on their head. Maidens of AvantI and Gauda wear

ringlets. The latter have the sikhdpdsa and the venl [ braid ].

Women of the North tie their hair high on the head. Other-

wise the plaits are usual* Married women, officers of the

king and men of foppish nature should have curly hair. The

young women of the Abhlras put on two braids on their head,

i. NSKM XXI. Ggb-gaa; KSS XXIII, 84^105; $R I. XLVL
134-142; PP. 256-257.

*. NSKM VI. 42-43; KSS VI. 42-43* COS VI. 47*4&
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which are covered with a piece of deep blue cloth. Vidyadharis,

Taksis] Apsaras and Nagis wear pearls and jewels. Vidyadharis

tie up their hair in the form of a knot at the top, decorated

with strings ol" many pearls, while Taksls are to wear simple

Sikhd. The ndgis are at once recognizable by the snake's

hoods over their heads. 1

Pisdcas, mad men, bhutas, ascetics and those who have not

fulfilled their vows leave their hair loose. Buddhist monks

\ sdkya], experts in Vedlc studies [ srotriya ], Jain monks

[ nirgrantha ] and other IfScetics are to have their heads shaven

clean or should have curly or long hair loosely hanging down.

Boys have three tufis and so also servants, if their hair is not

cut short. The Vidusaka [jester ] is bald or with the kdkapada

[ crow's foot ].a

In the Raghuvamsa, Kalidasa describes the alaka of Indumat!

as having ringlets.
3 The three kinds of arrangement of hair

in the Meghaduta are named as alaka [spiral or grizzled locks],

slmanta [ hair separated in the middle by a straight line ] and

cuddpdsa [ locks tied at the back ],
4

Beards come under the scope of angaracand. After painting
the face and other limbs one should provide beards to persona

according to their habitation, activity and age. Four kinds

of beards are prescribed by the Ndtyasdstra. They may be

shaven clean [ tuddha ], dark blue [ sydma ], carefully trimmed

[ victim ] and bushy [ romasa ]. Some shave their beards and

moustaches clean and this is called suddha smahu. Some do

not take care to have them clean and allow them to grow.
This is called romasa fmasru [bushy]. Those usually shave

themselves but do not get time to do so owing to some work
are stated as having Syama smasru [ dark blue ]. Fashionable

persons get their beard and moustaches trimmed, and they
are called v'citra [carefully trimmed ].

1. NS KSS XXIII. 53-56, 64-68, 7 1 a. .

2. NS KM XXI. 124-127; KSS XXIII, 141-148, VD III. 27,

37b-43

3, Raghuvamsa VIII. 53.

4, Meghaduta II, 71 ; see V. S, Agrawala's article in Nagari
PracariQi Fatrika Kartika 1997 Samvat,
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Ministers, priests, ascetics and persons who have conse-

crated themselves for any ritual should be clean shaven

(
suddha ). Kings, divine persons, siddhas, vidyadharas,

fashionable persons, princes and persons who ordinarily live

gayly wear beards carefully trimmed
( vicitra

). Persons in

misery and those under religious penances and those who are

overtaken by misfortunes wear dark blue beards (sydma}.

Sages, ascetics and those engaged in sacrifices lasting a long

time have bushy beard (
romasa ).*

Dress, ornaments and painting have a vital role in dramas

as they are used with deference to the appropriate sentiment

intended to be represented according to customs of the provi-

nces and circumstances and after taking into consideration the

age and creed of the people.

E. Sanjiva ( Living Creatures
)

Sanjiva, the last aspect of ahdrydbhinqya, signifies the

appearance of animals on the stage and deals with the pre-

paration of artificial animal forms for the stage. Animate

objects which are generally seen on the earth are of three

categories: four-footed, two-footed and with no foot.s Lions,

tigers, elephants, horses and other wild animals, birds and

serpents could be represented on the stage with the help of

bamboos, cloth, wool, Kalinja, bhenda and abaraka. It is quite

evident that there were contrivances to represent the ingress

and egress
of carriages as in the case of the Mrcchakatika.

The artificial elephant in the Svapnavdsavadattd, hcrse, deer and

lion in the Abhijndnasdkuntala are all examples of the sanjtva

type of dhdrydbhinqya.

Those with many arms, many faces and deformed persons,

lions, donkeys, camels, elephants and the like should be pre-

pared
with earth, wood, man covered with animal's skin

according to the ingenuity of the manager of the theatre.

The actor should enter with appropriate feeling, concealing

i. NS KM XXI. 92 b-99; KSS XXIII. io6-ii 3a; VD III. 27,

27-32.

a, NS KM XXL 128-130 a; KSS XXIII. 151^153; VD III.

27. 44-45a.
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his own form with colouring materials and ornaments. Thus

the actor should merge himself completely into the character

whose role he is playing, If a man represents an animal, he
should assume the feeling of that animal and act the role

with appropriate voice, gait, gestures and efforts. 1

We refer to the Ratndvall to illustrate the sanjiva type of

ahdryabfo'naya. In Act II the cage of starling (sdrikd) is opened
by a monkey and there is a hubbub.

'Enters Susangata with the cage of a starling in her
hand.' The monkey's plight is described thus:

"( Behind the scenes
) Dragging under him the remain-

ing part of the gold chain round his neck after it had

snapped, and with the circle of small bells jingling on account
of the wanton movements of the feet, this monkey here,
broken loose from his stable, having crossed the gates, is

entering the king's palace, frightening the ladies, with his path
followed in haste and confusion by stable keepers.

Susangata O ! you who are quite at ease, what have

you still to do with the picture-board ? Here is the wicked

monkey fond of lice and curds. He has opened the cage of

the starling ?nd run away. Medhavinl [ the sharp-talented

bird ] has flown away. Gome then, let us quickly follow her.

She has caught the words of our conversation and might utter

them before any body."

Then the bird is described as having flown away.

Vidusaka is repeating the words uttered by the starling.
2

Thus a monkey and a starling are shown on the stage.

A monkey could easily be shown by a man wearing a gar-

ment appropriate to a monkey. In some such way a starling

also could be presented.

We may therefore assert that though there was no sce-

nery on ancient Indian stage as in modern times, some of

the scenes v/ere shown to the audience by preparing the

necessary paraphernalia with the help of bamboos, lac, cloth

skin, wool, earth, bark of trees, bhenda and abaraka.

1. NS KM XXVI. isb-iga; KSS XXXV. 9-14.

2. Rat II. a and prose PP. 29, 36, 41.



CHAPTER V
ACCESSORY ARTS

A. Music and orchestra

Sangita comprises glta [ vocal music ], vadya [ instrumental

music ] and nattana [ dancing ] and depends upon rhythm

[ gltarh vddyarh tathd nrlyamyata stale pratisthitam j.
1
People gene-

rally consider sangita and glta synonymous but there is a marked

difference between the two. While sangita is tauryatrka, the

union of song, dance and instrumental music, triple symphony,

gita \ vocal music ] deals with only one aspect and is a

combination of svaras [ tones of the musical scale or

gamut ]. 2

According to authorities on the art of music there are also

two main distinctions in the theory and practice of sangita.

They are recognized by the names mdrga [ high style ] and desl

[ popular style J. Mdrga sangita [ gandharva or celestial

music ] was employed by the celestial musicians or by sages

who knew the theory of sacred music. It is not found in the

world at present. Desl sangita [ terrestrial music ] varies from

country to country according to the tastes of the people of a

particular region and is a source of pleasure.
3 The word

mdrga should not be thought to have been derived from the

root mrg [ to search for ] but should be traced back to mdrga

[path ] and then the mdrga music could accord to the ancient

path i. e. classical, as opposed to music that is current in

differeni places [ desl ]. The sage, Matanga considers that

the word desl [ popular ] applies to all earthly music. Sound

[dhvani] goes everywhere in every place and comes to the

lips in the form of a cmelodious movement' [ varna ], giving

rise to desl [ popular ] music. Hence it is called desl*

1, S. R. V. 2.

2. Kallinatha's commentary on S. R. I, I. 21.

3, S. R. I. ss-2. PP. 6-7; Sangitaparijata 20-24, PP. 6-7; Ragavi-
bodha I. 6-7. PP. 8-9; Sangitamakarandalii I. 3, P. i.

4. BrhaddeSi 2, nb and 12, PP. r, 2.

'dcse dcse pravrttosau dhvanirdesiti sanjnitah,
akrantam dhvanina sarvam jagat sthavarajangamam, dhvanistu
dvividhah prokto vyaktavyaktavibhagatah, varnopalambhanad
vyakto desimukhamupagata^.
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The sound of music is called *nada\ intelligible sound,

and is said to result from the union of physical breath with

the fire of intellect. All music i* based upon relations between

sounds. According to the Indian theory, the sounds of music

are first perceived as relative pitches or intervals and then from

the 22 main intervals ( frutis ) come the seven notes (
svaras )

called sadja, rsabha, gandhdra, madhyama^ pancamdy dhaivata and

nisada.1

Sarngadeva says: "Sound is first heard as an interval, a

$ruti\ but the resonance that immediately follows, conveying
of itself ( without an external aid ) an expression to the mind

of the hearer, is called a svara, a musical note.''2 The sound

that generates an expression is a svara, a note. The word

svara [ note ] denotes that which shines of itself from rajr (to

shine) with the word sva [self] prefixed to it.
3 The ornament-

of the notes consist in gamakas [ graces ]. "When in singing,

a note rises from its own pitch and moves towards another so

that the second sound passes like a shadow over it, it is called

a gamaka [ grace ]."
4

Authorities on music refer each note to the sound of some

animal. The cry of an animal tends to be always on the same

note. The sound produced by the peacock is at its highest

pitch called sadja. Rsabha is said to represent the sound of

cataka bird Gdndhara is the bleat of the goat. Madhyama is

the cry of the heron. Pancama is the note of the cuckoo (kokila) .

Dhaivata is the croaking of the frog in the rainy season and

nisada the trumpeting of the elephant.
5

Bharata divides svaras [ notes ] into four kinds according

to the number of Srutis between them and this has remained

the accepted division ever since. They are vadl [sonant],

i. Ragavibodha I, 13-14. PP. 12-13; Sangitaparijata 26-27. P. 9;

Saftgltamalcarandah I, 10-11. P. 2.

s. SR I, III. 24-26,

3. Brhadde^I 63)3. P,i2: rajr diptaviti dhatoh svafebdapurvakasya ca,

4. Sangitaiamayasara i, 47.

5. Sahgitamakarandat I. 12-15, P. a > SR I, III. 48; BfhaddeSI

commentary on 63. P. 13.
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samvddl [consonant], anuvddl [assonant] and zw

Vddl [sonant ] is the king of notes. 2 It is the most important

note taken in the rdga (ranjayatlti rdgah i.e. that which charms

is a rdga ). It is repeated several times in the rdga oftener

than the rest of the notes. Vddl is the predominant expression

of the rdga: its character determines the mood. It helps one

to recognize a rdga and indicates the time of singing it. Samvddi

[consonant] is like a minister and is a note less important than

vddl and more important than the other notes. CtThe nature of

the consonant ( sarhvddl ) is to reinforce the sonant ( vddl ) by
which the expressiveness of the mode is engendered."

3 The

sarhvddl is almost always a fifth or a fourth above the vddl.

This corresponds with an interval of twelve or eight frutis.

The notes of a rdga excluding the vddl and the samvddl are

called anuvddl and are said to be the servants in relation to

the king and the minister. Vivddl [ dissonant ] notes are

like enemies. This note is not natural to a rdga but occurs

in it sometimes only accidentally. It is very difficult to use a

vivddl note in a rdga without marring its beauty and hence it

is left out of the rdga and is called the varjya svara [abandoned

note]. Thus the speaking note is called vddl, the note which

converses with it is samvddl, that which increases the beauty
of the rdga is anuvddl, but that which clashes with it is vivddl.

Our music is traditionally based on the three gramas

named sadja, madhyama and gandhdra. Sadja and madhyama

gramas are found on earth while gandhdra is reserved for

heaven. A combination of svaras is called grama. The three

svaras [ notes ] namely uddtta [ raised ], anuddtta [ not raised ]

and svarita [circumflex] of the Veda are not included in the

grama. Sadja grama is the best of all the gramas.
41

Ragas [ modes ] necessarily depend upon two gramas

1. NS KM XXVIII, 22-23, 24 and prose PP. 303-304; KSS
XXVIII 19-20, 21 and prose PP, 317-318; SR I. III. 49-5*. PP. 43-44,

2. Saiigitamakarandah 2-7,

3. Brhaddesi commentary on 63. P, 14; yad vadisvarena ragasya

ragatvam janitarh tannirvahakatvarh nama saihvaditvam.

4. Sangitaparijata 97-98. P. 28; SR I. IV, 1-3.
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and ar.e mainly produced from sadja grama. Rdga is the basis

of melody in our music. The notes which are to convey
certain definite emotions or ideas must be carefully selected

from the 22 intervals of the huti scale and then grouped to

form a mode, a rdga. It is defined as an arrangement of

sounds, which possesses varna [ melodic movement ], furnishes

gratification to the senses and is constituted by musical notes.1

The term varna [ melodic movement ] refers to the act of

singing and is of four kinds viz. sthayl [ level ], repetition of

the same sound, drohi, ascent, avarohi, descent, and sancdrl^

wandering or ascent and descent combined.2 The 12 notes,

seven major and five minor, constitute the octave. The

ascent as well as the descent taken in regular order begin*

ning and ending with a particular note of the octave is

called murcchana? "That which spans ( murccha )
the scale

of a mode is called murcchand"*

According to ancient musical theory there are three

important notes in the rdga. These are the graha, the arhfa

and the nydsa. The graha is the starting note, the arhSa the

predominant and the nydsa the ending note. 5
Today singers

do not observe the rules legarding the starting or ending note

of a particular rdga but they usually begin and end as they
wish. Now arhsa is considered all important and thus is

the soul of the rdga. Sarngadeva identifies the am/a, the main

note, with the sonant, the vddi. "Because it is most used

during a performance, the vddl [sonant] is called arhfa [ main

note]."
6 This is also supported by Abhinavagupta in the

Abhinavabhdratl. "The arhsa svara [note] is the &ame as the

vddi" 1 All the characteristics of the rdga are embodied in its

murcchand or fhdta.

i, SR II. II, i-ga, P. 155; Ragavibodha I. I. PP. 1-2.

s. SR I, VI, 1-3, P, 65; Sangitaparijata 219-230. P. 56,

3, Sangitaparijata 103. P, 33.

4, Brhaddesi 94. p. S2% murchate yena rago hi murchanetyabhi-
sanjita. Arohanavaroha^akrameijia svarasaptakam,

5, SR I, VII, soa, 3ab and s8b.

6, SR L VII, 34,

7, Abh. Bh, on NS XXVIII. 23.
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Music was an indispensable adjunct of Sanskrit plays.

Theorists state that each sentiment has its appropriate music

and each action its special accompaniment.
1

Usually the

Sanskrit drama begins with music and ends with it. During
the enactment of plays also there are various references to ihe

music performed. In the Ratndvall two maids sing dvipadlkhdnda

before the king.
2 In the Afdlavikagnimitra, Malavika sings and

acts. 8 In the Mrcchakatika, Carudatta goes to attend a musical

concert and while returning explains the beauty of the song of

Rebhila to his associate vidusaka, Maitreya. "Really his song was

impassioned, sweet, smooth, clear, and full of emotion, gra-

ceful and charming. To tell the truth, I feel that although

the musical concert is over, I am as it were still listening, as I

walk, to that cadence of the notes of his sweet voice; and to

those well-blended notes of the lute, high-pitched when

following up with the harmonious swell and fall of the sounds

of the syllables (
of the song ), but low towards the close;

and to the song, sung with due regard to the pitch of sounds,

graceful and repeated twice where the rdga (passion) required

it."4

Examples from other dramas can also be cited to show

what a high place music occupied in the presentation of

Sanskrit plays.

There are four kinds of musical instruments in our

country: stringed instruments, drums, wind instruments and

cymbals bells and gongs. According to the Ndtyasastra, tatarh

comes under the cetegory of stringed musical instruments,

sufira under wind instruments and avanaddham and ghanarh

under instruments of percussion.
5 The materials of which

the instruments are made are for the most part those

1. NS KM XXIX, u-i3;"KSS~XXIX. 17 an<Ti8; SRI. III. 60.

P. 45-

2. Rat I. 13-15, P. 14,

3. Mai II. 4. P. 26.

4. Mrch III, 4-5. P. 68.

5. NS KM XXVIIL 1-15; XXX i, a; XXXI i^a; KSS XXVIH.

1-14; XXX, i, a; XXXI, 1-4.
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that are easily procurable. Large gourds, bamboos,

canes, reeds, jackwood, earthen ware, hides of calves, sheep
and buffaloes are used.

The Ndtyasdsira points out that musicians sit in this manner:

the mdrdangika facing the east between the two doors of the

green room, the panavika to his left, gdyakas to the south of the

rangapltha facing the north, gdyikds to his front on the north

facing the south, valnlka to their left and two vam&kas to their

right. In all the three types of theatres, players of musical

instruments occupy a place in the rahgaslrsa between the two

doors. 1 K. R. Pisharoti is surely wrong when he says : "The

arrangement of the Athenian stage is very simple : it consisted

of a round orchestra, and a low rectangular skene with a pro-

jecting Paraskenia and a low platform stage- Between the

skene and the auditorium lies what is termed the Prosekenium

which is understood as the back wall of the stage in front of

which the actors act or as pillars in front of the stage between

the actors and the audience or as the stage. In these respects

this agrees with our theatre, particularly in our having the

mattavdranl and the sad-ddruka." 2

Temples have played a great part in the preservation of

musical instruments. Poses as described in the Ndtyaidstra are

found sculptured on the walls of the Nataraja temple at

Cidambaram. At Ajanta there is a painting representing the

dance intended to allure Mahajanaka. The principal dancer is

most artistically attired and decked with ornaments of gold and

pearls. The orchestra comprises five artistes, two of them

playing cymbals, one a pair of drums, another a mrdanga and

the fifth apparently a guitar. Two women playing the flute

are also found in the painting.
3

In our country there are nearly 4oo musical instruments

each with a distinct name, shape and quality of tone. The

Ndtyatdstra mentions instruments such as mrdanga, panavq,

i. NS KM XXXIV. Prose on ^429; KSS XXXIII, Prose on P.449.

5, K. R. Pisharotis article on 'The Ancient Indian Theatre', Rajah
Sir Annamalai Ghettiar Commemoration Volume, AnnamaJai University,

1941*

3. Ajanta Cave No, i.
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dardura, dundubhi, muraja, jhallari, pataha, varhia, iankha and

dakkinl.1 According to the "Mirror of Gesture" the following

accessories are called the outer life of danseuse : the drum,

cymbals of a good tone the flute, chorus, the drona, lute

(
vlna ), the bells, and a male singer ( gayaka )

of renown.2 In

the Sangltamakarandah ten kinds of vind are described and fur-

ther on various instruments are mentioned. 3 In other treatises

on music innumerable other names of instruments are

mentioned.

An orchestra was organized at the Udai Shankar India

Culture Centre, Almora, in 1941 exclusively with Indian ins-

tuments. Orchestras are also arranged today at representations

of kathakali and bharata-natyarh in South India. As orchestras

can be organized with Indian instruments alone in the

modern age and as they help the presentation of a

particular rasa and have a rich variety we can conclude

that orchestras were similarly organized in ancient India

with the help of four kinds of instruments referred to in the

Ndtyafdstra.

B. Histrionics

Now we come to dngikabhinaya, gestures or action with

limbs. It is expressed in three ways by anga, pratyanga arid

updnga. The head, hands, chest, sides [flanks], waist [hips] and

feet are called angas. Some writers consider the neck also as

an anga. The shoulder-blades, arms, back, abdomen, thigh

[calves] and shanks are called pratyangas. Some writers add

the wrists, elbows, knees and the neck also to the list of

pratyangas. The shoulders, eyes, eye-brows, cheeks, nose, jaws,

lips, teeth, tongue, chin and face are called updngas. Then,

there are the heels, ankles, toes and fingers. Angas, pratyangas

and updngas are to be used in every dance. When an anga

[major limb] moves, the pratyanga and updnga also move,4

I. NS KM XXXIV. 9-16; KSS XXXIII. a, 10-17.

*. "Mirror of Gesture" P. 35. ed. 1936.

3. Sangltamakarandah IV. 6-12. P. 22.

4, AD 42-493. PP.6-7J NSKM VIII, 11-15; KSS VIII. 11-15;

COS VIII. 12-16,
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Detailed are the directions on SngikSbhinaya and here

Bharata depended upon older natasutras. The different parts of

the body are described and motions and gestures and their

significance assigned. The head is described as akarhplta when
it is moved slowly up and down, kampita when the same move-

ment is made quickly
1

. Each motion has a distinct significance.

The glance changes according to the sentiment and the pupils

move in different ways to express different sentiments and

conditions.2

A series of rules are found on the motions of seven kinds

of the brows3
,

six of the nose4
,

six of the cheeks5
, six of the

lips
6
, seven of the chin7 and nine of the neck. 8 Further

24 postures of single hands, 13 of the different combined hands

and 64 nrtta hands are described. 9 Mudrast gestures by fingers

form the most important and powerful means of expression

in a dance. Their richness creates a unique dramatic langu-

age and their conventionalised meanings and symbolism lend

an added charm and glamour to the art of dancing. Mudrds,

gestures by fingers set forth in the Natyasdstra are said to

include the divine actions of celestial dancers and their

application to the feelings and aspirations of human beings.

We can examine the definition of one or two gestures of the

hand to ascertain how they signify different objects. When
the four fingers are outstretched parallel to one another and

1. NS-KM VIIL i6-3 7a; KSS VIII. 1 6-3ja^GOS VIII. i7-4oa,

2. NSKM VIII. 38-51; KSS VIII. 38-51; COS VTII, 41-55.

3. NSKM VIII, ii2b-i**a; KSS VIII. 114-123; COS VIII.

I i8b-i2ga.

4. NSKM. VIII, I2j?b-i27; KSS VIII, i24-i3oa; COS VIII.

isgb-isGa.

5. NSKM VIII. 1*8-132; KSS VIII. I3ob-I35a; COS VIII.

-i4ia.

6. NSKM VIII. 133-138; ^KSS VIII. 135^1413; COS VIII.

-i47a.

7. NSKM Fill. 139-144; -KSS Fill. 141^1473; COS Fill.

8. NSKM FIIL
; 153^159; KSS FIN. :64-i7oa; COS Fill.

170-1763.

9. NSKM IX. 4-16; KSS IX, 4-17; COS IX. 4-17*.
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the thumb is bent, the patdkd ( flag ) hand is formed. The

hand is held against the fore-head in this manner to express

blows, injuries, oppressions, gladness, or haughtiness. The

same posture of the hand with the fingers separated from one

another and shaken indicate the glare of heat, torrential rain

or shower of flowers. When the posture of patakd is kept and-

the third finger is bent, it is called the tripatdkd hand and

signifies the bringing or giving something, or dismounting or

entry.
1 In this manner by stating the definitions of other

hands and by describing their significance it can be shown

that different things are represented by different gestures of

the hand in the presentation of plays.

Further directions are given regarding the chest, flunks,

abdomen, hips, thighs, legs and the feet. As a matter of fact

the NdtyaSdstra deals elaborately with different cdrls> 2 mandalas*

and gatis* An attempt to set aright the feet, thighs, chest and

abdomen is called carl. Where an action is made by taking
one step it is called carl. As the carls connected with different

limbs relate to ( vydyacchante from vyd-yam, stietch out to
) one

another they constitute a vydydma system. Where two steps are

taken it becomes Parana and the combination of karanas is

said to be khanda. Three or four khandas make one mandala.

Can is employed in dancing, movements, dropping of weapons
and in battle. Thus ndtya is dependent on carl. In ndtya no

limb moves without the employment of carl. According to

the Ndtyasdstra, carls are 32 in number and are divided into

two classes : earthly [ bhauma ] and heavenly [ akdsagdml ].

But the Abhinayadarpana has only eight carls and they consti-

tute only one class by themselves.5
Mandalas, according to

the Ndtyasdslra, are 20 in number and are divided into two
classes: earthly [ bhauma ] and heavenly [ akasika ], but the

1. NS- KM IX. I7b-3o; KSS IX, 18-31; COS IX. 18-32,

2. NS KM X. 1-12; KSS XI. 1-13; COS X. 1-13.

3. NS-KM XI. i-5a; KSS XII 1-5; COS XI. 1-6.

4. NS-KM XII 7b-33 ; KSS XIII. 8-39; COS XII. 8-40.

5. AD 260-273, PP. 34-36,
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AbhmayadaYpana gives only ten of them and does not classify

them at- all.
1 The Ndtyafastra and the Abhinayadarpaiia have no

name common in their carls and mandalas. The natyacarya

should employ gati [ gait ] having ascertained fully the sthlta

slow ], madhya [ medium ] and druta laya [ quick tempo ].

The gati [ gait ] of nobles should be with steadiness, that of

the middle class with medium tempo, while the low class

should have quick and copious gait. Different kinds of beings

walk in different ways and the gait should also vary according

to the situation. Carls, mandalas and gatis, according to

their relation to one another, are endless in number and

variety. The nafa has no room to be original in his^gestures,

for that is the business of masters [ dcaryas ] of the art who

know the theory and practice thoroughly. It is the action,

not the actor, which is essential to the dramatic art.a

An elaborate description of how animate or inanimate

objects can be represented through abhinaya, particularly anga-

bhinaya, is given in one full chapter on special representation

[ citrabhinaya ]
in the NatyaSastra. It deals with methods

of describing through bodily gestures natural phenomena such

as dawn, night, twilight, day, the six seasons and the sky;

mountains, oceans, stars, moonlight, heat, wind and the

mid-day and evening sun, lightning; human beings and

animals ; objects stationed in heaven such as gods and

Mtitof expressions
of happiness, anger, jealousy, calamity,

misery*, fear, intoxication, bravery and the various emotions.

Different kinds of poisonous effects could be represented on

the stage through bodily gestures. Let us now take *>m*

examples to sh6w how these were represented by actors and

accesses playing different roles. Cold is indicated by people

of lower position by contracting their limbs, trembling,

clenching their teeth, moving their lips and making a
'rf^sT

sound. Darkness is indicated by people slipping and groping

their way with their hands. A person gets into a carriage

r~AD 298-308. PP. 40-41-

a. "Mirror of Gesture" by A. K. Qoomaraswamy, 13*7 (*) p- 3*

and 1936 (cd). P. 18,
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by raising his eyes and feet and enters a palace by taking

longer paces and raising the feet higher. The act of getting

into water is done by raising the clothes and if the water is

very deep he represents that by outstretching his hands.

Joy is represented by one embracing the other's body,

by smiling eyes as well as by horripilation [ tathdlpakathana ],

while anger is indicated by upturned red eyes, biting of lips,

deep breathing and trembling limbs. 1 Each and every part

of the body is important to signify some emotion or feeling.

D^ep significance lies in the mode in which the head is

shaken, the eyes and brows are moved ; the cheeks, nose,

lips, chjn and neck can all be used to convey subtle themes.

All this will be clear from the directions of Raghavabhatta

in his commentary on the Abhijndnasakuniala for depicting
the

bhramarabddhd [
attack by the bee], srngaralajja [amorous

bashfulness ], kusumdvacaya [ gathering of flowers ] and prasd-

dhana or alankdra [ wearing ornaments ]. 2 Thus there are

many themes which are indicated by means of tokens and

gestures in Sanskrit plays. In reality the art of dngikdbhmaya

was fully developed and an object, which was not procurable,

must have been represented by means of bodily gestures.

C. Dancing
Dancing in India flourished under royal patronage and

every king and chieftain had his band of musicians, court-

dancers and painters. People of good family used to be

well versed in these arts, and music and dancing formed
an important part of their education. But dancing was not

confined solely to the educated classes. Folk dances in a

multitude of forms has played an important part in the

communal life of the people. Indian dancing is a traditional

art and as such it has fixed ends and ascertained means of

operation. God Siva in his well known aspect of Natardja is

pre-eminently the lord of dances. After the destruction of
the sacrifice of Daksa, Siva danced with various gesticulations
to the tune of music. He imitated all the principal gods and

It NS KMXXF; KSS XXVI.
*~

a. Raghavabhaua in hii commentary on Sak PP. 24, 29, 86, 99,
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assumed different postures. These dances were known as

piridibandhas*
1

The position of hands, feet, waist, flanks, thighs, abdo-

men, back and chest are vital in dance. Sometimes motion

is slow and sometimes quick. These movements are called

matrka 1 or mothers of dance. A combination of three or four

of these is a karana or action. One hundred and eight such

actions [ Karanas ]
3 are enumerated in the Ndtyasdstra. Diffe-

rent combinations of these actions are called angahdras* or

gesticulations. The Ndtyasdstra enumerates 82 such gesti-

culations. There are four different ways to end the dance

gracefully and they are called recakas. 5 All these recakas,

angahdras and pindibandhas were designed by Siva after the

destruction of the sacrifice of Daksa. He taught Tandu

the art of dancing and hence dancing has been known as

tdndava*

The temple at Gidambaram where the tdndava is believed

to have been performed is one of the most beautiful temples in

India, dedicated to Siva in his aspect of Matardja. In the most

inner enclosure is the nrtta-sabhd or hall of dance. It consists

of a stone platform with 56 stone pillars with dance poses ex-

quisitely
carved on them. This hall is at least 1,400 years old

and is one of the earliest of Indian temple monuments. To-

wards the gateways there are Io8 bas-relief panels, depicting

a dance of Siva and his consort Parvati. There are many
fine examples of classical dance poses in the temples at Ellora

in Hyderabad, Elephanta near Bombay, BhuvaneSvara near

Puri on the Bay of Bengal, and in numerous temples

scattered all ove. South India.

Delighted with the performance of the drama, the Tripura-

ddha, Siva ordered Tandu to teach Bharata the art of dancing.

Sages asked Bharata why the dance was included in a dra-

1. NS KM IV. 233-24a; KSS IV. ^46^256; COS IV, 257-266,

2. NS KM IV. 54b-58; KSS IV. 55^60; COS IV. 56-60.

3. NSKM IV. 32b-54a; KSS IV. 34-55a; COS IV. 34-55,

4. NSKM IV. i6b-*6a; KSS IV. 18-27; COS IV. i8-*7-

5. NSKM IV. *3ib-232$ KSS IV. 240-2463; COS IV, 250^256.
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i&atlc performance. It did not help the story nor did it

produce an emotion. Acting was quite sufficient for those

purposes. Bharata's explanation was this: "Dances do not

help dramatic action but beautify it. TLey are very popular,

especially on auspicious occasions*"1

The Ndtyasdstra recognises two types of dance, tdndava>

the violent dance of men, invented by Siva himself, and ldsya>

the tender amoious dapce of Parvati. Because of its special

importance Idsya is carefully analysed into ten parts by the

Ndfyaidstra.* It shows the essential union of song and

dance. The divisions of ldsya> of course, appear to ignore
their nature as parts of a dance, but it must be remembered
that the motions of performers are essential in the perfor-

mance.
We obtain a clear idea of dancing from a critical study

of the first two acts of the Mdlavikdgnimitra and first act of

the Ratndvall.

The science and art of dancing are known as abhinaya-

ridyd or ndfyasdstra. This is divided into two parts idstra

[science] and prayoga [performance] The latter is further

listinguished into kriyd [ self-acting ] and sankrdnti [ imparting
essons in dancing ].

The actual performance consists oftwo parts, anga3austhava

graceful contours ] and abhinaya [ gesticulation, expressing
entiment ]. Graceful contours can be exhibited in a two-
old manner, through viralanepathyd [ thin costume ] and body
:ontrol.

Then begins the real work of the dancer, Malavika,
n the present case. She takes up a stanza of four lines,
irst hums the tune and afterwards sings it aloud. There-
fter she gesticulates with a view to bringing out the senti-

aent which permeates the piece.

Bhdvas form the most important feature of
abhinayavidya*.

*** two dance masters [ abhinaydcdryas ] Haradatta and

NS-KM IV. 244-248; KSS IV. 358b^63a; GOS IV. 3686^733
a, NS-KM XVIII. 170-181; KSS XX. 138-151; DR Ufc 53, 53

"

? 73^ SD VI. Sutras 341-251. PP, 393-394-
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Gasaadasa have been described as two bhdvas incarnate.

Similarly the lesson in abhinaya which is imparted to Malavika

by Ga$adasa has been described as bhdvika. Any movement
or emotion difficult of representation was called dusprayojya as

an instance of which is given calita, a dance in which the

dancer, while representing the sentiments, gives expression
to his own feelings. The success of an actor lies in his

bringing in bodily form a particular emotion. The bhdva

becomes farm when the calita was performed by Malavika.

Parivrajika describes it as faultless art and is full of apprecia-
tion for it.

1

The maids, in the Ratndvall, dance before the king, who
shows deep appreciation of their art.

2

In the Mrcchakatika also there are references to dancing.

Vita', 'stop there, Vasantasena, your steps show skill in a dance,'

Samsthanaka calls Vasantasena a dancing girl [Idsikd].*

In the Balacarita there is reference to a Hallisaka dance.

Girls of cowherds, though naturally charming, look extremely

beautiful when dressed up in garments of varied hues.

Young cowherds have drums and are singing. "Damodara :

come now, belle of the station, wood garland, crescent

and gazelle, we must do this dance made for herdsmen.

Girls : As you tell us, master. Sankaisana : Damaka and

Meghanada, beat the drums. Both : Right, Master [All
dance ]. Old Herdsmen : Bravo, that's good. Well sung.
Well danced. I will dance a bit myself. Now I am tired."4

Thus it can be seen from dramas that dancing was very

popular with spectators.

D. Dialogue

Ancient dramatists gave great importance to dialogues
and proper dramatic delivery. The Ndtyasdstra emphasizes
on the choice of words in a play and calls them the body of

i. Mai ii. 8. P. 29.

,

3. Rat I. 16* P. 15,

3. Mrch I. 17. P. 15; 23. p. I7,

4, BSJacarita III* PP., 539*540..



the dramatic art [natya]. Vdcikdbhinaya [ verbal representa-
tion ] mainly consists in the use of proper pronunciation,

modulation, accent and rhythm.
1 Use of different dialects

and proper forms of address to persons according to their

ranks or social status are also included. These lules are very
elaborate and are well adapted to bring out the lyrical

qualities of a play and will be discussed in chapter VIII of

this work.

The value of an instructive or entertaining dialogue
was well understood in India and religious scriptures, the

Vedas>the Upanisads, the Sarhhitds, the Mahdbharata, the Tantras,

the Purdnas and even the jfdtakas or the Baudha-dkhydnas are in

the form of conversations. In fact another name of the Veda

is fruti what was heard in conversation. The Ndtyasdstia

insists on weighty dialogue and says the words employed in

dramas should be suggestive, deep in meaning, approved of

by the Vedas and acceptable to all persons.*

The dialogues between Atreyi and Vasanll in the

Uttarardmacarita, between Sagarika and Susangata in the

Ratndvali, between KaSyapa and akuntala in the AbhijndnaSd-

kuntala, between Bhimsena and Draupadi in the Venlsamhdra,

between Urvasi and Pururavas in the Vikramorvasiya> between

Canakya and Candanadasa in the Mudrdrdksasa are lively

and deep in meaning. The language of Bhasa is very simple,

natural and touching, alternating with simple figures of

speech. The language of Kalidasa is remarkably easy.

Bhavabhuti in the Uttarardmacanta uses somewhat more

difficult language. In his other two plays, and especially

in the Mdlatlmddkava^ it is more elaborate and difficult.

The Mrcchakafika presents fewer difficulties than any of these

dramas.

Ordinary dialogues in Sanskrit plays are for the greater

part in prose, but reflections or descriptions and poetical

i, NS KSS XV 1-4; GOS XIV. 1-4; Agnipura^a CCGXXXIX.
P. 315.

NS-KM XXVII. 4*-46a; KSS XXVII. 45*49*.
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fancy take the form of verse. Many kinds of metre from

anusjubh to dandaka are used by them.1

Intonation [ Kaku ] is change of voice under different emo-

tions such as fear, grief and anger. Kaku is a word of negation

which is used in a manner implying the affirmative, as in

question of appeal. In such cases the intended meaning is

suggested by a change of the voice. Slow [ vilambitd ] into-

nation is desired in the comic, the erotic and the pathetic

sentiments. In the heroic, the furious and the marvellous

sentiments the excited [ dlpla ] and high [ uccd ] intonations

are praised. Fast [ drutd ] and low [ mcd ] intonations have

been prescribed in the terrible and the odious sentiments.2

Thus the intonation should be made to follow the states

[ bhava ] and the sentiments ] rasa ].

Vithyangas, the constituent parts of vithi, are purely of

the rhetorical kind. They are often mentioned in the rules

of theorists and serve the purpose of enhancing the beauty
of presentation of plays.

3

1. NS KSS XV. 37-47; COS XIV. 42-52.

2. NS KM XVII. io8-ii8a; KSS XIX, 46-58; COS XVII.

115-129.

. 3. NSKM XVIII, 156-168; KSS XX. 118-133; COS XVIII,



CHAPTER VII

THE TROUPE
A. Roles of Characters ( BhumikaT)

We shall now deal with the types of people allowed to

play roles in Sanskrit dramas. Actors were selected for their

gait, speech, gestures and disposition. Divine personages were

represented by persons whose physiques were well built and

who spoke delightfully. Those, who were fat and tall, whose

voice was deep like thunder and who had terrifying eyes,

eyebrows and faces, were selected for the roles of raksasas,

danavas and daityas. The roles of princes were assumed by
wise actors, of good appearance and voice and of virtuous

disposition; of generals and ministers by persons who were

brave, clever in conversation and possessed of clear vision; and

of chamberlains and learned hotrlyas by persons who had pale

eyes and long noses. Persons, who were slow, dwarfish, hunch-

backed, of deformed noses or cheekbones, of ugly faces, badly

dressed and ill-tempered, played the parts of servants.

Wearied persons were represented by those who were lean

and thin, while persons in normal health were represented

by fat persons. The manager would, however, use his dis-

cretion to select actors keeping in view the feeling, actions

and nature of the characters. The characters were repre-

sented according to their country, dress and appropriate

appearance.
1

In Sanskrit plays the roles were of three different

qualities: anurupd, similar to the nature of the person repre-

sented, virupfi, contrary to the nature, and rupanusdrini. imita-

tive by nature. Anurupa is that which is represented by an

actor of the same age and sex. In virupd a child plays the

role of an old man or an old man takes the role of a child.

I. NS KM XXXV. i-*oa; KSS XXXV. 1-8.

"" "
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In rUpdnusdrinl a man plays the part of a woman. A man's

role'may be played by a woman and vice versa according
to the desire of the manager, but an old man or a boy
should not be made to play the role of each other. When a

man's role is given to a woman it should be done with

great care. Thus the Ndtyatdstra expressly admits of three

modes of representation : roles may be taken by persons of

appropriate sex and age ;
roles of the old may be taken by

the young and vice versa. 1 The assumption of women's

roles by men has, curiously enough, very early evidence
; for

the Mahdbhdsya mentions the word bhrukurhsa which was

used to denote a man who was personating a woman. 2 The

Sutradhdra in the Ratndvali and the Priyadarsikd plays the

part of Vatsa, his younger brother that of Yaugandharayana
in 'the former play

3 and that of Drdhavarman in the latter4 ;

in the Mdlallmddhava, the sutradhdra and Pariparsvika assume

the roles of Kamandaki and her pupil Avalokita, respec-

tively.
5 The enactment of women's roles by men was not by

any means the normal practice. The nail normally plays an

important female role as in the Karpuramanjari* In the Kuttarii-

mata, where an actual representation of the first act of the

Ratndvali is described, a woman is found in the role of the

princess.
7

Bharata states that women are delicate [ sukumdra ] and

hence they should be represented by women alone. Ndtya should

be performed by women well versed in the dramaturgic tdstra?

Learned teachers should instruct women in terms of the Ndtya~
kdstra for theatrical representation was a delicate [ sukumdra ]

subject. Roles in irngara sentiment should be left to women,
for they have delicate gestures and well-formed limbs.

1. NS KM XXVI. 1-5; KSS XXXV. 15-20.

~~ "

2. Mahabhasya II. P. 196.

3. Rat I. Prelude Prose P. 7.

4. PD Prelude Prose PP. 3-4.

5. MM Prastavana P, 12.

6. Kar. M, Prastavana P, u.

7. Kuttanlmata KM 852-927. PP. 104-110.

3. NS KM XXVI. 6-isa; KSS XXXV. 21-233, 240-29.
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In nfyya> two kinds of performances, sukumSra and dviddha

are followed to present emotions and sentiments. Natakay

prakarana, bhdna, vitht and anka are varieties of the delicate

[ sukumdra ] type. Aviddha is full of war, motions and agitation.

It involves too much of cutting, tearing and fighting; there is

also the use of indecent language* Hence women should not

take any part in it. The styles known as sdtvatl and drabhafi

are employed in it. T)ima, Samavakdra, Vydyoga and Ihdmrga

are its species. Their dviddha performances were to be done

by devas, ddnavas and rdksasas who were violent by nature

and full of vigour.
1

B. Natyacaryas

Poets, directors, stage managers, musicians, scene-design-

ers and painters come under the category of ndtydcdfyas,

according to the Ndtyasdstra. Among natydcdryas , the sutradhdra

is the foremost as he guides actors, arranges the parapher-

nalia, directs the performance and above all is responsible

for the successful presentation of the play. According to the

Ndtyaidstra, the sutradhdra should be a master of sciences and

arts, know countries, and costumes and customs prevalent in

them. He should be well versed in languages, the science of

dramaturgy and versification. He should have good knowledge
of music, musical instruments, political science, geography,

astrology, anatomy, history, law and emotions and

sentiments. He should be able to foresee the purport of his

own exposition. These are the minimum qualifications of a

sutradhdra. In addition, he is a poet, has excellent memory and

intellect, is grave and generous. He should be in good health,

sweet-tempered, self-controlled, of a forgiving nature, righteous,

not avaricious, truthful and impartial.
2

The Sutradhdra, the chief actor, whose name denotes

that he was thought of as an architect conversant with

histrionics, is occasionally styled head of the troupe. He
is essentially the instructor of the actors and his designation

1. NS KM XXVI, 20-25; KSS XXXV. 230-243, 30-36,

2. NS KM XXIV. 93-100; KSS XXXV. 45-52.
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can be taken to mean a professor. In the Uttarardmacarita,

Bharata is called tauryatrika sutradhara^ professor of (he three

kinds of sangita [instrumental music, song and dance].
1 Thus

the sutradhara was an important dramatic personage, controlling

the whole company, assuming different roles, sometimes

arranging the scenes, sometimes directing the actors and some-

times himself taking an important role in the plays.

According to the dramatic treatises, the sutradhara had two

associates, the sthdpaka and the pdripdrsvika. In his attributes

the sthdpaka resembles the sutradhara. Immediately after the

preliminaries, another person, similar to the sutradhara in

appearance and qualities is to enter and introduce the play, a

function which gives him the designation of the introducer

[ sthdpaka \.
a He does not, however, figure in any of the extant

dramas and so the duties assigned by the treatises to the

sthdpaka must have all been performed by the sutradhara

himself.

According to the Ndtya$dstra> the pdripdrfaika's qualities and

qualifications are second only to those of the sutradhara. He

is of middlp, type, of good form, intelligent and an expert in

the performance of his duties. He has full knowledge of instru-

ments. He is an attendant of the sulradhdra. He appears in the

prologues ofmany plays and acts the parts of persons of rank.

He receives the sutradhara
1}

s orders, passes them on to other

actors and directs the chorus. 3

The Ndtyasdstra also refers to some dearyas expert in prepa-

ring materials required for the stage and proficient in directing

actors and actresses. Many types of artisans seem to have been

necessary in the presentation of plays.
4

There is the mukutakara who makes crowns [ mukutas] for

the characters with the help of different materials as stated

in chapter V of this book. He prepares various kinds of

head-dresses also. The dbharanakrt prepares ornaments.

1. URG IV. P, 119.

*

2, NS KM V. 149-154; KSS V. 163-168; COS V. i68b-i69a,

3. NS KM XXIV. ioib-i(m; KSS XXXV. 53.

4, NS KM XXXF. 6-*7, 31-37; KSS XXXF. 73-73, 77-84,
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The mdlyakrt makes garlands. The vesdkara prepares dresses.

The citrakara paints pictures. The rajaka dyes the dresses.

The kdruka prepares things out of lac, stone, iron and wood.

He is an artisan who prepares different items of stage parapher-

nalia. The kusllava is an expert in the arrangement of musical

instruments and also in playing them. The ndtyakdra leads the

characters in a play by directing them in the representation

of feelings. The nata is the performer of natya and an expert

in using the four kinds of musical instruments. He is called

nata because he represents and imitates the actions of men. He
is an expert in the representation of sentiments, feelings and

courage. The ndtaUlyd is a beautiful woman who can sing and
has the capacity to rouse sentiments. She is familiar with the

different kinds of musical instruments and has knowledge of

rhythm and tune. The taurika is the head of warriors and

trumpeters, an expert in blowing all musical instruments.

Thus artisans are named according to the duties they are

called upon to perform.

C. Actors and Actresses

There is a great variety of characters, male and female,

introduced in Sanskrit plays. Kings, ministers, high officials

and attendants often figured very prominantly. Actors and

actresses were, however, classified according to their quali-

fications into superior [ uttama ] medium [madhjama] and third

rate actors [ad/iama ].
a The principal parts in any drama

were, however, a few; the king, the vidusaka >
the parasite, the

heroine and her companion were stock types. Theorists give
detailed instructions about persons appearing on the stage.

Heroes were [ ndyaka, netr ] of different kinds according
to their qualities. They were light-hearted [ lalita ], calm

[ Santa ], exalted [ uddtta ] or vehement [ uddhata ].* The self-

controlled and light-hearted hero, dhiralalita, was free from

anxiety, fond of the arts, happy and gentle. The hero in the

i, NS KM XXIV. 85-92; KSS XXIF. 1-8,

z* NS KM XXIF. 3-5; KSS XXXIK. 17-19; DR II. l-6a PP.

35-38; SD III, 35-38. PP. 90-91*
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Ratnavall is an instance of the dhlralalita hero. The self-control-

led "and calm hero, dhiraidnta, is a Brahmana or possessed oi

the generic qualities of a hero. The heroes in the Mdlatl-

mddhava and the Mrcckdkatika are instances in point. The self-

controlled and exalted hero, dhlrodatta, is of great excellence,

exceedingly serious, forbearing, not boastful, resolute, assertive

and purposeful. The heroes in the Mahdndtaka and the

Abhijftdnasdkuntala are instances of this type. The self-control-

led and vehement hero, dhiroddhata, is dominated by pride

and jealousy, devoted to witchcraft and deceit, self-assertive
3

fickle, irascible and boastful. Examples of this type are

rarely found. Various other types of heroes are described,

but as they serve no purpose in the actual presentation oi

Sanskrit plays we do not go into a detailed study of their

characteristics.

Sometimes the hero has an antagonist, and he is the

fyratindyaka. He is avaricious, stubborn, criminal and vicious

like the dhiroddhata hero. He is always painted as passionate

and evil-minded. 1
Ravaria, the opponent of Rama, and

Duryodha/na, the opponent of Yudhisthira, are pratindyakas.

Among the pleasure companions \narmasaciva y narmasuhrd]

of the hero is the plthamarda [ he who rubs his sides ]. He is

devoted to the hero and is the hero of an episode [ patdka,

prdsangika-itivrtta ].
2

Sugrlva in the Rama dramas and

Makaranda in the Mdlatlmddhava belong to this class.

According to the Ndtyasdstra, Vita, parasite, is familiar

with the ways of courtesans, sweet-tempered, impartial

poetic,
able to argue, eloquent and clever. He is amiable

in society and versed in arts.3 Vatsyayana says that the vita

is a character who squanders away his resources. He is

married.4 In dramas, especially in the Mrcchakafika, vita plays

a great part. In the bfidnas, however, the actor appears as a

1. DR II, gb. P. 40. SD III. 137. P. 149"

2. SD III. 47. P. 96, DR II. 8. P. 40.

3 . NS KM XXIV. io*b-i<>4; KSS XXXV. 54-55; DR II, L 9,

P, 40; SQ III. 49- P. 79.

4. Kamasutra 45. P, 56.
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mfa and the role can be taken to have been borrowed directly

from the popular stage.

Vidusaka, the joker, is the most important stock

character in Sanskrit plays. He is a Brahmana and is de-

scribed bald-headed, hunch-backed, dwarfish, has protruding

teeth, a distorted mouth and yellow eyes. He is dressed

in rags and skin. He is fond of quarrels and takes pleasure

in eating and drinking.
1 His external appearance, dress and

gait are meant to evoke laughter. Moreover, he is the

faithful companion and friend of the hero, who calls him a

comrade [ vayasya ] and seeks his help in all difficulties, on

account of which he often appears very dexterous.

The Sahara is an old, popular character and is the bro-

ther-in-law of the king. He is irritated without any reason

and again appeased, wears gorgeous clothes and jewels, gladly

brags of his high connections, but throughout shows himself

as ignorant and contemptible. He pronounces ia for sa and

speaks magadhl*

To the next circle of the hero's acquaintances belongs the

slave cefa. According to the Ndtyafastra, the ceta is 'quarrel-

some, talkative, physically deformed and knows well whom
to respect and whom not.3

To the more distant or outer circle [ bdhya ] of acquain-

tances belong the commander-in-chief [ sendpati ], the successor

to the throne \kumdia], the different ministers [ mantrin, saciva,

amdtya"], the judges [ prddvivdka ], messengers to distant places

[duta] and the court priest [purohita]*

Detailed instructions on the different types of heroines

Tnqyikd], their qualities, situations and relation to the hero

are available. They maybe divine women
[ divya], queens

~

i. NS KM XII. 121-122, XXIV. 106; KSS XIII. 136-137,

XXXV. 57; COS XII. I37b-i39a; DR II, 9. P. 40; SD III, 50. P. 98,

2. NS KM XXIV. 105; KSS XXXV. 56; DR II. 440-453. P, 56;

SD III. 5*-53 pp - 99-ioo.

3% NS KM XXIV. 107; KSS XXXV. 58,

4. NS KM XXIV. 59b-6ia; KSS XXXIV 67-68,
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[nrpapatni], women cf good family [kulastrt], or courtesans

[ganikd]. In their relation to the hero, they may belong

to him \ suiyd]> to another [anya] or to all
( sddhdrarii ).

1

The sviyd type of heroine is found in the Uttarar&macarita

Sita, the wife of the hero, Rama. An anyCl heroine is either

a maiden or a married woman. A married woman should

never figure in the principal sentiment, but love for a maiden

could be represented in connection with the principal or the

subordinate sentiments. An example of the anya type is found

in the Ratnavall and the Mdlatlmddhava in the love of Vatsaraja

for Sagarika und MarJhava for MalatL In the sddhdranastrl

type falls the courtesan. The Mrcchakatika refers to a distinct

class of very highly accomplished ganikds or courtesans, and

Vasantasena, a dancing girl, is introduced as an accomp-
lished heroine with admirable traits of character.

Next to the heroines come their friends, step-sisters,

maids and members of the harem. The Natyasdstra describes

them as constituting the inner circle
[ dbhyantaragana ].

a To
this class belongs the principal queen [mahadevi], the second

queen [ dovi ] and old woman [ vrddhd ]. In addition to these,

are woman body guards [ zaftcdrikd sometimes called yavanl or

greek maidens ], women waiting on the king f anucdrikd ]

the heroine's personal maids [paricarika] and the door-keeper

[pratlhdrl ].

Thsre is a third category of roles called napwhsaka

[ neuter ]. Bharata includes in this class learned and skilled

Brahmanas [ sndtaka ] chamberlains f kaftcuklva, kaftcukin ] and

eunuchs [varsadhara, nirmunda> aupasthdyika]*

D. Spectators and judges

Sanskrit dramas demanded the full attention of a

cultured audience. It is expressly asserted, as in the dramas

of Kalidasa, Harsa, Bhavabhuti and ViSakhadatta, that
*

i. NS KM XXIV, 6b-9 ; KSS XXXIV. 24-55; DR II. 1

PP. 42-48; SD III. 68-85. PP. 106-120.

2, NS KM XXIV. 15-17; KSS XXXIV. 09-31.

3, NS KM XXIV. 50-52; KSS XXXIV, 61-62.
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spectators are critical and experienced. In the Malavikagni-

mitra the stage manager says : 'I am asked by the learned

audience to represent on the occasion of the spring festival

the play named 'Malavikagnimitra
9
. Then on the question

whether the M&lavi.kdgnimitra should be played the manager

says : 'The wise accept one or the other after examination,

while the judgment of a fool is led by the experience of

others*. Thus the MSlavikngnlmitra requires the audience to

be learned and critical.1

In the Ratnavali the stage manager says :
cAh. I am

quite sure, the minds of all the spectators have been won
over or are favourably disposed towards us. For, Sriharsa is

an eminent poet and '"this audience here is ever disposed to

appreciate merit ;
the story of Vatsaraja is an attractive one

in the world, and we are masters of the histrionic art. Each

of these circumstances leads to the attainment of the desired

object. What to say then when there is a combination of

all advantages through my accumulated luck. '2 Here also

the audience i* supposed to be critical as with that quality
alone the merits of a play can be judged.

There is no need to quote any example from Bhava-
bhuti's dramas. He was a great stylist and had a wonderful

command over language. The poetry of his dramas could

only be appreciated by a learned and critical audience.8

In the MudrAraksasa> the manager says : 'Really I have

very great pleasure in acting before an assembly capable
of appreciating the merits of poems. Do you ask why ?

Grain sown by even a fool will thrive if it falls on good soil.

The growth of paddy in clusters does not depend on the skill

of the sower.'* So in this drama, too, the audience has a

high standard and is critical and able to appreciate merits.
Thus dramas themselves show that the spectators [ sabhtljad]
were appreciative of the dramatic art.

I. MSI I. 2 and prose PP. 2-3.
a. Rat I. 5. p. 5 .

3> MM IX, 17. P. 184; URC I, 27. P. 27.

4. MudrarSksasa I, 3. p. 7,
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The N&tyaS&stra requires that the ideal spectator has Iceen

susceptibility and excellent judgment with ability to feel

the emotions of characters as depicted by actors. He should

be- attentive, an expert in handling the four kinds of instru-

ments, have a knowledge of dresses, dialects, gestures and
metres. He should be well versed in the fastras and arts and
should be religious by temperament. Thus he should have
keen intelligence, a capacity to examine and weigh the merits

of the performance and participate in the pleasures and
sorrows depicted on the stage.

In an assembly [parisad or sarhsad] there may be very few
who fulfil all these conditions. The spectators can be good,
medium and indifferent. They appreciate only that art,

dress, action, speech or movement which is intelligible to
them. Youths enjoy passionate scenes ; religious-minded
persons take pleasure in scenes dealing with salvation. The
brave delight in the representation of the vibhatsa and raudra
sentiments and of battles. The old are interested in religious
stories and purdnas. Boys, fools and women take pleasure in
comic scenes.1 Thus different spectators derive pleasure
from different scenes according to their age, country and
circumstances.

The Abhinayadarpana characterises the audience as a

kalpavrksa the tree that answers all wishes. The vedas are its

branches, Sastras its flowers and scholars the bees adorning it.
8

There was a very elaborate arrangement for judging in

every detail the success of a performance. According to the

Abhinayadarpana ,
the sabhapati or chief of the audience should

be wealthy, intelligent, discriminating, an expert in giving

awards, versed in music, versatile, celebrated, having pleasing

qualities, well acquainted with gestures expressive of desires

and moods, without envy or malice, well disposed to people ;

possessed of righteous conduct, kind, patient, disciplined,

versed in arts and proficient in abhinaya. His functions are

to make pronouncements on the merit of a performance and

1, NS KM XXVII, 47-6oa; KSS XXVII. 50-633,

2, AD 19. P. 3.
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to distribute rewards to the sdtradh&ra or leader of the troupe

of dancers, musicians and actors.1 The definition of a

sabhdpati is also given in the Sangitaratnakara. 2

The sabhapati has advisers. They speak in a dignified

manner, have a desire for fame, understand moods [ bhavas]

and are able to distinguish between merits and demerits.

They are versed in arts and polity and are themselves scholars.

They can distinguish a dialect from another and possess poetic

faculty.
8

The success of a drama depends on the judgment of the

critic [prdsnika] who has necessarily to be qualified for the

delicate task of judging the merit of the performance. The

Natyaidstra gives ten kinds of critics [ prdsnikas ] : an expert

in sacrifice [ yajnavit ], an actor [ nartaka ], a prosodist

[ chandovit ], a grammarian [ tabdavit ], a king [ rajan ], an

expert in archery [isvastravit], a painter [ citravit], & court-

esan [ vesya ], a musician [ gandharva ] and an officer of the king

[ rajasevaka ]. When there is a conflict of opinion among

spectators, that of the prasnika is listened to.

A critic [prdhika] is an expert in his own province

an expert in sacrifices, a judge in matters of sacrifice, an actor

in acting, a prosodist in complicated metres, a grammarian
in lengthy speeches, a king in connection with dignity, in dealing

with the female apartments and royal roles, an archer in the

excellence of the position of the body or general deportment,
a painter in judging the mariner of salute and dress, a court-

esan in representation of passionate scenes, a musician in musical

notes and rhythm and an officer of the king in matters of

servitude or courteous demeanour. 4

1. AD 17.

2. SR VII. 1345-1350,

3. AD 18.

4. NS KM XXVII. 6ob-6 1 ; KSS XXVII. 6sb-68a. The text of

NS is corrupt here, Abhu Bh, and KM do not speak much about the
definition of prdJnikas. Only KSS gives details. Here in verse 64 of KSS
there should be Sabdavit in place of chedvit and here rdjan should also be

enumerated in the list of ten praJnikas* In verse 66 there should be

ifvastravit in place
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We can have a clear idea of the critic [praSnlka ] if we

closely study the Mdlavikagnimitra and the calita dance scene

performed in the sangitaidld of king Agnimitra. There is a

discussion as to who, Hardatta or Ganadasa, was the better

dance master. Parivrajika was made the judge. She had a

keen insight into gestures and other aspects of representation.
She faithfully appreciated the merits of the dance of

Malavika. She said: 'All was faultless and in accordance with

the rules of the dramatic science. Her limbs, eloquent with

expression properly conveyed the sense, and the movement of

her feet was perfect in timing. She exactly represented the

sentiment. The movement of her fingers was gentle. In the

successive development of acting one feeling gave place to

another still the interest remained just the same.'1 Critics

like Parivrajika, who could judge every detail of the represen-

tation critically and minutely, were to be found witnessing
Sanskrit plays.

. Social Position of Actors and Actresses

We come now to the social position of actors and actresses.

The mythological account given by Bharata says that the actors,

in a comic vein, made fun of certain holy sages and were

cursed with the loss of their status, which, thereafter, came

to that ofsudras. King Nahusa, of epic fame, was the first

to establish a theatre on earth, compelling the heavenly nymphs
and songsters to come down to the mortal world where they

married and mixed with mortals.1? The story of the curse on

actors shows that at the time of Bharata actors as a class had

become notorious [ nirbrahmana ] and their unclean habits

[ iudracara ] were detested and shunned by refined society

Tnirahuta], When they died, their death was unmourned

[
atoca ].

In the Rdmdyana, an actor, sailusa, is found handing over

his wife to another.8

1. MSI II. prose and 8, PP. 24 and 29.

2. NS KM XXXVI. 28-35 > XXXVII. J4-i8a; KSS XXXVI.

29-37*1 6ob*64

3. Ramayana II. 30. 8,
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The Arthasastra enjoins that pleasure houses or ntityaidlas
for nafas, nartakas, instrumentalists and reciters of stories and
actors should not be built in the heart of villages, lest their

plays should hinder the work of the residents of the place.
The KuSilava is described as a sudra to be banished* The
Arthasdslra mentions Kusilavas with rupajlvas in connection with

song and music.1

Manu seems to have been aware of the influence which
the stage exerted on people and he was vehement in denoun-

cing the profession of actors. In fact, he prohibited Brahmanas
from becoming actors. Manu imposes only a minor penalty
on illicit connections with the wives of actors because they

were themselves willing to hand over their wives to others

for profit. Manu speaks of the professions of natas, athletes

[ bhalla ] and boxers
[ malla

] as the lowest means of livelihood

and says kusllavas should be avoided. 2 According to Manu
and yajnavalkya the testimony of a kuiilava is not valid and

no Brahmana should accept food from stage artists
3 a fact

attested by the sutradhdra in the prologue to the Mrcchakatika^

who says he can find none in ujjain to accept his hospitality.
4

The law book of Visnu treats actors as qyogava, a mixed

caste, representing the fruit of alliances, improper and un-

desirable, between fudras and daughters of vaiiyasf

That wives of actors who served as actresses were of low
morals is illustrated in the Mahdbhdfya. It says, the women of

nafas mix with different persons as vowels with consonants.6

The reputation of actors and actresses was low and un-

complementary. Actresses were considered to be leading an

immoral life and lexicographers characterised actors as living

on the price of their wives' honour [jdydjlta and rupdjiva ].

1. AS I. ii. i, P, 114, AS I. i. 3, P, 29, AS I. ii. 27, PP. 305-306,
2. Manusmrti VIII. 362. P. 330, XII, 45. P. 475, X. 22. P. 401.
3. Manusmrti IV. 214-215, P. 170, VIII. 65, P. 280; Yajnavalkya-

smrti II. V. 70-71. PP. 667-668, I. VI, i6ob and 161. P. 237.

* Mfcb I. PP. 9.10.

5. Vi^usmrti XVI, 3, 8, P. 45.
6, Mababha^ya III. P. 7,
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On the other hand, however, actors enjoyed the friend-

ship 'of great kings and eminent dramatists. Traces of a

brighter side of the profession are found and this doubtless

can'be connected with the gradual elevation of the art from

humble origins to the rank of refined poetry.
"

Bharata ranks as a muni or holy sage. As he is the ori-

ginator of the dramatic art, actors are called Bharataputras

or sons of Bharata. Almost everything connected with drama
or the stage is named after him. The oldest and most

authoritative treatise on dramaturgy, the Ndtyafdstra, is ascribed

to Bharata. The apsard Urvasi, a nymph, plays a scenic role

in heaven before Bharata.

An actress was often, if not necessarily, one of the

courtesans. In the Mrcchakatika, Vasantasena is skilled in

acting and has in her house maidens learning the art.

Vasantasena is emancipated from her profession of court-

esanship and allowed to marry Carudatta, a learned Brahmana,

by king Sarvilaka thus : *Noble Vasantasena, the king is

pleased to confer on you the title of wife.'1

Actors are mentioned as welcome guests of princes and

intimate friends of poets of status. Bana enumerates actors

and actresses among his friends in the Harfacarita.* Bhartrhari

refers to their friendship with kings.
3

Girls belonging to the higher order of the society, like

Malavika, were instructed in the art of representation. Ma-
lavika was made a present of to the queen by her brother,

Virasena, deeming her fit to be initiated in fine arts.4

In the Ratndvall, the manager was treated with great respect

by kings and requested to act the drama, in the following

words: 'Manager, enough of prolixity. Today, on the occasion

of the spring festival, called with great respect by the multitude

of kings who have come here from various regions and who

depend on the lotus-like feet of our king, the illustrious

Sriharsa, I was told that the Ratndvall should be enacted on

1. Mrch X, P, 252.

2, Haracarita I. P. 19.

3. Bhartfhari 'subhaitatriati'. Vairfigyaatakarfi iii. 56.

4, Mai I, P. 9,
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the stage.' Here the words 'great respect
1

signify that actors

were held in high respect by kings.
1

Bhavabhuti in the preludes to two of his dramas asserts his

friendship with actors. 2 Men, who could effectively declaim
the stanzas of Bhavabhuti, must have had both education

and culture of a high degree and must have been very different

from acrobats and jugglers, dan ceis and others, whose humble

occupations account for the censures of law books and the

Arthasastra. When we think that Bharata, the first teacher of

the art of acting and the theatre-director of the stage of the

gods, is subsequently designated a muni and that in later days
men and women belonging to the higher strata of the society

appeared on the stage, the conclusion is warranted that respect
for the position of actors and their profession was gradually

rising.

Rat I. P. 5,

MM Prelude Prose P, 8; MahSviracarita Prelude Ptose P.3.



CHAPTER VIII

CONVENTIONS
A. Purvaranga

Bharata devotes one entire chapter of the N&tyaf&stra to

describing preliminaries of a play [ purvaranga ]. According
to him purvaranga bears this name because ceremonies connect-
ed with it are performed at the beginning of the presentation
of play on the stage.

1
According to the Sahityadarpana, the

term purvaranga is significant as it includes that which the
actor does before the play is presented in order to remove
all hindrances^ The Aualoka on the Dalarupa, on the other

hand, explains the word as derived from ranj, to satisfy, and
says the name owes its origin to the fact that it satisfies one
beforehand. 8

According to Bharata the purvaranga has 20 different cons-

tituent parts. Out of these the first nine are to be performed
behind the curtain and the rest on the stage.

4

Pratydhdfa, bringing in of the musical instruments [kutapa];
avataranrfl placing of singers [ gayaka ] ; Srambha, beginning of
the rehearsal song of the chorus; dsrdvahd,tuning of instru-

ments which are played upon by striking [ atodya ] ; vaktrapdn^

tuning of the wind instruments [vddya]; parighatfand,' tuning
of the stringed instruments [ tantrl ] ; sarhghofand, meant for

rehearsing the use of different hand poses for indicating the

time-beat; margdsarita, playing together of different instru*

ments; dsdrita, entrance and practice of the dancing girls;
All these are done behind the curtain.

The parts of the Purvaranga to be played on the stage

are mentioned below. First comes gita, song in praise of gods

1, NS KM, KSS, COS V. 7.

2. SD VI. Sutra 10. P, 293.

3- Avaloka on DR III. 9. P. 63.

4. NS-KM V. 17-30; KSS V. i7-3oa; COS V. 17-30.



and then utthapana^ song on the setting up of the banner of

Indra [jarjara]. Here the sutradhdra appears, followed by
two pdripdrsvikas who carry a water jug [ bhrngdra ] and the

banner of Indra. The sutradhdra strews flowers, brings in

Indra's banner and cleanses himself with the water of the

jug. After this, is performed parivartana, stalking round the

stage with praise of the guardians of the world [ dikpdlastuti ]

and adoration of Indra's banner [jarjarapujd ]. Ndndl, praise

or a benediction is next recited by the sutradhdra in a middling

tone. It consists of i2 or 8 pddas and after each pdda, both

the pdripdrsvikas say evamastu [so be it]. Then follow vardha-

mdna, an increasing intensity of tdndava [ manly dance ] ;

faskdvakrtfa, an introduction in which the sutradhdra recites

some verses in a sonorous voice; the jarjaraslokas, in praise of

the god whose worship is being celebrated, or in praise of a

king or of Brahma; rangadvdra, when the play [ abhinaya ]

begins, the sutradhdra recites a new verse and bows before

Indra's banner [jarjara ] ; cdrl, different paces and gestures

with an erotic sense ; mahdcdrl, similar paces, but more im-

petuous in degree; trigata, conversation between the sutra-

dhdra, the vidusaka and a pdripdrhika in which the vidusaka

speaks all kinds of nonsense; prarocand, announcement of the

contents.

According to Bharata these are the constituent parts of a

regular purvaranga or a caturasra puivaranga. The tryasra

purvaranga is similar but shortened, while in the citra [ variega-

ted ] purvaranga strewing of flowers and dance of the gods etc.

are added.1

The purvaranga is not a part of the drama proper. Bharata

issues a note of warning that there should be some limit to

the dance, song and instrumental music introduced so that

the audience may not lose patience.
2

Bhasa's dramas, the earliest specimen of Sanskrit play,

begin with the direction, 'ndndyante tatah praviSati sutradhdrah*

i % NS KM V. 139-144; KSS V. I58b-i6oa, 152-155; COS V.
155-161,

a. NS KM V. 146-148, I, 23; KSS V, i6ob-i6*, I58a, I. 57: COS
V, i64b-i67a, I, 5613-573,
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[ i. e. -after the introductory music is over, the stage managei
enters ]. This is certainly an old specimen of introduction,

according to which the nandl did not form part of the drama

proper. In Bhasa's dramas there are no prarocanas or intimations

of the contents.

The well established form of beginning in later dramas

shows that the practice had become gradually different, as the

nandl and the prarocana were incorporated in the drama proper

andifwere composed by the author of the drama.
*

The purva*

ranga was greatly shortened by its inclusion as a constituent

part of the drama, but its principal parts, including dancing,

singing and instrumental music were retained. The usual saying

alarh ativistarena enough of formalities and similar remarks

in the beginning of dramas point to this fact|
The Sahitya-

darpana remarks that in all cases the nandl must be retained. 1

After Bhasa almost all Sanskrit plays begin with the nandl.

This is followed by the prelude, prasldvand. This formality of

the purvaranga is observed in every kind of drama.tf Hence it

is dealt with here in some detail.

The NdtyaSdstra prescribes that the nandl should have

words invoking blessings [ aslrvacana ]. It should have eight or

twelve feet [pddas ], should be poetically beautiful and should

be holy or approved by gods.

The nandl should be in honour of gods, Brahmanas,

the king, or it should please these persons. There must be

two pariparSvikas by the side of the sutradhdra* While the

sutradhdra recites the nanil in a middle tone, the pariparsvikas

say evamastu [so be it] at the end of every foot [pdda ]. There
is also a note that by the proper execution of the ndndl, candra-

[
moon ] is pleased.

2

According to the Abhinayadarpana, after many kinds of

charming tunes have been performed in honour of Ganapati,
the god of the muraja drum and other gods, the dancing girl

1. SD VI, sutra 10, P. 293.

2, NS KM V. 5ob. 98-104^ KSS V. 513. 106-115; COS V. sab,

109-1153.
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should have the permission of her preceptor to begin dressing

herself suitably. Then to destroy evils, to protect living crea-

tures, to please gods, to bring edification to the spectators,

welfare to the leader of the nata group, protection to the

dancing girl and to make the teaching of her preceptor

fruitful, she begins offering flowers to gods.
1

According to the Adibharata, in addition to Bharata's

ailrvacana [ words of blessings ], the ndndl should include salu-

tation [ namaskrlyd ] ;
it should suggest the plot of the play

[ kavyarthasucaka ]
and should have eight or ten pddas*

In the Agnipurana, we find that the nandl is one of the

22 divisions of the purvaranga. It adds to the words a&rvacana,

ofBharata, prayers to elders and benedictions of cow, Brahmana

and King etc. [ gobrdhmananrpddi ].
3

Abhinavagupta has discussed the various characteristics

of the nandl and has clarified the meanings of certain terms

used by Bharata in this connection. He explains the word

nitya as suggesting the daily recital of the ndndl i. e. the ndndl

should be recited every day the drama is performed, unlike

some other items of the purvaranga > which may not be practised

daily. According to Bharata, the ndndl should be in honour

of a god, Brahmana and king. To this, Abhinavagupta has

added that it should also be in honour of a preksdpati i. e. the

guest of honour. He adds a note that this ndndl is called

prarocand when it occurs as an element of bhdratlvrtti.*

In the DaSarupa, we find that the ndndl should please the

audience and that the verses must be sweet.6 In the Ndfaka-

laksanaratnakosa, it is stated that the ndndl is to be introduced

by the stage manager.
6

In the Ndtyasastra there is an illustration of the ndndl^
given by Bharata. The authors of the Ndtyadarpana tell us that

1, AD 31-34. PP. 4-5.

2, Adibharata as quoted by Raghavabhatta in his commentary on

Sak. P. 4.

3, Agnipurana CCCXXXVIII. 8-9.

4, Abh. Bh, I. P. 219.

5, DR III. 4a, P. 63.

6, NLR LL. 1089-1100, PP. 46 and 47*
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the n&ndi should have six or eight pddas and add the terms

Sarasvati, kavi and gunotklrtana [praises of merit] to Bharata's

list. The ndndi is supposed to remove obstacles in the way
of the performance of a play. The Ndtyadarpana also says that

the ndndi may be composed by the poet or the troupe manager
and that it may be recited by the sutradhdra > sthdpaka or

pdriparsvikas.
1

According to the BhdvaprakdSana, the ndndi is derived from

Nandi, the bull of Siva. The dance of the bull ina particular

form became worthy of representation. Its worship in that

form is called ndndi. It is also known as ndndi because it

delights the audience. In this context the word ndndi is derived

from nandy to please. There must also be the word candra

[ moon ] or its synonym in the ndndi verse or the poet, at any
rate, should indicate or suggest it. The sutradhdra should recite

it in a tone neither high nor low [ madhya svara ] and there

should be eight or twelve pddas or sentences. 2

In the definition of the ndndi, the Pratdparudrlya adds the

words direct or indirect suggestion of the plot to the words of

Adibharata and others [ kdvydrthasiicaka ]. The ndndi
, according

to it, may have eight, twelve, eighteen or twentytwo pddas?
The Rasdrnavasudhdkara gives the same description as the Praia*

parudnya with a difference in the number of pddas. According
to the Rasdrnavasudhdkara, there may be eight, ten or twelve

pddas*

The Sdhityadarpana quotes tha JVdfyasdstra and adds that

the ndndi should have words signifying auspicious objects like

iankha [conch], candra [moon], abja, koka and kairava

[
different kinds of lotuses ] and should contain eight or

twelve pddas.
5

In the commentary on the Abhijndnasdkuntala, Raghava-

bhatta has quoted definitions of the ndndl as given in most of

i. NDIV. PP. 192-193.

a. BP VII. LL. 19-22. P. 196, LL. 1-14. P, 197,

3, PR 34 and following prose PP. 87-88.

4, RS III. 137-138 and examples PP. 265-266,

5, SD VI. II. P. 293.
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the works on dramaturgy and Las added one more definition

according to which the ndndl is composed of poems which

please the audience, poets and actors. Here, too, the nandl

is derived from nand, to please.
1

Thus the ndndl should have the following characteristics.

It should include dsuvacana> namaskriyd, kdvydrthasucana ; should

be in beautiful verse; vedanirmita; should be in honour of

gods, Brahmanas, kings, sabh&pati, audience, actors; should

be recited every day the drama is performed; should have

six, eight, twelve, eighteen or twentytwo pddas\ the sutradhara

should recite ndndl in a tone neither high nor low and two

pdripdrsvikas should stand on his sides and utter the word
evamastu [ so be it ] at the end of every pdda\ the moon is

pleased by a proper recital of the ndndl ; it should contain

words like candra, s'ankha, abja, koka, kairava or their syno-

nyms; should contain gunotklrtana; it is derivable from nand\

it should be accompanied by offerings of flowers; and be

composed by a poet or stage manager.

B. Religious Ceremonies

The entire edifice of the Sanskrit play has a fundamen-

tal religious basis. The Ndtyasdstra was spoken of as the

fifth veda and Bharata, who wrote it, was regarded as the

stage manager of the gods. He is said to have received a

revelation of the dramatic art from Brahma, the creator, who

entered into meditation and from the depths of the divine

thought brought forth the arts of drama, music and dance

for the joy of the universe. According to the Ndtyasdstra, the

Ndtyaveda aimed at the attainment of the four purusdrthas or

objects of human pursuit, namely dharma [ ethical and

spiritual development of the individual ], artha [ social and

civic life arid the acquisition of wealth ], kdma [ conjugal

love and sensual pleasure of environment ] and mokfa [ attain-

ment of salvation ].
2

Bharata pays great attention to the forms and ceremonies

for worshipping the presiding deities of the theatre. They

1. RaghavabhaUa's commentary on Sak I, P. 4.

2. NSKM, KSS, COS I, 14.
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are : Candra [ moon god ], Lokapdlas [ guardians of the world ],

Mai'utas, Mitra, Agni [
fire god ], Varuna, Adityas, Rudras,

Bhutas, Apsarasa, Taksinya, the Ocean god, Krtdnta, Ndgardja, the

Rod of Yama, Niyati, Mrtyu, Indra, Vidyut [ lightning ], Yaksas,

Pisdcas, Guhyakas, Vajra, powerful jfarjara, Brahma, Visnu,

Siva, Kartikeya, Sarasvati and Onkara. The above-mention-

ed deities should be worshipped with ball [offerings] and

sacrifices. 1

Offerings, sacrifices, mantras, herbs, recitation and food

[ bhaksya ] should be offered on the nalyamandapa. The show

should not begin before the offerings are made. If this rule

is disregarded, the knowledge of the performer becomes futile

and he goes to the nether world. So the stage manager
Should make the offerings with all ardour. If no worship is

offered the dancer or financier, whoever he may be, is

degraded. According to the dramaturgic treatises, he who
makes offerings gets the desired object and goes to heaven.2

Most elaborate forms of worship are prescribed in con-

nection with the erection of the theatre. Brahmanas are to

be fed at every turn, sometimes with rich and sometimes with

ordinary food. In the pusya constellation, a white thread,

strong enough to measure the building, should be laid round

the theatre. It" the thread is broken into two pieces, the death

of the proprietor is indicated; if it is broken into three, a poli-

tical disorder will occur in the land, and if it is broken inta

four, the master of the dramatic art will perish. To avoid

these, measurement of the theatre should be done on an

auspicious day and Brahmanas propitiated. Deformed and

ugly persons should on no account be employed in any woi;k

concerning the building. Monks and mendicants shouljd not

be allowed to approach the building.

Bharata gives the correct invocation to be used when

laying the foundation of the theatre thus : 'Oh pillar ! as th

Himalayas are immovably fixed on the ground, be thou
even like them. 5 In the Rohim or Sravana constellation the

1. NS KM I. 49-643; KSS I. 835-98; COS I.

2. NS KM I, 87*93; KSS I, 119-1*$; COS I. 145-131,
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pillars should be laid and the director of the theatre should

observe fast for three days. Jewels, cows and clothes should

be distributed in charity.

While erecting the mattavdrams, garlands, clothes and

perfumes should be given away in charity. Offerings liked

by bhutas should be given to the different castes [ varnas ]. Milk

should be offered under the pillars of the mattavflranis. Food-
rice mixed with pulses should be given to Brahmanas.

When constructing the rangasirsa, jewels and precious

stones were laid underneath this [ rahgaslrsa ] by expert

builders. On the eastern side of the rangasirsa diamond is

to be kept ; lapis lazuli on the south ;
emerald on the west,

coral in the north and gold in the centre. 1

Bharata devotes the third chapter of the Ndtyafastra to

a detailed description of the worship of the gods of the stage.

When construction of the theatre is over, cows should live there

for a week and Brahmanas recite mantras. The director is

to be initiated and after a three-day fast should salute with

folded hands prominant gods, divine beings, rdjarsis, munis,

and dramatic obstacles and success.

Of the varied aspects of the preliminaries, special import-

ance seems to have been attached to the praise of the world's

guardians [ dikpdlastuti ] and reverence to Indra's banner.

jfarjara or the setting up of the flag-staff of Indra is the most

important of the sacred rites on the stage. The flag-staff is

erected in the stage in the evening after the mantras have been

chanted the day preceding the festivity. On the day of the

festivity, all the deities and the flag-staff are worshipped.

Brahma, 'Siva, Visnu, Kartikeya and the three great ser-

pents Sesa, Vasuki and Taksaka are supposed to

preside in the five knots of the flag-staff. The first part of

the staff is wrapped in white linen, the second in blue, the

third in yellow, the fourth in red and the fifth in multi-

i, NS KM II. sob-35, 38-5?*, 6^-6^,; KSS II, 28b-34a, 36b-56a,

II. 33b-39a> 4ib-6ia. 67-743, 79^80.
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coloured cloth. Different deities are invoked with different

mantras according to the Nfyyaidstra.
1

G. Dialects

The atmosphere in Sanskrit plays is characteristically

romantic, but a curious element of realism is introduced

by the use of many dialects, according to the status of various

characters. The gods, most of the Brahmanas and princes spoke

pure Sanskrit and female characters Prakrta. The audience,

which could follow the minute variations of dialects, enjoyed
this introduction of realism Dramas like the Dutavdkya > where

pure Sanskrit is used, or like the Karpuramanjari, where pure

Prakrta is used, are indeed very rare.

The use of specific dialects for characters seems to be

determined on the strength of a rule of ViSvanatha, who, in

the Sdhityadarpana says : YaddeSam mcapdtrarh tu taddisyam tasya

bhdsitarh* But it is not always correct to say that because a

character speaks Saurasenl he or she must be the native of

Surasena country. The dialect of a character appears
to have been fixed by convention, and although in the

Mrcchakafika this rule is observed with fair rigidity, one

cannot say that it is universal.

According to theorists, Sanskrit is the language of

members of the higher castes such as kings, Brahmanas,
learned men, ministers and generals. Occasionally the

senior queen, female ascetics and members of the harem also

speak Sanskrit.3 Such is the case with some allegorical

female characters in the Prabodhacandrodaya* and similar other

dramas. Sanskrit should also be used when people speak on

war and peace, on omens and similar subjects. In the

i. NS KM III. 1-15; 3'b-3*a, 6s-67a, 74,81-83, 935 KSS III.

1-16, 33b-34a, 75-77a, 84, 92-94, 104; COS III. 1-173, 34 75b'77>

84b-85a, gab-gsa, 104^1053,
a, SD VI, 168 Sutra. P. 366.

3. NS KM XVII. 31, s6b-4*a; KSS XVIII. agb-soa, 34b-4oa;

COS XVII, ssb-33a, 38-43; DR II. 64, P. 61; SD VI. Sutra 168, P, 365,

4. Prabodhacandrodaya V. PP. 167-168,
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P&flcardtra, Bfhantiala actually turns from Prdkrta to Sanskrit

to describe a fight.
1 Women,' children and men in 'low

stations speak Prdkrta?

The rules laid down by Bharata for the use of Prdkrta

dialects in the Sanskrit plays are simple. According to him,
'

and Sagaranandin
3
supports him, the main Prdkrta dialect

to be used in dramas must be Saurasem. However, he allows

latitude to writers to use other dialects as the dramatic

form of poetic composition draws its characters from different

countries. Bharata enumerates seven principal Prakrta

dialects for use in dramas. They are : Mdgadhi, Avantijdy

Prdcyd,, tfauraseni, Ardhamdgadhi, BdhlikdandDdksindiyd. He gives

also a list of sub-dialects '[ iibhasas ] such as Sdkdrl, Abhiri,

Cdndalt, Sdbarl, Drdvidi, Audn and Vanaukasi* Mahardstn

has not been mentioned by Bharata nor by Sagaranandin but

by ViSvanatha in the Sdhityadarpana which is a late work

belonging to about i38o A.D. 5 Mahardstn has in fact no place

in Sanskrit dramas and in early days its use seems to be

restricted to poetic compositions only.

The principal Prdkrta dialect used in the dramas was

Sauraseni, both for prose and verse. It could be used by

anybody in the drama. It was famous as the popular dialect

of the Doab of the Yamuna and Ganga. According to theorists,

it is the language of the heroine, her friends and attendants

and generally of women of good families. It is also spoken

by ordinary men.

The Vidusaka and others spoke Prdcyd, which was hardly
different from Saurasenl, while rogues employed Avantijd.

ArdhamAgadhi was spoken by slaves [ cetas ], sons of kings

[ rajaputras ] and masters of guilds [ Sretfhins ].

1. Paneartra II, 59-32; P 400.

2. NS KM XVIL 32; KSS XVIIL 33^343; COS XVIII.

3ob-3ia,

3. NLR LL. 5148-2157. P. 90.

4. NS KM XVIL 46-55; KSS XVIIL 44-543; GOS XVII.

47b-56; SD VL 168. PP. 365-366.

5. SD VL 168 sutra. P. 365.
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tyt&gadhl was spoken by inmates of the royal harem, by
diggers of subterranean entrances, inn-keepers and watchmen.
It was occasionally used by the hero while in difficulty for

self-protection. According to the DaSariipa, Mdgadhi and Paifad

were the languages of the low people.
1

Bharata says Daksindtyd should be spoken by warriors,

police officers and gamesters. Bahlika, according to the same

source, is the native speech of the Khasas who belong to

the north.

Coming to the use of sub-dialects or vibhdjds, Sdkdrl

was assigned to the Sahara and the Sakas and other groups of

the same nature, and Cdnddll to the Pulkasas and the like.

Abhm or Sdbarl was prescribed for those who lived in places

where elephants, horses, goats, sheep, camels or cows were

kept. Drdvidl was the speech prescribed for forest-dwellers

and the like. It has been observed that Abhm and Drdvidl

dialects are not available in any extant dramas. Generally

cowherds, outcastes and foresters used their own forms of

speech. Even mischievous imps had their appropriate jargon

and Ptid<;as or goblins, when introduced on the stage, spoke a

dialect o{Prdkrta known as Paiiad.

The commentary of Prthvidhara on the Mrcchakatika has

shown vividly the Prakrta dialects used in dramas2 and

has particularly pointed out that Mrcchakatika uses four

principal Prttkrta dialects and three sub-dialects Sauraseril,

Avantl or Avantijd, Prdcyd, Mdgadhl, Sakdrl, Cdnddll and

T&hakkl.

D. Injunctions and Prohibitions

We now proceed to examine some of the peculiar but im-

portant injunctions and prohibitions laid down by dramaturgic

treatises to be observed on the stage.

In order to maintain an idealistic atmosphere not only
was a tragic end forbidden but other important and far-

reaching restrictions were imposed. Propriety and decorum

i. DR 65-66. PP. 61-62.

9, The commentary of Pythvidhara on Mrch PP, i-a.



were emphasized. Grkn realism was not to be presented,

for this would not exalt the mind. Painful, disgusting -'and

debasing scenes were to be avoided. Long journeys, murders,

aghts, revolts in kingdoms, sieges, eating, bathing, kissing,

embracing, loosening the nivi and pressing of breasts were

not to be represented on the stage.
1

The older dramatists, however, acted with greater freedom.

Thus in the ftrubhanga of Bhasa, Duryodhana dies on the

stage
8 and in the Mrcchakatika, Vasantasena is strangled by

Sakfaa? The injunctions apparently came to be strictly

adhered to in later times.

The Sanskrit drama does not entirely exclude tragedy.

It excludes the direct representation of death as an incident

and insists on a happy ending. It recognizes 'some form of

tragedy in its pathetic sentiment
[ karunarasa ] and love in

separation [ vipmlarhbha srngara ] ; the tragic interest is almost

central in some plays. In the Mrcchakatika and the Abhijfi&na-

S&kuntala, for instance, the tragedy does not indeed occur at the

end but earlier, and in the Uttararamacarita> where the tragic

element prevails throughout, it occurs in an intensive form

at the beginning of the play. Thus the foremost characteristic

feature of Sanskrit plays is the total absence of the distinction

between tragedy and comedy. It is a mixed composition in

which joy and sorrow, happiness and misery, seriousness

and levity are mixed, and in which good and evil, right and

wrong, truth and falsehood are blended. But towards the end

harmony is always restored and order succeeds disorder,

tranquillity agitation and the mind of the spectator is made

peaceful by the happy termination of the story.

Only sweet and exalted sentiments and emotions are to

be presented on the stage but minute details of the subject

that are deficient in sentiments and unsuitable are to be

reported. Things that are not to be represented on the stage

1. NS KM XXII. 279-283; KSS XXIV. 285-289.

2. Urubhanga I. 35, P. 498.

3. Mrch VIII. Prose P. 183,



and, events that extend over a long time are to be related in

inter-acts called arthopaksepakas.

.
Five kinds of inter-acts are distinguished : viskambhaka^

praveSaka, culika, ankdvaidra and ankamukha*
' The vlskambha or viskambhaka relates, at the beginning

of an act, events which are happening or which have happen-
ed. When a longer interval has elapsed between two acts

or important events have happened, the new act is introduced
with a viskambhaka. The Ndlyatdstra lays down that it should
be introduced in the first of the five joints [sandhi]. This

practice is not always followed in dramas. What matters
18 the kind of persons appearing on the stage. These are

either the people of the middle class, in which case the

viskambhaka is called pure [ Suddha ] and is in Sanskrit,
or persons appear with people of a lower status in

the mixed viskambhaka [ sankirna ] with Prtikrta as the

language.

The praveiaka in relation to the nataka and the prakarana
is to occupy a place between two acts. It should not consist

of the exploits of the superior and the middling characters

and there should be no exalted speech in it. Its language
3hou!d be Prakrta.

Voices behind the curtain which relate facts constitute

cftlika.

The remaining two arthopaksepakas are of a somewhat

different kind. The afJmvatara comes between two actsor within

an act and relates to the purpose of the germ [ blja ]. Bharata

explains an afikamukha as a preceding allusion to the beginning
of an act when this act is separated [ vislisla ] from it. The

Daforupa calls it ankdsya and explains it as an announcement
of the beginning of an act at the close of the preceding
one when the matter of the following act is not an immediate

continuation of the earlier one.8 The Sdhityadarpana observes,

however, that some authorities take it as an ankdvatHra and

i. NS KM XIX. 104-111; KSSXXI. 108-116,

a. DR I4 58-63 a.
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explains ankamukha as an allusion to the entire following

contents of a piece inside an acf.
1

According to the dramatic rules [ n&tyadharma ] some

parts of the matter in hand are to be heard by all persons

present on the stage while other parts are not expected to

be so heard. The former is known as 'aloud* [ prdk&fa ]

and the latter aside' [ svagata ]. An 'aside' is also called

Htmagata. The adverbial forms ntmagata and svagata occur

frequently in stage directions. Other forms of addresses are

personal address [jananta or jan&ntika ] and that spoken
in confidence [ apavarita ]. Personal address is mutual

conversation in the presence of other persons who are

excluded with a gesture by the hand with three fingers

raised
[ tripataka]. A confidential speech [ opavarita]

is a secret

shared by a person turning round to another and is meant
to be heard only by the person addressed. Then there are

imaginary conversations [akasabhasita]. When an actor

says "What do you say" without the presence of any other

actor and appears as if he hears the answer, it is called the

&kafabha$ita* This device is frequently employed in a mono-

logue play [Bh&na].
The Na$yafdstra prescribes a set of words for calling the

different characters according to their position. The words

are given in the following : Gods, great sages, persons

well versed in different vedas and priests were called by
men and women alike as 'bhagavari* [ holy one ]. Kings were

called by Brahmanas at their pleasure by their names. A
Brahmana was usually called 'firya

9

[noble one]; a king,

'mahdraja
9

[great king]; a teacher, dcarya [ professor ]; and

an old person, <tata? [ father ]. A minister was called 'amatya
9

[ councillor ] or 'saciua* [ minister ] by a Brahmana and 'flrja'

[ sir] by others. Persons of equal status were called by their

names. The lord of a chariot was addressed by the charioteer

as 'fyufman* [ long-lived one ] and an ascetic, 'sadho' [ blessed

one ]. A pupil or a son was addressed as 'vatoa* [ child ],

I. SD VI. Sutras 36-42. PP. 311-313.

a. SD VI. Sutra 161. P. 361; DR I, 63^67.
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'putraka
9

[ son ], 'tata
9

[
a term of endearment ] or by the

name of his gotra by father or preceptor. A king was called

deva
y

[ lord ] by servants and people in general, and as

'bhafta' [Pidkrta form of bhartd ] [sire] by members of his

harem and 'r&jan
9

[king ] by rsis [ sages ]. The vidusaka was

called vayasya [ friend ] by the king. A husband was addressed

as 'tiryaputra* [ noble one's son ] by his wife in her youth.

Wives of king were called *bhattirff [ mistress ], *svamin?
9

[ madam ] and 'deiff [ lady ] by members of the harem

according to their status. A salve girl was called 'haftje
9

[ hey

child ] and a courtesan 'ajjukd* ;
an old woman 'alia* and

the wife 'prije
9

[ my dear ] in an erotic sentiment. These

conventions were faithfully followed in Sanskrit plays.
1

Sanskrit dramas are often very long. There are Sanskrit

dramas like the Balar&mayaQa of RajaSekhara which are equal

in volume to three dramas of Shakespeare. Dramas are

usually divided into acts. The common word for an act is

anka; only in the sub-class, sattaka, the act is calledjavanikantara.

According to Bharata, an anka is rudhiSabda i. e. he knows no

etymology.* The Avaloka on the Datarupa says that the anka

signifies the mother's lap, because the act helps the develop-

ment of the theme.*

The number of acts varies according to the kind of

drama. In the principal classes there are at- least five and

at the most ten acts. In each act the hero must appear,

and the number of persons present on the stage should

not be too many. Three or four was considered to be a

convenient number. This number was, however, often

exceeded. Further, a subject treated in one act should not

spread over more than one day. Different matters may be

pressed together in one act. Every one should leave the stage

at the end of an act.4

I. NS KM XVII. 64-91 ; KSS XIX. i-sg a; COS XVII, 65-94 a,

. NSKM XVIIL 145 KSS XX. 14; COS XVIII. 14.

3. Avaloka on DR III. 30^313. P. 70.

4. DR 111. s6b-38 P. 71 j NLR LL, 295-304-



The Sanskrit drama lays the greatest importance on the

successful portrayal of sentiments and does not insist on quick
movement of action. There are very few dramas in Sanskrit

which cannot maintain the interest in their action. Ancient

rhetoricians held that a dramatist should set before him the

creation of sentiment [ rasodbhavana ] as his chief object.
1

Besides the major plot, Sanskrit critics welcome the develop-

ment of subsidiary incidents and situations. The fundamental'

'unity of action' is to be observed, it is true, but only in the

Shakespearian sense,

The 'unity of time' was ignored both in theory and

practice, but so far as the drama as a whole was concerned,

a s^nse of dramatic propriety demanded that an act should

be arranged with a single purpose exemplified by the doings of

a single day. Accordingly an act by itself created its own

allusion. But between acts many years may elapse; in the

AbhijMnaSakuntala, Bharata's growth from birth to boyhood is

described* and in the Uttarardmacarita no less than 12 years

pass between the first and second acts.3 Time may slide over

1 2 or 16 years and the audience may learn of it from the

chorus or a short dialogue.

Similarly, the 'unity of place' is not observed. In an act

the place is practically the same except for small distances

which are suggested by means of some brisk movement on

the stage. But change of locality sometimes occurs within

the same act, as for example, when a journey through air

in a celestial car is performed. Generally in the subsequent

act, the scene may open at any other place, even in a celestial

region. The concluding stages of a longjourney are symboli-

cally represented so that the audience travels and reaches the

destination in its imagination and then stays for the act in

that locality. The idea of the locality is often picturesquely

i. NS KM VI. Prose P. 62; KSS VI. Prose P, 71; COS VI. Prose

PP. 274-289.

a, Jak VII. P, 185.

I IRC! IT. P. ca.
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suggested by means of exquisite poetic descriptions. In plays

such* a$ the Ratndvall, where a royal intrigue is presented, all the

acts are confined to the several chambers or gardens of the

palace itself. But such a restriction is voluntary on the part

of the dramatist and is not imposed on him by the strict

rules of dramaturgy.



CHAPTER IX

NATURE AND TYPES
OF URAMA

A. Nrtta, Nrtya and Natya

Sanskrit dramaturgists have very early distinguished

between the art of histrionics [ natya ] and the art of dancing

I nrlya or nrtia^j. As some types of drama are based on nrtya

ancTothcrs on natya >
it is essential for us to understand clearly

these terms before we study the forms of drama and their

actual presentation.

Nrtta and nrtya are derived frnm nrt and nMya from nnf*
There

ig
reference tojgfHn the Rgveda* while the earliest use of

nat is found in Panini,
8
proving thereby Jhat nrt was an^earlier

form* ]\fa^^ in the sense^of jdanc*

ing and acting,
4

Ndtya, too, has been assigned both these

senses in certain works. That natya had both these senses of

dancing and acting is also seen in the M&lavikagnimitra. It

speaks of a natya called chalika, chalita or calita which was

acted to the accompaniment of dance^y Malavika. It was

certainly not a drama, nor was it a mere nrtya type. As there

is express mention of acting according to the prevalent senti-

ment [ yatharasamabhinayatl ] after the stanza recited by
Malavika, it is obvious that it was a type which involved

abhinaya y and this was the technical nature of nrtya. It seemi

I, Panini IV. 3. 129; V. S. Aptc 'Practical Sanskrit English

Dictionary.' PP. 534 and 540 : *nat ac iti natafr'; 'natasyedaxh krtyaxh

syan iti natyam,*

a. Rgveda X. 18. 3, 29. s\ VIII. 24. 9*

3. Panini IV, 3. iio-ixi.

4. Siddhanta KaumudI Tiftanta P. 444. Nata nj-ttau. Ittbamev

pfirvamapi pathitarii, Tatrayam vivekafc. Purvani pajhitasya n/yamai
Yatkgrisu na(avyapadclati,'
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that Kalidasa recognized the principle that bh&va [ emotion ]

was a't the root of 'nrtja* as he called two acaryas, Ganadfcsa

and Haradatta, bhdvas incarnate. Thus also calita was a nrtya

type'. Natya here refers to nrtya.
1 The Malavikdgnimitra also

recognizes ndtya in the sense of drama. In it ndtya is characte*

rized as a composition in^vvhich foftggarftgjjways of the world]

are seen and which necessarily

'The samethan to an ordinary nrtya.

natya a* used in the Ndtafalaksanaratrj^Qja? 1 he Bhdvaprakdfam

depgnd^nlon srntimru.t ],escribes nrttarassrayam

thus cquatinpr it with n

But in order to understand clearly the import of these

terms, we shall have to keep in mind the subtle distinction

between bhdva and rasa. The Daiarupa, after defining nrtya

and nrtta
^
adds : 'ddyarh paddrthdbhinayo margo de$l tathd pararrf

i. e. the former, a representation of an object, is called 'high

style* [ mdrga ], and the latter 'popular style' [ de& ]. Similar

meaning is attached to the word % nrtya and nrtta in the

Sangltaratndkara, the Pratdparudnya and the Siddhdnta Kaumudi*

This clearly makes nrtya a more evolved form of nrtta. Nrtta is

the original form of entertainment on which nrtya was an im-

provement. Thus nrtta involved tdla [rhythm] and laya [tune]

only and not bh&va [ emotion ] while nrtya was essentially

connected with bhava [emotion], and producing bhdva

[ emotion ] in the minds of the audience is an art far more

advanced than mere 'gfttraviksepa
9

[ bodily movement ].

Jiftta, thus, is dance, while nrtya is mimetic art.

According to the Natyasastra> nrtta had no purpose other

than delighting people.
6 Abhinavagupta gives the following

I. Mai IL Prose P. 24.

a. MSI I. 4. P. 7-

3, NLR LL. 266-268. P. 12.

4. BP VII, LL. 7-12. P. 181.

5. DR T, 7-9; SR VII. sb, i7b. 58, 29; PR N&takaprakaraija. 1-3,

prose PP, 72-73; Siddhantakaumudi Tihanta P. 444.

6, NS KM IV. 244 to 248; KSS IV. *s8b-263a; COS IV. a68b-
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divisions of nrtta : masrna [tender], uddhata [ voilent ],

masrnamiira [tender but mixed], uddhatamiira [voilent but

mixed ], that which includes harmonious motions of

hands and feet as in 'recakas and angaharas\ that which

includes music 'leading to abhinaya and that which follows

music and vddyatdla [ rhythm of musical instrument ] with

harmonious motion of the limbs. It will be seen that

the first four divisions are based on a principle distinct from

the one on which the last three are based. These three can

be resolved into two types, one which has pure 'gdtraviksepa*

[ bodily movement ] and in which hands and feet are moved

in harmony with bhandavUdya [ play on a musical instrument ]

and the second which includes abhinaya, with harmonious

motions of limbs to the tune of rnusic. These two types of

nrtta are further taken as distinct from ndtya as is clear from

a passage of the Abhinavabharatf- which says that the first

type, which is nrtta, was quite distinct from ndtya and the

second type, which is nrtya was useful in ndtya. Thus both

mese are distinct from ndtya.

Abhinavagupta says that the abhinaya required in nrtta-

kdvyas is distinct from the abhinaya required in ndtya. In

nrttakSvyas, nartaki, a female dancer, resorts to angavydpara

[movement of limbs] by proper gesticulation, movement of eyes

etc.; but all this is to attract the king in whose presence she

dances. Thus the abhinaya of a nartakl excites the king's passion,

but the abhinaya of a na(a is to personate somebody and thus

he has to show feelings, as experienced by another person and

make them manifest on the stage by visible representation. A
nartakl does not play any role and has nothing to represent

visibly. All that she has to do is to attract the king's heart

by personal appeal, as it were, through her gestures. She does

not put on the dress of any other person. Thus dhdrydbhinaya
is almost absent in her case. Abhinavagupta says his second

variety of nrtta is a sort of abhinaya but it can produce only

I. Abh. Bh. I. PP. 18^-184. 'Prathama bheda laukikc svatantranrtte

va Dvitiyafc purvaraAgavidhau pari&?tanrttalak?yataya.
>
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bhavp .[ emotion ], not rasa [ sentiment ] which would be

evoked only by ndtya, and is, therefore, distinct from this

second variety of nrtta.
1

Abhinavagupta does not use the

term nrtya but signifies both nrtta and nrtya of the Dasarupa by
the use of nrtta.

From the point of view of evolution, first comes nrtta>

then nrtya and last ndtya. Nrtta is mere dance, nrtya has

gestures added to it, while n&tya has speech too* N&(ya

incorporated all the three items dance, music and speech

which are so essential for the successful presentation of a play.

B. Major Types of Drama [ Rupakas ]

Bharata was conversant with ten kinds of rupakas, and his

divisions and descriptions remained authoritative for later

theorists.2 In course of time, they started all kinds of novelties?

leading to further divisions and sub-divisions. They have not,

however, attempted to alter anything of the ten rupakas

described by Bharata. The novel creations have been
,<-~*<*4

classified as sub-classes. The Daiarupa gives details about n&}ik&

for the first time. The Bhavaprakasana gives an elaborate des-

cription of 20 minor kinds of dramas which are styled

uparupakas. The Sdhityadarpana describes 1 8 kinds of dramas

which are designated as uparupakas. The Agnipurana mentions

17 minor kinds of dramas in addition to the ten rupakas? But

the recognition of uparupakas signifies that later dramas

which did not fit in with Bharata's description of rupakas

were treated and systematised as new kinds of drama. With

the exception of the socalled natikQ, and trofaka, these sub-

classes have exercised no apparent influence upon dramatic

literature.

The chief point ofdistinction between rupaka and uparupaka

is that an uparupaka mainly deals with bodily gestures and

music, which occupy a secondary position in rupaka. Thus upa-

1. Abh.Bh, I/PP. 177-178.

2. NS KM XVIII. i-aa; KSS XX i-sa; COS XVIII i-3a.

3. DR III. PP. 75-73; BP IX. PP. 255-268; SD VI. sutras 281-299.

PP. 412-420; Agnipura^a CGCXXXVIII, 1-7.
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rupaka places greater emphasis on kayftbhinaya [bodily gestures]

while rupaka requires saivika temperament and other

abhinayas. The Bh&vaprakaSana very clearly says tL at rupakas

were rasatmaka [ dependent on sentiment ] and uparupakas

were bhavMmaka [ dependent on emotion ]. It calls uparupakas

as nrtyabhedah [ species of nrtya ] and rupakas as natyabhedah

[species ofna/jKi]. The distinction that natja is vdkydrth-

abhmayatmaka and nrtya is padarth&bhinay&tmaka
also points to

the same principle.
1

Now we shall first describe the major types of drama

[rupakas] and then the minor types [uparupakas]
as given in

the dramaturgic treatises.

NMaka : According to Bharata, when the peculiarities
of

society were sought to be connected with certain gestures or

when the actions of gods, rsis, kings or of the members of a

society were copied, they came to be called a ndtaka. All vrttis

should be in their proper place in a ndtaka. According to theDasa-

rupa, in a nafaka the hero should be endowed with attractive

qualities of the type known as the self-controlled
and exalted

dhlroddtta ] and should be glorious,
desirous of winning fame,

very energetic, a preserver of the three vedas \trayi],
a ruler of

the world, of renowned lineage, a royal seer or a god. The

incident for which he is renowned should be made the principal

subject of a play. The subject matter should contain the five

elements of action corresponding to the five dramatic stages

and should be divided into five junctures [sandhis],
and these

junctures should again be divided into 64 sub-divisions.

The pataka, prakan and viskambhaka should be employed,

One sentiment, either the heroic or the erotic, is to be made

the principal sentiment, all others being made subordinate.

The marvellous sentiment should be employed only towards

the end.2
-

i. BP VII. LL. 7-8. P. 180, LL, 7-8 1\ 181; VIII LL, 11-12. p. 221,

LL. 7-9. P. ^55.

8t NS KM XIX. 118,123, XVIII. 10-12; KSS XXI. 1*3, 1*8,

XX, xo-uj COS XVIII. 10-12; DR III. 22b-*7, 33b-34*.

PP. 69-71; SD VI. sutra 6. PP. 388-389; PR Na/aka-

prakara^a a*-33* P. 87; NLR. 18-53, ** *"3'



Pjakararia : In the prdkarana class all the vrttis can be

employed. According to the DaSarupa, the action should be

indented and should take place on the earth. A minister, a

Jirahmana, or a merchant, of the type known as self-control-

led and calm [ dhlrapraidnta ], undergoing misfortunes and

having virtues, the search for pleasure and wealth being his

chief objects in life, should be the hero. The remaining features

such as junctures, introductory scenes and sentiments are

as in the ndtaka. In a prakarana, the heroine may be of two

kinds : the high-born wife of the hero or a courtesan. In

some plays, there is only the high-born woman; in some plays,

only the courtesan; and in some, both. High-born women

remain indoors, the courtesan outside, and the two should

never meet. Because of these varieties of heroine the praka-

rana is of three kinds : suddha, with the wife as heroine;

vikrta, with the courtesan; and sankhna, with both. This mixed

variety [ sanklrna ] abounds in rogues.
1

Samavakdra: In the samavakdra class also the contents are

borrowed from well known [ prakhydta ] legends of gods and

demons.. It is to consist of three acts presenting the three

kinds of deception, the three kinds of excitements or the

three kinds of love. The first act should last for 12 nddikds;

the second, for four; and the third, for two; a ndfokd being

equivalent to 24 minutes. This kind of drama is called

samavakdra because various themes are scattered about

[ samavakiryante ] in it. It may have as many as twelve

characters.*

\htlmrga : In the Ihdmrga dramas the story is of a mixed

type partly legendary and partly invented. It is divided into

four acts with three junctures. The hero and the opponent
of the hero may either be human or divine, without restriction;

i. NSKM XVIII. 93-47; KSS XX. 49-53; COS XVIII. 45-49;
DR III, 39-42. PP. 71-75; SD VI. sutras J?53-*54 PP. 396-397; PR
Najakaprakarana 35. P. 88.

a. NSKM XVIII, io9-i23a; KSS XX. 65b-8ia; COS XVIII.

62b-77a; DR III. 6^b-68a. P. 75; SD VI. sutras 257-258* PP. 399-400;
PR Nafakaprakaraga 46-49. PP. 90-91.
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they shouH be renowned persons and of the type known,, as

self-controlled and vehement, the latter committing improper

acts by mistake. There are scenes of wrath but the characters

are prevented from dashing into battle by some artifice.
1

The ihamrga, according to the commentary on the DaSarupa,

owes its name to the fact that in it a maiden, who is as difficult

to be obtained as a gazelle, is demanded.*

Dima : In the dima the subject must be well known and
all the styles may be employed in it except the gay style.

Its heroes, 16 in number, should be gods and gandharvas,

all of them vehement. It contains all the sentiments except

the comic and erotic.8 According to the commentary on the

Daiarupa, the name dima is equivalent to sarhghata 'injuring',

inasmuch as the heroes always come to blows among them-

selves. 4 It is also to include incidents such as an earthquake,

fall of meteors, an eclipse of the sun or the moon, battle,

personal combat, challenge and angry conflict.

Vydyoga : To the old popular stage also belongs the

vyayoga which derives its name from the fact that in it many
men disagree with one another [ vyayujyante ]. The plot does

not last for more than one day, and there is a lot of fighting

and dissention, in which, however, women play no part. It

is a one-act play.
6

Anka : An atika or utsrstikdnka is a one-act drama.

The plot in it is usually to be well known, but it may
I. G. O. Haas: 'The DaSarupa* A treatise on Hindu Dramaturgy

by Dhananjaya. P. 105,

*, NS KM XVIIL 1230-1*8; KSS XX, 8ib-86; COS XVIII.

77b-8*; DR III. 72^75. p, 76; SD VI. sutra 260. P, 401; PR Na/aka-

prakarana 52-53. p, 9*,

3. C. O, Haas. 'The Dalarupa' A treatise on Hindu Dramaturgy

by Dhananjaya. pp. xoo-ioi,

4. NS KM XFIII. 130.134; KSS XX. 88-92; COS XFIII. 84-88;
DR III. 57-6oa, p , 74; SD VI. sutras 253, PP. 400-401; PR Na/aka-

prakarana 42-44. p. 90.

5. NS KM XFIII. 135-1380; KSS XX. 94-973; COS XFIII,

90-933; DR III. 6ob-6*a. p. 75; SD VL sutra 256. P. 398; PR NS/aka-
*

prajcaicina 45. P. 90.
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sometimes be otherwise. It relates to one's fall and is

to "be furnished with male characters other than those who

are divine. It abounds in the pathetic sentiment and treats

ofwomen's lamentations and despondent utterances at a time

after battles and violent fighting have ceased to rage. Small

plays inserted into dramas are often designated ankas.1

Prahasana : The prahasana [ farcical comedy ] has been

borrowed from the popular stage. The poet takes the plot

from every day life and surrounds it with all kinds of illusions,

wordy disputes and dissensions between rogues and worthless

persons. There are two kinds ofprahasana , the pure [ faddha ]

and the mixed [ sanklrna ]. In the suddha type, Saiva gurus

[bhagavat], Brahmanas and persons belonging to various strata

of society appear, each one speaking his special dialect or devot-

ing himself to his special calling. In the sanklrna prahafana,

courtesans, slaves, eunuchs, parasites [vita] and rogues [dhurtas]

appear. According to the Daiarupa and the Sahityadarpana, there

is yet a third kind ofprahasana, the distorted type [ vikrta ],

where eunuchs and chamberlains appear as gallants.
2

Ehdna : The bhana has also a popular origin. The piece

is acted'by a single actor who appears as a man of the world

and indeed as the principal vifa. For this purpose he des-

cribes partly his own adventures and partly those of others.

He uses the monologue [akasabhasita]
and pretends to see and

hear others. He acts, speaks, asks questions and answers on

behalf of the imaginary persons. He makes suitable gestures.

It is clear that the bhana has developed from the pantomime

or the musical dance and this explains why lasya is employed

in it. It is also a one-act play.
3

,, NS KM XFIH. is8b-i45; KSS XX. 97b-io4; COS XFIII.

93b-ioo; DR III. 7ob-7*a. P. 76; SD FI. sutra *6i, P. 402; PR Na/aka-

prakarapa 51. p. 92.

*. NS-KM XVIII, i46-i5 ia; KSS XX loG-nia; COS XVIII.

,oi-io7a; DR HI. 54-56. P, 74; SD VI. sutras 576-280. PP. 410-4'*;

PR Natakaprakarana. 38-41. P. 89.

3 . NS KM XVIII, I5ib-i 54/ KSS XX. mb-ii5a; COS XFIII.

io7b-iua; DR III. 49-5'. ^73; SD FI. sutra 255. P. 397 J ?

prakara^ia. 36-37- P 89.
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Vlthl: Similar to the bhana was the one-act mthl.
t

The

vlthl was acted by two players. The Sdhityadarpana remarks

that according to the opinion of an anonymous authority,

three actors may also appear, one playing the role of a person

placed high in life [uttama], another of the middle rank

[ madhyama ] and a third one of the lowly [adhama]. 'In

all cases the conversations are with imaginary persons

[dkasabhtifita].
1

C. Minor Types [Uparupakas]

Ndtika: Bharata refers at one place in the Ndtyaidstra to a

kind of play called the ndti or ndtikd. In ndtikd, according to the

Dasarupciy the plot is taken from the prakarana, and the hero,

who is a renowned king and of the self-controlled and light-

hearted type, from the ndfaka; the principal sentiment is the

erotic, with its various characteristics. The heroine is near the

hero because of her connection with the harem. Through her

hearing and seeing him, a newly awakened passion arises in the

hero in regular stages. The hero is apprehensive of the

queen. The ndtika contains the four sub-divisions of the gay

style \kai$iki\ \\hich are represented by the four acts.2

Trotaka : The trotaka has five, seven, eight or nine acts.

It deals with gods and men and in each act the vidu$aka

appears. The tenth anga of the garbhasandhi is called totaka

or trotaka and this word signifies 'confused, excited speech.'

We also hear of a dance called trotaka?

Gosthl : The gosfhl is a one-act drama in which nine or ten

ordinary men and five or six women appear.
4

Sattaka : The Sattaka is nothing but a ndtikd entirely writ-

ten in Prdkrta without viskarhbhaka or pravesaka. The acts are

i. NS KMXriH. 155; KSS XX, 115^117; COS XFI1I. inb-

Ii3a; Dlt III. 68b-7oa. PP. 75-76; SD VL sutra 262-263, PP. 403-404;

PR Na(akaprakarana 50. P. 91.

a. NS-KM XVIII. 106 ; KSS XX. 62-63 ; COS XVIII. 57; DR
III, 43-48. PP. 72-73 ; SD VI, sutra 281. P, 411?.

3. NS KM XIX, 82; KSS XXI. 89; DR I. 40-41, P. 19; SD VI,

sdtra 282. P. 413. sutra 105. P, 338.

^.r.VSDFI. 283. P. 413,
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not
^

called aAkas but javanikantams. Like' the trotaka> the saffaka
also' employs a specified kind of dance. 1

Ndtyarasaka: The ndtyar&saka is likewise a one-act piece
with changing time and rhythm [bahutdlalayasthiti]* As far as
we can judge, it is a kind of ballet and pantomime.

Prasthana: The prasthana or prasthanaka has two acts. The
Avaloka on the DaSarupa says that the prasthana is a kind of

imitative dance \nrtyabhed<i\.*

Ulldpya: The ulldpya is a one-act piece Tt is full of fighting
and asraglta, i. e. background music played from behind the

stage with reference to the plot.
4

Kdvya: The kdvya contains one-act and is a comedy (hdsya).

Different kinds of songs such us khandam&tra, dvipadikd and

bhagnatdla are prescribed for it. There are amorous speeches.

According to the Avaloka on the Dasarupa, the kdvya is a kind

of imitative dance and is an inter-play of song and

dance.1

Prenkhaqa : In the one-act Prenkhana, there is no sutradhdra.

The ndndl and prarocand are sung behind the curtain

( nepatkye)*

Rdsaka: The rasaka is a one-act piece in which *

five

persons appear. The Avaloka on the Dasarupa says that it is a

kind of nrtya, with a piece consisting of singing and dancing*
7

Sarhldpaka : The samldpaka has one, three or fout

acts.8

Sngaditai It has one-act. The name sngadita is assigned

to it because the word Sri -often comes up and because the

goddess Sri appears singing and reciting, According to the

i. SD VI. 284,?. 413.

a. SD VI. 285, P. 414.

3. SD VI. 286. P. 414; Avaloka on DR 8, P. 2,

4. SD VI. 287. P. 415.

5, SD VI. 288 P, 415; Avaloka on DR 8 P, 2.

6. SD VI. 289 P. 4'6.

7, SD VI. ago P, 416; Avaloka on DR 8 P. 2.

8, SD VI, 291 PP. 416-417.
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Avaloka on the Dafarupa, Srigadita is a kind of mimic

dance.1

Silpaka: The tilpaka has four acts in which all the vrttis

are allowed and the comic sentiment is excluded. Descriptions

of burning grounds [ imaSana ] and similar things are found in

it. Probably it was a kind of pantomime.*

Vildsika : This species of one-act drama is also called

vinayika by some writers. Others call it durmallikS*

Durmalll : The durmallthas four acts. The first act lasts

for three nddikds and the vita appears in it. The second, in

which the vidusaka appears, lasts for five nddikds, and the

third, with the pithamarda, lasts for six nddikds. The fourth

is that in which citizens appear for ten nadikas .

4

Prakaranikd : The prakaranikd is a natikd with the hero

and heroine drawn from the rank of sarthavahas.*

HalllSa : The hainSa has one act, with the kaitikwrtti

predominating in it. There is plenty of music and dancing
in it.

6

Bhdnika : The bhdnikd is a one-act piece. According to

the Avaloka on the DaSarupa, bhdnl is a kind of musical

dance. 7

The AbhijftdnaSdkuntala and the Venlsamhdra are specimens
of nafakas; the Mrcchakatika and the Mdlatimddhava, ofprakarana;

the Paftcaratra of Bhasa and the Samudramanthana in the

Rupakasatkarh, of Samavakdra; and iheRukminiharanaofihdmrga.
The Tripuraddha is a dima, the Kirdtdrjurnya a vyayoga and the

Hdsyacuddmani a prahasana. Bhdnasare preserved in the collection

known as the Caturbhdni. The Ratndvall "and the Priyadariikd

are ndtikds and the Vikramorvasiya is a trotaka. There are not

many examples of uparupakas except ndfikds and trotakas.

I. SD VI, 292 P. 417; Avaloka on DR 8 P. s.

a. SD VI. 594, PP. 417-418,

3. SD VI. ,95. P. 418.

4- SD VI. *96, P. 419.

5- SD VI. 297. P. 419.
6. SD VI. 298. P. 420.

. r. ouf SD VI. 299. P. 450; Avaloka on DR 8, P. 9.



It is needless to trace the gradual development of upct*

rupak'as and rUpakas, because the earliest dramas of Bhasa
and Kalidasa are in a developed form and we can only suppose
that -there must have been a large number of dramas, major
or minor, in earlier times. These dramas do create an impre-
ssion that they had already reached the highest stage of

dramatic perfection.



CHAPTER X

PRESENTATION OF

A. Actual Performance

The Natyasdstra presupposes the existence of a large

number of dramas enacted in very early times such as 'The

Fall of the Asuras/ 'Churning of the Nectar from the Sea' and

'Burning of the Three Cities.'1

ASvaghosa wrote the Sariputraprakarana, portions of which

are available in manuscript. The drama was, it is doubtless,

intended for religious edification. Its style is simple. It is

probable that it was enacted before the public so as to pro-

pagate the Buddhist faith. But it cannot definitely be proved.

The discovery of 13 dramas written by Bhasa went a great

way to prove the high pitch of perfection the Indian stage

had reached in ancient days. One cannot but agree with

Dr. Winternitz when he says that 'Kalidasa and Bhavabhiiti

may be greater poets, greater masters of language than the

author of these plays, but I know in the whole of Sanskrit

literature no drama that could compare as a stage play with

any of the 13 plays ascribed to Bhasa.'a Indeed those dramas

are the works of a genius who was thoroughly conversant with

the technique of the stage and who, it is apparent, knew what
actual stage representation is.

The scenes, in which Santusta, Maitreya, Vasantaka,

Sakara, Sudhakara Madhyama are presented, show that these

plays contain sufficient humour essential for a play meant for

the stage.

i. NS KM I, 22, IV. i-io; KSS I. 56, IV. i-ii; COS I. 55b-

56a, IV. i-u.

a. Winternitz : 'Some Problems of Indian Literature', chapter on

** P, 129.
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Now coming to the dramas of Kalidasa, we find that

the -

MQlavik&gnimitra was performed at a spring festival in

Vidisa. The Vikramorvaslya is found in two recensions. The

difference between the two versions comes into bold

relief in act IV. While the North Indian version contains

a series of apabhramsa verses and directions on the method in

which they should be sung and represented, all this is

wanting in the South Indian recension. This ndtaka was

also meant for the stage. The Abhijndnasakuntala is the last and
the best work of Kalidasa. It has been translated into almost

all the European languages and has been staged in various

parts of Europe and India. Even today the Abhijnanasdkuntala
is staged in all parts of India. 1

Further the Avaddnafataka says that a ndtaka was performed
at the bidding of Krakucchanda in the city of Sobhavati by
a troupe of actors. The director undertook the role of the

Buddha and members of the troupe, the roles of monks.2

Itsing, who visited India in the last quarter of the seventh

century, relates that "king Siladitya versified the story of the

Bodhisattvajimutavahana, who surrendered himself for a Ndga.

This version was set to music. He had it performed by a

band accompanied by dancing and acting, and thus popularised

it in his time." 3 This might refer to the Ndgtinanda.

In the kuttanimata of Damodaragupta, actual performance

of the first act of the Raln&vali has been described in detail.4

There are plays within plays as in the Priyadarfikd. Queen
Vasavadatta desires to have a play represented in which her

own meeting with Udayana in Ujjain is represented.
5

i % Mai Prelude I. prose P. 2; Vik Prelude I. 2, P, 3; Sak.

Prologue I. P. 8.

2. AvadanaSataka II. 75. PP. 29-30; Keith : 'Sanskrit Drama*
p- 43-

3. Itsing : A record of the Buddhist Religion as practised in India

and the Malay Archipelago ( A, D. 671-695 ), Translated by J% Takakusa.

Oxford, PP. 163-164.,

4. Kuttanimata III, KM edition 855-927, pp. 104-110; Bombay,
edition 875-928. pp. 336-368.

5* PD III, pp. 30-43,
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Bhavabhuti is known today for his three plays, the

Mahdvlracarita [or usually called Vlracarita ], the Malatimddhava

and the Uttarardmacarita. The Mahdvlracarita opens with the

sentence : 'The audience orders that a drama with certain

specified qualities be staged. Later it is stated that the poet is a
friend of the actors.' Similarly in the Malatimddhava, it is said

that the audience orders the sutradhdra to stage a drama, posse-

ssing certain characteristic qualities and the poet entrusts

his work to actors out of his spontaneous friendship with them.

In the Uttarardmacarita
9
no reference is made to the poet's

friendship with actors and the sutradhdra starts requesting the

audience to listen to what he has to say.
1

RajaSekhar's dramas were meant to be acted. He won
fame in the court of the Pratiharas of Kanyakubja.
In the Karpuramanjan>

which is apparently his first drama,

produced at the request of his wife, Avantisundarl, and not

at the bidding of the king, his patron, he relates that he bore

the title of 'Balakavi* 'Kaviraja.' He calls himself the teacher

of Nirbhayaraja. Nirbhayaraja was Mahendrapala of Kanauj
whose inscriptions dated from 893 A.D.-goy A.D. are available.

The Bdlardmayana was produced at his behest, and the un-

finished Balabhflrata was intended for representation at the

court of Mahendrapala's successor, king Mahipala, whose

inscriptions date from 914 A.D.-917 A.D. References are also

available for the staging of the Viddhasalabhanjikd> the fourth

drama of RajaSekhara.
2

la the Anargharaghava, the actor declares that he has come

to exhibit a drama superior to that played by a rival and

asserts that the dearest desire of a player is to satisfy the public

and win back the favour he has lost. This also shows

that ndtakas were sometimes enacted in a spirit of competition.
3

1, Mahaviracarita I. Prologue 2-3 and Prose PP- 6'8> MM Pro*

logue prose pp. 8 and 10; URG prelude prose p. 3,

2. Kar, M. I. Prastavana 11-12. P. 10; Balaramayana Prologue

PP. 2 and 5; Balabharata Prologue P. 2; ViddhaSalabhanjika Prologue

PP. 4-5*

**S'."">*R Prologue Prose and 3-4. PP. 6-10,
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There are more popular dramas, the plots of which are

loosely constructed out of well known stories from the Maha-

bhdrata or the Puranas. A dramatist has composed speeches

in'beautiful verses, the rest being left to the actors on the stage

to extemporise. The Mahdndtaka is an instance in point.

The Dutdngada of Subhata appears to be the oldest among
the later shadow plays. It was represented in honour of

Kumarapaladeva on March 7, 1243, and certainly on the

orders of the Calukya lord Tribhuvanapala in Gujarat.
1 It

contains only one act and treats the same subject as is contained

in the seventh act of the Mahdndtaka. This shows that portions

of plays like the Mahdnataka were represented on the stage

in one form or the other.

KrsnamisYa, author of the Prabodhacandrodaya> says in the

introduction to his ndtaka that it was produced at the request
of Gopala in the court of king Kirtivarman whom Gopala had
reinstated in his kingdom, after the Cedi king Karna, who
had driven him out, had been conquered.

2

In South India even now Sanskrit plays are acted. Bhasa's

dramas, the Abhijftdnasdkuntala, the Ndgdnanda, the Subhadrti,

Dhanaftjqya, the Tapti-svayarhvara, the Mahdnataka) the Bhagava-

dajju and the Mattavildsa are very popular there.

B. Portrayal of Sentiment [ Rasa ]

Sanskrit plays insist on the portrayal of specific sentiments

on the stage, and we should, therefore, clearly understand how
each of the sentiments was represented. The eight sentiments

found in the Sanskrit dramas are the erotic, the comic, the

pathetic, the furious, the heroic, the terrific, the repulsive

and the marvellous.

The erotic sentiment [Srngdra rasa] has two aspects; it may
be in union or in separation. In union it should be represented

with joy in the eyes and face, smiles and sweet words, equa-

nimity and rejoicing and pleasant movements of the limbs.

In separation it should be accompanied by self-disparagement,

I. DutaAgada of Subhata I. P. *.

s. Prabodhacandrodaya Prologue 3 and prose PP, 10-14.
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debility, apprehension, envy, weariness, painful reflection,

longing, drowsiness, sleep, dreaming, wakening, sickness,

derangement, swoons, stupefaction and death.

The comic sentiment [ hasya rasa ] is produced by strange

dresses, ornaments, impudence, fickleness, roguery, senseless

drivels, ridicule, description of people's defects etc., and is

represented by the movement of the lips, teeth,nose and cheeks,

by fully expanded or contracted glances, perspiration, grimaces
and by keeping the hands on the hips.

The pathetic sentiment [karuna rasa] is represented through

tears, lamentation, drying up of the mouth, change of colour,

trembling, sighs and loss of memory.

The furious sentiment [raudra rasa] is shown in bloodshot

eyes, prespiration, frowning, gnashing of teeth and biting of

lips, blowing of cheeks, wringing of hands, hurling various

weapons, cutting asunder the head, the trunk and the arms.

The heroic sentiment [vira rasa] is represented by calmness,

patience, prowess, pride, enthusiasm, influence, masterfulness

and by words expressive of challenge.

The terrific sentiment [bhqydnaka rasa] is represented by
the trembling of hands and feet, restless eyes, change of colour

and voice, stupefaction, contraction of limbs, palpitation of the

heart and by parched lips, palate and throat.

The repulsive sentiment
[ blbhatsa rasa ] is represented by

contortions of the face and eyes, the covering up of the nose

and lowering of the h.:ad followed by uncertain steps.

The marvellous sentiment [ adbhuta rasa ] is represented

by eyes opened wide, restless glances, horripilation, perspira-

tion, joy, repeated appreciative exclamations, cries of *A<J, hd
9

and agitation of fingers or toes.1

i. NS KM VI. 15 verse; Prose PP. 63-64; 48 verse; Prose

>P, 64-67; 68, 72, 74 verses; Prose P. 68; 76 verse; KSS VI.

15 verse; Prose P. 73; 48 verse; Prose PP. 74-77; 68, 72, 74 verses;

Prose P. 78; 76 verse; GOS VI. 16 verse; Prose PP. 301-310; 55 verse;

Prose PP, 313-3149 3i8, 320-321, 325, 327; 84, 89, 93 verses; Prose

5 aqo; 96 verse. See 'English translation of NS chapter VI.' in

the NS of Bharata chapter VI. by Subodhacandra Mukerji 1926,
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The Abhijft&nafakuntala, the Uttarardmacarlta and the

Vcnisaihhara mainly depict the erotic, pathetic and heroic

sentiments, respectively. If a ndfakamaydali wants to have the

desired effect upon the public, it should employ actors and
actresses wearing appropriate dresses, make-up and acting

according to these directions.

C. Suqtass

There are certain factors indicative of the success of the

presentation of Sanskrit plays. Siddhi [ success ] was of two

kinds Mdnufi [ human ] and daivikl [ divine ] depending on

speech, temperament and gestures, and relating to various

emotions and sentiments. Mdnusl siddhi [human success] has ten

features, and the daivikl siddhi [ divine success ] two; and such

features consist mostly of various temperaments expressed

vocally [ vdnmayt ]
and physically [S&riri]. Vafimayl siddhi

[ vocal success ] is of eight kinds : smita [ smile ], ardhahdsya

[ordinary laughter] atihdsya [excessive laughter], sddhukdra [well

done ], ahokdra [ how wonderful ], katfa [ how pathetic ],

pravrddhandda [ tumultuous applause ] and avakrusfa [ swelling

uproar ].

A remark or acting through words of double meaning
which produces a smile from spectators comes under smita.

ArdhaMsya is a situation in which one laughs ordinarily. If a

joker with his intelligence makes a king weep when he is

happy or makes him laugh when he is sad, the spectators

laugh heartily. This siddhi is called atihdsya siddhi When the

dialogue is fine, the spectators say <sddhu\ 'sddhu* [well done].

This is sSdhukdra siddhi. A wonderful scene or event that evokes

from the spectators the spontaneous exclamation, 'aho* [ how

wonderful ] comes under ahokdra siddhi. When a pathetic

scene is exquisitely presented the hearts of the spectators melt

and they say : hd kasfam, hd kastam [ how pathetic ]. This

is kasfa siddhi. When a very wonderful scene is presented,

spectators not only exclaim <aho' [ how wonderful ] but shout

H>ravo, bravo/ This is pravrddhandda siddhi. When a charac-

ter rebukes or blames another, spectators fUso
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the despised and they give expression to their hatred by

swelling uproar. This is avdkrusta or sadhikfepa siddhi.

Sdrirt siddhi [ physical success ] is said to occur when

the hair of spectators stand on ends and they rise on

account of excessive delight or begin to crack their

fingers. This siddhi is of two kinds. The first kind

follows dialogues exciting wonder or enthusiasm and the

second, scenes of quarrels and excitement when specta-

tors become one with the nata [actor]. If the conduct

of the spectators becomes one with the conduct of the actors

representing different emotions and sentiments the play may
be pronounced to be a really good play.

The daivikl siddhi [divine success] is obtained when
an actor identifies himself with a character whom he is

impersonating and when there are no obstacles, no noise,

no unusual occurrence in the course of the presentation

of a play and the auditorium is full. Obstacles may
arise from four sources from the fault of actors, from

an enemy, from gods and lastly from portentous calamity.

When an actor assumes a role contrary to his nature

or acts contrary to the way in which he should play
a certain role or recites a speech of another character by

mistake, or does not know the use of artificial objects prepared

according to the method described in the dhdry&bhinqya y

or other things being good speaks in a peculiar

tone, obstacles are said to arise from the fault of the

nata. Sometimes singers and instrumentalists commit

mistakes in singing or tuning the instruments, sometimes

the dramatist makes mistakes in the production of the natya.

These obstacles may also be included in the first category.

When a play is on, some enemies of the actor raise voices of

hatred such as c
fie upon thee' or shout very loudly so that

the actor's voice cannot be heard, or clap sharply, or throw

cowdung or stones at him and thus create obstacles, it is an

attack from the enemies. Obstacles arising from the gods
are : strong wind, fire, rains, fear from an elephant or a

fcu, stroke of lightning, appearance of ants, insects and
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ferocious animals. Obstacles resulting from portents [autpaiika]

are those due to earthquake, storm falling of meteors

and the like. The two kinds of obstacles, which cannot be

remedied in the representation of a play, are faults due
to a natural calamity and the running out of water from

the nadika.

It is understood that in ancient India time was measured

by a water vessel of a particular size with a well-defined

tube \nddika\ at its bottom.

The siddhis [successes] and ghdtas [obstacles] are carefully

noted before a troupe is declared successful and the pro-

ficiency of a ndtakamandall conceded. The merits and defects

of ndtakamandalls were recorded by siddhilekhakas [ recorders

of successes and obstacles]. Siddhilekhakas were experts in

discriminating the siddhis [successes] and obstacles and they
were not all of the same age. Their experience was wide

and varied. It was on the recommendation of siddhilekhakas
,

who observed the performance of every actor of every company
and the siddhis and obstacles, that the question of offering the

patOkd [banner], a kind of trophy, to a ndtakamandall was

decided. If there was no agreement among siddhilekhakas as to

which troupe should receive the patdkd [banner] the opinion of

prdsnikas [critics] was taken. Prasnikas were considered arbi-

trators [panca]. If after taking the opinion ofprdsnikas two nata*

kamandaKs were consideied to be equal in merit, the king,

whose judgment was final, was asked to award the pataka

[banner]. If, however, the king also could not come to a

decision, the ndtakamandalls were both awarded patdkds

[banners].
1

Thus we find that the dramatic art was highly developed

in ancient India and that the Sanskrit dramas were actually

played on the stage and there was a competition between

the ndtakamandalls in the successful portrayal of their dramatic

art which 'mainly constituted the depiction of a particular

2. NS-KM XXVII. 1-41, 62-67; KSS XXVII. x-44, 73-79-
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rasa ^sentiment} in the minds of spectators and there was a

sufficiently large number of siddhilekhakas and prasnikas who
would judge their merits and give the patdkA [banner] to the

victorious nafakamaridall.







CHAPTER XI

MODERN THEATRES
Introduction

A national theatre is a crying need in free India. With

the attainment of independence attempts are being made to

Indianize the administration and education. The feeling is

growing that fine arts such as music, dancing, painting and

above all dramatic art as presented in the theatre should have

State patronage and should be developed on national lines

based on the technique observed on the ancient Indian stage

but modified according to the needs of our times. Even if we
cannot fail to observe that the modern Indian theatre is pro-

foundly influenced by the West, we must not forget that India

had a great national theatre of her own in the past. The
modern Indian stage can certainly be remodelled on the lines

of the stage in ancient India to suit the native genius of the

country.

The development of the stage during the last century

incorporating features from the provincial theatres, from the

primitive Tamil theatre to the most artistic one of Bengal-
reveals a great variety of culture. But a fundamental unity is

found in the midst of this great diversity. Mythological heroes

have commanded reverence throughout the country. Love of

the emotional, the imaginative and the idealistic rather than of

the intellectual and the purely realistic is a national trend.

Sanskrit plays are today seldom performed except in Univer-

sity colleges or in the temples of the South. The stage

in these centres comprises a raised platform in a room or an

open space.

We shall now examine stage conditions, both primitive and

modern, prevailing in the several indigenous theatres before

suggesting how a moderi* stage should be remodelled fo/
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A. The Folk Tradition.

Before taking up the different theatres of today, it will not

be out of place here ifwe first examine the exact nature of the

various types of popular entertainments prevailing in several

parts of India in the medieval period. The degraded forms

of folk amusements of the period which consisted in haphazard

incidents, loose spectacular representations of the life and deeds

of Rama, Krsna, etc., were the lineal descendants of the most

ancient types, bhana and prahasana, which were marked by

extreme indelicacy and sensuality, in spite of a certain satirical

aim. The bhdna and prahasana came into greater prominence
after the eleventh century A. D. when the classical drama

declined in importance.

In South India, the Bhagavatam is one of the most ancient

folk-plays prevalent. The amours and exploits of Srlkrsna,

dramatic stories of saints like Ramadasa, popular ballads such as

that of Desinga Raja are represented on the stage of the

Telugu-speaking districts of the Madras Presidency. We can

have a fairly good idea of a country drama in the South when

we see the representations of the 'Kathakali' of the Malabar

district. Nalatangi is one of the most ancient and fascinating

stories acted on the stage for centuries in the Tamil country.

M*ny other medieval stories with a pathetic appeal are also

popular in Madras villages.

Yatras are popular in Bengal and are like "sacred operas

frequently produced in connection with the religious proce-
ssions of the Krsnaites."1 Some yatrd troupes specialized in the

life story of Rama. Tdtrd is a procession in celebration of a

particular festival of a deity and also a holy pilgrimage on

foot or in bullock-carts in which people entertained themselves

with crude performances representing the glory of a particular

deity. Tdtrdvalds were formerly in the habit of extemporizing
music and dialogues of plays to suit particular festivals and

supplied the links of the story by means of the descriptive

and narrative passages. In modern Tdtrds though secular

I. Dr P. Guhathakwta: "Bengali Drama', London, 1930 p, 4*
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themes are admitted yet their religious character and essentially

poetic or musical structure continue to exist. During the

Gambhlrd festivals many devotees put on different masks
and play various parts to please Siva. Ba$d Tamdfa,
'the great show' is done on the third day of this festival which

extends over five days. In contrast with these rural mask

dances, the yatrO, has some remarkable characteristics. Only
male performers take part in it and the performances are done
on the bare ground without any scenic representation. Only
a long piece of cloth separates the stage from the green room.

Lalita is the most popular type of medieval play in Maha-

rashtra. It is generally connected with a dramatic represen-
tation of Dasdvatdram [the ten incarnations of Visnu 1. It is

religious in character and is often enacted during NatarMra.

The whole story is described in action and the play is perfor-

med in inns or temple halls with the help of a curtain or two.

Besides Lalita, several stories of a romantic nature like that of

Kaca-Devay&nl or Ddmdjipanla, exhibiting the gradual growth of

a secular element based on realistic farce and contemporary

satire, acre dramatized for village performances.

The Bhavai is popular in Gujarat. The performance con-

sists of a series of unconnected individual personations of not

more than three characters in each scene and exhibits some

popular tale. Its origin is essentially religious and Ganapati

appears on the stage in the beginning but as the play advances

it becomes secular in character. "It is performed in open

spaces, in streets and such other public places as courtyards of

temples and the like. No stage is required, no scenery, only

a poor curtain, occasionally held by two men at each end; a

few torches, and a chorus of two or three men helped by crude

musical instruments."1 Besides Bhavai there are several other

folk amusements such as singing parties chanting hymns of

the glories of the goddess Arhba or the amours of Krna and

Radha having the element of musical dialogue; then, there

is the Hankathd where the story-teller narrates a story in a

i. Sir William Ridgeway : "The Dramas and Dramatic Dances, of

Non-European Races" Cambridge, 19151 p. 199,
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theatrical manner situated in the centre of the audience; some-

times the whole story of the epics is represented extempore;

and occasionally rope dancing and many athletic feats are

performed.

The institution of the Pdsadhdrls of Muttra and its

surroundings is an old one and even today it is alive. During

Sravana, Rasadh&n companies are very busy in such sacred

spots as Brindaban but the rest of the year they mostly travel

indifferent parts of the country. They present the dramatic

performances on the theme of Krsna's exploits.

The Rdmallld is performed, in Upper India, on the occasion

of the Durgapujd. Dresses and masks are used appropriate to the

different situations and characters. Extracts from the whole

Rdmdyana are read through in the course of nearly 2o days
and the suitable incidents are simultaneously exhibited.

The devotional medieval romances of Gopichand, Puran

and Hakikat are extremely popular with Punjabis. The Nava-

tanki performers of the western U. P. also exhibit these shows

which are quite popular.

The modern Indian stage in its process of evolution has

absorbed the cultural richness of the classical drama, the

folk traditions of the medieval times and above all the influence

of the West.1 Now we shall take up the different vernacular

theatres one by one.

B. The Madras Theatre

In 189o, Krishnamacharya of Bellary founded the first

amateur dramatic society in South India, the "Sarasa Vinodini

Sabha." After some time college students started another

amateur dramatic institution, "The Sugun Vilas Sabha."

Several improvements of great importance were introduced.

In 1898, the 'Museum Theatre' was constructed and 'Kanaiya
and Company' was started. High class gentry began to visit

theatres for the first time. Later on, a Boys' company [ Bala

Vinoda Natakasabha ] and a Women's troupe [^Balamani

company ], were formed.

i. ^ee "The Indian Theatre" by R. K. Yajnik for the influence of

European Theatres on the Modern Indian itage.
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The Madras theatre in fact includes the Tamil, Telugu and
Kapacese theatres. The Tamil theatre still indulges in medie-
val practices plaintive songs and acrobatic feats to arouse

enthusiasm. The professional companies in Tamilnad still take

up mostly mythological themes like Dasdvatfiram and enact

them in spectacular settings, dazzling scenery and costumes

borrowed from the Parsi stage. Though the actors are not

educated and cultured yet they are superb in depicting

indigenous arts of Dravidian dances and songs.

The Telugu stage is, on the other hand, developing more

rapidly, while going through the mythological, bookish, histo-

rical and social types of productions. The main surviving

folk forms of Andhra current here were as follows : Burrakathas,

consisting of bardic recitals and folk songs; Harikatha, used for

the narration of stories from the epics and the Purdnas\ Veedhi

Bhagavatarriy open theatre performances The Andhra open-

air stage having a technique like the Kathakali of Malabar,

the open-air play Teruvukk-Kootu in Tamilnad; and also

Tolu Bommaldfalu, play by moving leather dolls like the

puppet show in North India. Many efforts were made

regarding theatrical activities in Andhra from 191o onwards

and natakamandalls and theatre halls were established in Tinne*

velly, Bellary, Guntur and Rajahmundry. Effort was made to

enact one-act plays. But in spite of all these activities no

permanent theatre could be established in Andhra.

The Kanarese theatre is making remarkable progress in

Bangalore and some noteworthy companies are coming into

existence in Mysore. Besides Paurdnic plays, musical recitals

and social farces, some tragedies and translations of Marathi

plays have also been staged.

There are already a number of pioneers of theatre who

have begun to mould a new tradition out of the old. A great

deal of the dance drama perfected by Uday Shankar, as well

as the shadow plays he created after he had revived interest

in the dances of India, are cases in point. 'The Rhythm of

life* was, for instance, an amalgam of motifs taken from the

rich storehouse of peoples' memory and transformed through
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organization which Shankar had borrowed from Europe. Simi-

larly Rukmini D^vi Arundale has established the Kalakseira for

revival and propagation of Bharata Natyarh in Adyar, Madras.

G. The Bengal Theatre

Bengal has a regional theatre which has gone far ahead

in realizing the ideal of a true synthesis of old and new forms,

without, of course, actually reviving the old folk theatre.

After producing several Shakespearian tragedies and other

English plays and making certain odd experiments, Bengal

staged the first original play, a social tragedy, Kullnakulasar-

vasva, in Maich, 1857, at the house of Babu Jayaram Bysack
of Churruckdanga Street, Calcutta. Scenic representation,

which is now in vogue in Bengal, started from this date.

A Bengali version of the Ratnavall of Sri Harsa was staged

at the first permanent theatre which was constructed in the

country residence of Raja Pratap Chandra Singh and Raja
Issur Chandra Singh of Paikpara, at Belgachia, on July 3i,

i858. It was played to the accompaniment of a national

orchestra organized on the model of the English theatre. In a

spirit of competition, several private theatres were constructed

by other landlords for invited friends.

Disappointed by the fact that private theatres catered

Only to the privileged classes, Girishchandra Ghosh, an eminent

dramatist and the originator of the Bengali theatre, expressed

the idea of a public theatre in strong language for the middle

class run by amateurs. To fulfil his idea he struggled hard

for several years and in the beginning acted in the manner of

yalr&valaSy having at his disposal a very small number of

theatrical accessories. By and by he won laurels in difficult

roles and at last succeeded in establishing a regular theatre

in 1872 which is today known as ''The National Theatre of

Bengal.*' In this theatre which was meant for general public,

actors were kept on salary and the audience got entry by tickets.

Girish directed the course of several kinds of plays, including

Paurdnic plays like, 'Hari&andra,' historical plays like 'Pratdpa*

and 'SivQjP and social tragedies.
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Actresses were introduced in "The Bengal Theatre*' for

the m time in i873. At Calcutta 'The Great National

Theatre' was built the same year on the style of the European

'Lewis Theatre.'

Then Dvijendralal Ray got unique success in the thea-

trical activities by introducing realistic types of plays on the

stage. Next we come to Rabindranath Tagore who consciously

evolved a highly developed, technically efficient style of his

own in dramatic writing which owed much to the folk culture

of Bengal. His plays were not so much successful on the

stage as those of Dvijendralal Ray, because his dramas were

highly poetic and symbolic. In 1944 was produced a

play ''Homoeopathy" written by Manoranjan Bhattacharya,
a professional actor and a dramatist of renown.

It was the Bengal famine which shook the whole country

that produced the greatest spirit of theatrical activity in Bengal.

Under the stress of this exigency was pVoduced a play 'Navanna*

[New Harvest] written by Bijon Bhattacharya and produced

by the author in collaboration with Shambu Mitra. The

theme of the play, which is in four acts, is the life of a Bengali

peasant during the harrowing days of famine when three million

died of starvation and disease.

The Bengali stage is highly artistic. The repertory system
is followed. Its distinguishing feature is that all feminine roles

are played by women. Not only this, but young girls are also

employed to play the roles of boys. The novel use of song
and dance is another special feature of the Calcutta stage,

D. The Marathi Theatre.

Like the Bengali theatre, the Marathi theatre began mainly
under British iufluence, but soon emancipated itself from it

and established a considerable repertoire which is good as litera-

ture as well as for purposes of the theatre. The Marathi
theatre arose in 1843 when Vishnudas Bhave of Sangli

brought out the first Marathi drama named Slta Svayamvara
on the stage. Using amorous and tragic themes, he wrote a

number of plays which reformed the old medieval performance.
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Then the professional Bhave company came into existence.

The year 188o-8i is a great landmark in the history of Maha-
rashtra. Musical dramas were enacted on the Marathi stage

that year. The Abhijrtdnasakuntala translated in Marathi by Kir-

loskar, a famous dramatist, was enacted for the first time in

October, 1880. Kirloskar also wrote original plays 'Subhadra'

and 'Ramarajyaviyoga*. He himself appeared in the role of stage

manager on the stage. After Kirloskar comes Dewal who is

famous not only for musical dramas but also for prose dramas.

With his help the Kirloskar Natakamandali, which came

into existence in Kirloskar's tjme, came to the forefront.

From i8g5 Kolhatkar dominated the Marathi stage. His

drama named 'Vlratanaya* is very famous. Its plot is imaginaiy
and its style is in the manner of Western dramatists like

Shakespeare. In 1921, the Maharashtra Na^aka Mandall

staged a drama named 'Mqyecaputa.' Several companies such

as Aryoddharaka company in Poona, the Maharashtra

company and the Shahunagaravasi company came into being.

Historical plays were written. Next comes Ram Ganesh

Gadkari. He wrote mostly social dramas which were quite
suitable for stage and highly appreciated by the public. Varer-

kar dominated the Marathi stage from 1925 to 1935 and
wrote social plays in a realistic style. As a leading dramatist,
Varerkar gave a tremendous lead to the younger groups which

had been re-creating the Maharashtra village theatre through
the Powada [ songs in praise of brave people ], and the

Tamdid [vulgar plays peformed by low class people]. Varerkar
became the president of a ndtakamandall of Bombay
named Sahakari Manoranjana Mandala. In this company the
actors were mostly labourers and so plays written by them
were also staged, after Varerkar assumed

presidentship of the

company. In 1930-31, the ndtakamandall of Hirabai Barodkar on
behalf of Nutana Sahgita Vidyalaya was established. In 1941
Rangdekar came on the Marathi stage and his influence is

still found on it. He attempted to write action plays of
modern type. In 1945 Atre came to the forefrrfnt of the
Marathi stage. He has a unique art of rivinc excessive
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pleasure, though sometimes of a third-rate order, to the

audience..

Marathi stage festivals were observed with great pomp
and grandeur in 1948, 1944, i94s and 1947. It was proposed

to build a grand theatre hi 11 in Bombay with the money
obtained in the festivals.

The modern Marathi stage of Poona has no kavi attached

to it. Companies request renowned dramatists to write plays for

them or playwrights allow competent companies to produce
their plays for a royalty. Boys are rarely employed in

adult companies on the Marathi stage. However, several

juvenile companies, with all their members under 18, are

formed. They play light comedies with great success. Women
now come on the stage \vith men. In 1930-31 Hirabai

Barodkar Ndtakamandali employed \\ciren to play female

parts for the first time. There are, however, some com-

panies of actresses.

Scenes and costumes in Marathi theatie lack splendour.

It concentrates its effort on natural acting and scientific music.

It follows the system of alternating serious scenes with light

ones. We cannot but remark that gradually religious inspi-

ration is being lost and growth of a secular element based on

realistic farce and contemporary satire is noticed in Marathi

prod actions. Further, there is found excessive use of songs
on the Marathi stage.

E. The Pars! and the Gujarat! Theatre.

The original Bombay theatre was erected on the old Bom-

bay Green [ Elphinstone Circle ] by the money received through

subscriptions in 1770. In 1842 Jagannath Shankerseth built a

private theatre which was available for European and Indian

productions at a certain daily rent. Later rival companies came
into existence and by studying the history of the 'Sanglikar' [of

Bhave], '^Itekai' and other companies, we come to the conclu-

sion that they were competing with each other on professional

lines. In these performances most of the incidents and situations

of the ancient epics and legends were employed but numerous
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gorgeous curtains began to be used in the Parsi style and some

English farcical devices were introduced. An English version

of the Ahhijfianaidkuntala was staged by the Kalidasa Elphi-

nstone Society of Bombay. After this, historical and social

plays began to be presented on the stage from about i89o.

The professional Parsi theatre came into existence in 187o.

Seth Pestanji Framji established an Original Theatrical

company in Bombay. Khurshedji, Bandiwala, Kawasji

Khatau, Sohrabji and Jahangirji were the principal actors

of this company. After the death of Framji this company was

broken up and almost all the actors opened different compa-
nies in Bombay, Delhi and Calcutta.

The Parsis took up both Gujarati drama and the stage.

They had a practical bent of mind and so put commercial

success based on this formula "give the public what it wants"

above artistic achievement. The Alfied, Madan and Balliwala

and some other companies carried the theatrical activities of

the Parsis for more than half a century.

Here the manager employed the services of a poet [ kavi ]

and an expert musician. Young boys were generally selected

in professional companies for their gifts of song and hand-

some features. Three stock types could be distinguished in

each company : the joker, romantic lovers and the hero's

antagonist. Women were discouraged on the stage. Under
the Western influence, Balliwala made an experiment in intro-

ducing women such as Gohar, Mary Fenton and Munnibai on

the Bombay stage. Plays continued to be produced through-
out the year.

There was a spirit of competition among companies.

Repertory system was followed by all the companies and effort

was made to add new plays to the old stock. A drop curtain

with gorgeous paintings of mythological characters was used.

The play began with a song sung in chorus. The auditorium

was decorated profusely with brilliant electric lights. Painted

curtains suggested the locality of the setting. Startling changes
of scenes were accompanied by the thunder of gun-shots.

Characters mostly entered and left the stage by side openings
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Thte language used on the stage was graceful, pointed and
sweet Urdu. Here also the system of alternating serious scenes

with light ones was in vogue.
Grand dresses and colourful curtains were given more

importance in the Parsi theatre than the plot, dialogue and

acting. A dramatic company was considered to be good or

bad for its curtains and arrangement of scenes. From the

point of view of Paisi stage-craft the highest success in

the presentation of plays was considered in the arrangement
of wonder-striking scenes such as running of railway line,

flying aeroplane, cutting the head of a person clearly on the

stage. The Parsi theatrical companies did not attach much

importance to the realization of sentiment and it was found

that the aggrieved actress sang songs in the midst of most

tragic scenes. So Parsi theatres, whose sole purpose was to

give the public what it wanted, however crude it might be,

became purposeless as soon as the talkies were introduced in

India. The commercial stage started decaying and the film

and the talkie sealed its fate .

The real Gujarati theatre arose in 1861 when Rana-

chodbhai, having a repulsion against the plays of Bhavdi

mandalls which used to show coarse khyala moving from

village to village, began to render and adapt the Sanskrit

pieces in Gujarati. After some time he wrote a popular play

called 'Harifcandra
9 and then a social tragedy. Later there arose

'the Bombay Gujarati Company' of Dayashanker, 'the Morbi

Company' of Vaghaji Oza and 'The Deshi Company' of

Dahyabhai. It was Dahyabhai who gave the modern Gujarati

stage its form. The Gujarati middle class is mainly com-

mercial and so Gujaratis after a short while bagan to ape

Parsi modes of representation.

Now efforts are being made to improve the theatrical

activities in Gujarat. Women have begun to appear on the

Gujarat^ stage. 'The Nata Mandala', inaugurated by the

Gujarat Vidya Sabha, Ahmedabad, and directed by Jaya-

shanker [ Sundari ] and Dina Gandhi presents 'Menp GurjarV

and other Gujarati folk plays in a marvellous manner. The
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'Mend GurjarV is a dance-drama in which the whole story is

presented through dances, and there is background music from

the beginning up to the end. Such plays cater to the needs of

people of good taste.

Now K. M. Munshi has written certain plays which

attack corrupt social practices in the country and are imbued

with artistic taste. Some of them have been enacted also on

the Gujarati Stage. C. C. Mehta, who is a highly talented

Gujarati dramatist, has evolved a new technique and his

play on the life of the railway workers, 'Ag Gaff, hag

become very popular. Such efforts of Munshi and Mehta not

only can improve the standard of Gujarati theatre but also, it

is hoped, will bring new life to the theatrical activities of the

country as a whole.

By the above study of the theatrical activities in the

country we find a fundamental distinction between the Parsi

and Gujarati companies on the one hand and the Marathi

and Bengali troupes on the other. While the former guard the

manuscripts of the plays and mostly do not publish them, the

latter respect the authors and realize the dignity of plays

as literature. The Marathi and Bengali companies do not

thrust extra comical stuff or farcical songs like the Parsi

companies. The Marathi and Bengali plays are artistic

wholes. The professional theatre in South India is several

decades behind the western Indian and Bengali theatres.

Hindu mythological plays are still staged there.

F. The Hindi Theatre

The Hindi theatre, a later development, has been influ-

enced by touring Parsi companies and it has been developing
in U P. after the appearance of the dramatist, Bharatendu

Harish Chandra. During the Muslim rule in India the main

places of dramatic shows were temples and monasteries where
on the occasion of festivals people used to entertain themselves

mostly by the performance of Rdmallld and Krsnalila. Wajid
Ali Shah, Nawab of Oudh, was very fond of these rasamandalis
and p&ronised many of them in his court. He himself used
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to act as Krsna while the prostitutes of his court took part of

gopis adorned with ornaments and gaudy dresses. One
of his French courtiers arranged songs and dances in

the performance of Rasallla on the model of French opera.
Hundreds of male and female musicians and dancers of

the Shah's court could participate in the performance. In such

attempts we can see the influence of the European stage on the

Hindi stage. At the command of the Nawab,an attempt towards

presenting new type of theatre was made in 1853 by Imanat

who wrote his play 'Indra Sabhd
9 and enacted it at his court

with the Nawab in the main role. Thus the Hindi or Hindu-

stani stage has begun mainly under foreign influence and some-

what under the influence of the court-stage patronised by the

Nawab. Later, it has been influenced by the Parsi stage.

There is no doubt that effort was made to translate the

Sanskrit dramas such as the Karpuramanjarl, the Dhananjaya

Vijaya and the Mudrdrdksasa. Bharatendu Harish Chandra

wrote some dramas 011 the model of Sanskrit dramas. Thus
the^

Hindi stage went towards the West while the drama looked

towards the East i. e. India.

Bharatendu considers Jdnakl Mangala to be the first acted

drama in Hindi. In 1868 this play was enacted in a Banaras

theatre by the effort of Aishvarya Narayan Singh. This drama
is not to be found now.

Bharatendu himself was an expert in the art of representa-

tion and his influence was so great that even in his life-time

many of his dramas were enacted on the stage. The dramas

of Bharatendu were a success, because he himself was an actor.

Also the dramas of Madhav Shukla, Jagannath Prasad

Chaturvedi and Badri Nath Bhatta were liked by all, because

all of them had intimate relation with the stage. Shukla

and Chaturvedi were themselves successful actors.

With the disappearance of the Parsi theatre, there was

no stage properly speaking in North India. Literary dramas

began to be written under such circumstances. They were

first published, but when staged were not successful. The

dramas of Jai Shankar Prasad are instances in point. His
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dramas, except Dhruvasvamini, were not fit to be staged. The

dramas, Tilottamd and Candrahdsa of Maithili Sharan Gbpta,
Karbald and Prema kl Vedl of Prem Cliand are not suitable for

staging. The dramas, Vikramaditya, Devata and Alakd written

by Sitaram Ghaturvedi have been successfully staged in

Banaras from time to time.

Up to this time there is no permanent regular Hindi

theatre existing in any part of the country, and whenever

Hindi dramas are staged, a temporary stage is erected with

the help of bamboos and some curtains or they are perfor-

med in meeting places or cinema halls. Hindi plays are enacted

in big towns such as Patna, Allahabad,Lucknow, Delhi, Indore,

Gwalior, Jaipur, Jubbulpore, Nagpur and Meerut on such

temporary stages.

By far the greatest contribution to the Hindi stage

has surely been made in recent years by the actor-producer,

Prithviraj, who started his Frithvi Theatre in i945 in

Bombay. The circumstances, under which theatrical activities

are going on in India, are not very favourable as
Prithviraj,

a superb actor and director, is not able to establish a perma-
nent theatre in Bombay for showing his plays. He gives

only three morning shows at the Opera House over the

week-end.

Prithvi Theatre has its own individual characteristics.
It does not dazzle the eyes of the spectators like the Parsi
theatre but on the other hand is marked with simplicity and
naturalness. Prithviraj has worked upon certain memories of
his village life as it was found in the Rasa of North West India
and uniting several motifs of the folk play [Navatankl etc.], has

produced two plays, Dtvara* and 'Pathana' dealing with a con-

temporary theme, communalism. So far the Prithviraj repertory
consists of six plays Dlvara, Pathana, Gadddra, Sakuntald, Ahuti
and Kaltikdra. Now the special features of each of these

plays will be dealt with in brief.

The aim of the play 'Divdra* is to break down the wall of
hatred and misunderstanding that keep apart brothers, neigh-
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hours and communities. The play begins with a chorus, the

refrain of which is "Hama ek the, hama ek haim hama ek

rahenge" [ i. e., we were one, we are one and we shall remain

one ]. Prithviraj appears in three roles in <Divara'.

The message of his play 'Pathfltia
9

is for Hindu-Muslim

unity, which is very essential for India. It deals with the story

of two families one Muslim and the other Hindu, living on

the frontier. The Muslim Khan sacrifices the life of his only
son to save the life of the son of his former Hindu friend,

who was murdered in a tribal ieud. Prithviraj has tried to

introduce into it at one place the principle of modulation of

voice [ svara-vaicitrya ]. Some six or seven characters speak
in such a lovely manner that ascent or descent of all the seven

svaras is heard in order.

'Gaddara', a political drama, treats the events between

192I-IQ47 A. D. In this drama, a nationalist Muslim in

his weak moments turns to be a Muslim Leaguer but as soon

as good sense prevails, he wavers and begins to express his

former loyalties to India as a whole. On this he is killed by
his co-religionists as a traitor to their cause. This drama has

been much criticized by Pakistanis.

'tfakuntald' as staged by Prithvi Theatre in Hindi is based
on the Sanskrit play 'AbhijndnaMuntala' of Kalidasa. This

version, though not very excellent, can be called on the whole

a stage success.

'Ahuti" is a tragic play depicting the life of an

abducted girl at the time of partition of India in 1947. A
girl of Rawalpindi, who was betrothed before partition, was

abducted by a Pakistani in partition days and was restored to

her people by a friendly Muslim. The father of the boy, who
with his family found his way to Bombay, refused to disgrace

his family by bringing into it an abducted girl. The girl

puts an end to her life. Her death turns the lover mad, and he

also dies.

'Kaltikgra* is an artistic play and shows that a human
being can undertake most hazardous and wonderful work and
even can climb the highest peak of a mountain in jjrder to
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achieve his object. The painter and the priest, who are pro-

minent characters in the play, describe their own thoughts'on

the present civilization and society reflecting the opposite sides

of life.

Prithviraj has done a real service to the country by bring-

ing life and vigour to the Hindi stage. He has, in fact, been

faithful as an artist by introducing changes according to the

needs of the modern age, which wants maximum enjoyment in

minimum time. Prithviraj shows only those plays which have

been written specially for the Prithvi Theatre and which usually

last for two hours and a half. While presenting his plays, he

does not use curtains except the drop scene. The settings

in his plays are simple and natural. The whole play 'Pathana*

is arranged only in one setting which gives the idea of com-

pleteness and nowhere unnaturalness is found. 'Divara* is

also enacted in one setting except the last scene which

requires a slight change. Two settings are, of course, required

in 'KaldkaraS Thus the theatrical performances of Prithviraj

are very simple, natural and timely, and have a great appeal

to the minds of the cultured.

G, Idea of a National Theatre

In spite of the fact that modern Indian theatres have

made considerable progress, none of the theatres in India is

perfect nor has any of them the capacity of answering the

demands for a national theatre. Some of the lines on which

the foundation of a national theatre can be based are here

suggested.

There is no lack of inspiration in the remnants of the

broken tradition of our theatre. Though India cannot gain

much by reviving the formalism of the ancient theatre, it is

likely that it will gain enormously by inquiring into its old

craft of comedy, tragedy, farce and the morality plays. A
constant return to folk feeling, which is rooted in the real life

of our people, can bring a genuine sense of reality to the

Indian stage today. The Rasa, the Navatankl> the Rdmalild, the
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Krsndllla, the enactment of the victory of the Pandavas over the

Kauravas, the Muharram,the Holi as well as the several harvest

dance dramas are the apotheosis of the old drama survivals

which are an important reservoir of energy, from which a new

living art of the theatre can be made.

It may be suggested here that alongside with the creation

of new plays, effort should be made to stage the plays of Bhasa,

Kalidasa, Bhavabhuti, Ta^ore, Prasad etc., in the different

provincial languages and Hindi. The arrangement should be

made for their translation, abridgment and the modification

of their language, Really talented and cultured people, who
can understand and appreciate dramatic art and who have

genuine love for self-sacrifice, should be asked to make arrange-

ments for the establishment of a national theatre in India.

A fundamental unity must be maintained in the direc-

tion of the stage-craft followed in different theatres. This

can be done by relying on the ideals and culture of

the country as a whole. On the ancient stage, feminine

roles wqre generally played by women, but this tradition

was discontinued after the Muslim conquest on account of

the insecurity of the times and thepardah system. The practice

must again be revived in order to bring realism in character

representation. The orthodox Indian notions- of propriety

and decorum must be maintained. In the AbhijnanaSdkuntala,

Dusyanta brings his lips close to his beloved but does not kiss

her on the stage. Western life as reflected in European

productions in India was perfectly natural in its place, but

when it was foolishly aped on the Indian stage, it was bound
to result in demoralizing our theatre. The conventional intri-

gues between lovers and married women common in many
French plays, which are being freely followed on the Indian

stage, should altogether be stopped.

Preparation of a correct colour-scheme is essential. Ifcolours

are prepared according to the Ndtyafdstra and the Visnudhar-

mottara, a high degree of success in the presentation of pkiys may
be attained. The hair, beards, ornaments and dresses described
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in Sanskrit dramaturgic books are suitable for plays in any
Indian language. Though modern means of representing

objects can be used, the ancient Indian methods should

not be entirely overlooked.

Construction of the stage cannot be so crude now as in

ancient times, but the ancient technique may be revived to

suit modern conditions. The use of curtains and wings should

be elaborately developed. Music, dancing and histrionics

for the modern stage should be employed on the models of

ancient India. A great number of songs are generally intro-

duced in all possible contexts fighting heroes and dying

heroines sang on the Parsi stage and the beauty of native

music is marred by the introduction of European tunes to

the accompaniment of the Indian musical instruments.

This combination of Indian and European music should be

discarded. The practice of introducing everywhere European

patterns of music, dialogue and dancing should also be

abandoned.

India's truly national theatre must be a place, where

purely Indian dramas whose object is to produce rasa in the

minds of the spectators are performed, where a highly deve-

loped colour scheme is employed, where the hair, dress and

other equipment follow the pattern of Indian life, where

classical music, dance and histrionics are encouraged, in short

where the ideals of Indian society are maintained. To

achieve the above ideal the Government of India should

encourage dramatists, dancers and musicians of worth and

reputation. They should also help in the establishment of a

truly Indian theatre where all kinds of plays, whether in

Sanskrit or any modern Indian language, may be performed

according to the requirements of the day.
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CHAPTER XH

EPILOGUE
The origin and development of Sanskrit plays have been

detailed in this work only as an introduction to the elaborate

description of the subjects connected with the actual presenta-
tion of plays on the stage. The Sanskrit drama is religious

in character and Indian in origin. The Sanskrit drama or

n&tya is evolved from nrtta and nrtya and means a representation

of situations. Conventions, which were observed on the

ancient Indian stage, were peculiar and, as such, had no

connection with the practices of the stage prevalent in other

countries. The Sanskrit dramas were written partly

in Sanskrit and partly in the different Prakrta dialects. An
idealistic atmosphere was maintained on the stage. Not

only was a tragic end forbidden, but other important
restrictions were also imposed. Propriety and decorum

were emphasized and the dramatist had to observe the

'decencies' of the stage. Things as should not be represented

and events as extended over a long time, were related in inter-

acts, the so-called arthopaksepakas. A certain set of words was

used on the stage for calling the different characters. The

unities of time and place were not observed in most of the

plays and the unity of action was observed in the sense that

everything, which was shown on the stage, gave expression to

that sentiment for the depiction of which the drama was

written. The entire edifice of the Sanskrit play has got a

fundamental religious basis. The play begins and ends with

benedictions in the form of ndndl and bharatavakya. The actual

performance of the play was preceded by preliminaries, the

essential aim of which was to secure the favour of the gods

for its successful representation. Thus Sanskrit drama with its

novel peculiarities and having religious tinge in the course

of its beginning, development and conclusion, is purely of

Indian origin and is national in character.

Various theories have been advanced by European scholars
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to explain the origin of Sanskrit drama, but they all fall

to the ground as they deal with only individual aspects of

Indian drama and do not treat it as a whole. The object of

Sanskrit plays is to bring satisfaction to the audience by
evoking rasa, the transcendental pleasure in its mind. It is

a novel aspect which is not found in the dramas of any other

country. Plays were enacted during fairs, in temples, at general

festivals in different seasons, at the pleasure of the poet's

patron or before the learned assembly and at village festivals

and ceremonies.

The possible correct measurements and the construction

of different parts of the theatre are given in this work after

interpreting and harmonizing the conflicting texts of the

NafyaSastra with the help of the commentary written by

Abhinavagupta. It has been shown very carefully that in anci-

ent India plays were enacted in the sangitasala of the palace,

in the courtyard of the temple and in open spaces in villages.

Spectators in the palace theatre consisted of kings, courtiers,

learned Brahmanas and high State officials, in the temple

theatre, of devotees, learned Brahmanas and the general public;
while public theatres were meant for village people and the

public. Bharata's description of theatres, their construc-

tion, size and shape, position of the stage, orchestra, audi-

torium and of elaborate practices to be performed in the

form of preliminaries and religious ceremonies continuing for

many days in connection with presentation of Sanskrit plays,
all support the view that theatres were of a permanent

nature, but as we do not find an archaeological evidence of a

permanent theatre we cannot be definite about this.

It is certain that there were theatres for the general

public built on a temporary basis, as the main spectators

were the populace in such playhouses. Though nine

types, or even 18 types, of theatres can possibly be deter-

mined according to space and time, yet, broadly speaking,
for practical purposes the theatre was of three types i.e.

mkftfa (rectangular), caturasra [ square in form ] and tryasra

(triangular). In it the stage was double*storeyed and it was
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divided into kaksyas. Most probably it did not jut out into tttci

auditorium in any case. The decorations on it were to be in

harmony -with oriental splendour, colour and brilliance.

Regarding the four main pillars in the auditorium it is note-

worthy that no pillar was to be in the centre and that the four

were dedicated to the four castes, the lowest included. This

reveals, curiously enough, a partially democratic basis of

Indian theatrical art, four colours being associated with the

four castes, white, red, yellow and blue respectively. There

were other columns, too, perhaps for those not included in

caste system. Galleries were to be formed one behind the other.

The seats in the auditorium were to be arranged in the

manner of a ladder to ensure visibility. They were to be made
of wood and bricks, one and a half feet higher above the

ground. There were at least three doors in a theatre, but

there could be as many as six doors: two from nepathyagrha

leading into rangatirsa, one in the auditorium, one by which

the nata enters with his wife, two others existing on the

southern and northern sides of rangaplfha. As to the roof of

the theatre it is quite possible that there were theatres of

both kinds open-air theatre where there was no roof and
theatre where there was possibly a roof.

Special attention has been given in outlining the

methods of arrangement of scenes and preparation of various

kinds of stage paraphernalia. It is clearly proved that the

curtain was not imported from Greece or elsewhere outside

India and was definitely of Indian origin and was called by the

name oyavanikd,javanikd or probably yamanikd. There was

only one curtain and it was drawn aside and not removed or

rolled up. However, there might possibly be minor curtains also

which could be used for making divisions i. e. kakjyds on

the stage. Something has also been said about Indian painting
in order to show that the curtain must have been coloured

according to the rasa of the drama to be enacted. Four differ-

ent timings of representation of Sanskrit plays are mentioned

which exclude meal timings and midnight hours. However,

the plays could be performed at any time by the order of

the patron or the king.
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stage were either made up of bamboos covered with cloth

or made up of cloth alone, and in some cases their motion
was shown through mechanical means. Weapons and other

hard substances were prepared from shellac, mica, cloth, clay

etc., and thus were handy. Alankara, comprising dresses,

garlands and ornaments, and angaracana, including colouring of

the body, hair and beards, were peculiarly prepared and

employed on the stage having due regard to country, age and

above all to the main sentiment of the play.

Those objects which could not be represented on the

stage by means of materials suggested above due to the ab-

sence of the materials or otherwise, were shown through

mimicry. The science of histrionics was so much developed
and so highly valued as to be taught to high born ladies as

an accomplishment. Gestures and movements were not real-

istic and were often made with reference to imaginary objects.

For instance, a gesture might show that a bee was worrying
a maiden, though no actual bee would be visible.

A particular movement of the body might show a person

ascending to or descending from a palace which might not

actually be represented on the stage. The code of gestures

and movements prescribed for the different limbs was binding

on the nafa [actor]. The na(a had no room for being original

by inventing gestures etc., for that was the business of masters

\acnryas] of the art who knew its theory and practice.

In this work, music, dancing and dialogue the elements

of drama are treated in a cursory manner, only as far as they

are concerned in the presentation of Sanskrit plays. In ancient

theatre musicians used to sit in ranga$ir$a between the two

doors leading to nepathyagrha. Music was prevalent on the stage

in order to add charm to the special dramatic actions presented

on the stage. It may be remarked here with emphasis that

the orchestra could be organized on the ancient Indian

stage with the help of four kinds of instruments i. c., 'tata

[stringed musical instruments], 'sufira
9

[ wind instruments ],

avanaddha and ghana [ instruments of percussion i.e. drums,

cymbal^ bells and gongs].The reason is obvious because various
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of a* play on the stage, are Indian in origin and because they

can serve- to strike a particular rasa as desired in a particular

Sanskrit play and because they have a rich variety and are used

even today in orchestral form in South India and at the dancesof

prominent dancing masters like Uday Shankar and Ram Gopal.

As to who should play a particular role is a very impor-

tant subject which is treated in this work. In Sanskrit plays,

the roles are of three different nature: 'anurupa*, similar to the

nature for the person he is acting, *virupa> contrary to the

nature for the person he is acting, 'rupanusarini
9

imitative by

nature. In 'anurupa
9 women take the roles of women, and men,

those of men. In *virupd\ the child plays the role of an old man

or an old man takes the role of a child. In 'rupanusarini', if a

man plays the part of a female character it is called imita-

tive acting. A man's role may be played by a woman according

to the desire of the manager, but an old man and a boy should

not be made to play the role of the opposite sex. This item of

work is very significant and valuable as drama is the true

representation of life.

The qualities and usefulness of different ndtydcdryas, who

were proficient in one or more branches of art connected

with drama, are also described in this work. This shows the

height of development of dramatic art in ancient India. Elabo-

rate education in the science of dramatic art was imparted by

ndtydcdryas to actors and actresses who appeared on the stage.

Well-trained dcdryas used to prepare different materials requ-

ired for the stage.

Actors and actresses were despised as low and were

denied some of the privileges of the highest caste but, on

the other hand, they enjoyed the friendship and love of great

kings and eminent dramatists like Bhavabhuti.

The specialities of spectators and judges are described in

detail as they are peculiar to Sanskrit plays which were

enacted ?n the stage. This feature of the Sanskrit play signifi-

cantly proves that dramatic art was critically observed and

judged.
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Sanskrit plays mostly were intended to be actually pre-

sented on the stage. There might be some literary drarnas

also which were meant for reading only but the number of

such dramas was very small. As the aim of every Sanskrit

play was to portray one main sentiment, it is carefully shown
how different rasas were presented on the stage. The system
of advertisement, though crude, was in existence. Arrangement
was made for the judgment of the dramatic art which

was shown on the stage by two or more theatrical companies.

Siddhilekhakas, whose duty was to write the qualities i. e. differ-

ent kinds of successes [siddhis] and obstacles[^AJ/a^], existed in a

sufficiently large number. They used to count them, pronounce

judgment and offer patdkds [banners] to the winning party. In

case there was a conflict of opinion among the siddhilekhakas,

reference was made ioprdsnikas, who were considered to be the

best arbitrators in different kinds of dramatic art. If they also

failed to give correct opinion about the respective merits of

the different companies, the matter was referred to the king

whose judgment was final. In case the king also would not

be able to pronounce his judgment owing to their equal merits,

both the parties were offered patdkas.

Thus we can assert that the art of presenting Sanskrit plays

on the stage was developed to high excellence in ancient

India and that the standard of the taste of cultured and sahrdaya

people was so high that they could appreciate and realize the

portrayal of
( sentiment, the transcendental joy, for the

realization of which the drama was specially enacted on

the stage.

Such are the characteristic features of the classical theatre

of ancient India. From the outset of the history of the Indian

diama, bhana and prahasana flourished side by side with it.

But after the rise of the Mohammedan power in India, these

species came more into prominence and then they contributed

largely to the village drama. Artistic subtlety disappeared and

old rules of decorum were violated. Still some of the* elements

of the ancient school lingered in these medieval dramatic per-

formance?. The marked feature of the rural drama consisted
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in the introduction of singing and dancing carried to

a farcical plane, without any consideration of the time element.

The Epics and the Puranas formed the main sources of inspira-

tion for classical as well as medieval representations, but in

one case there was concentration on a special episode and in

the other a clumsy reproduction of all the principal incidents

of the Ramayana.

Bhdgavatam in South India, Tdtrds in Bengal. Lafita in

Maharashtra, Bhavdi in Gujarat, Rdsallld>Rdmalild and Navatankl

of Upper India and devotional romances of Gopichand, Puran

and Hakikat in Punjab are the most ancient folk plays preva-

lent from medieval times.

Now coming to the modern Indian stage, we feel that

there is a gap between the ancient and medieval stage on the

one hand and the stage of today on the other. The modern
Indian stage has been reared mostly on the influence of the

West, but we must not forget that it has certainly imbibed,

though to a limited extent, the cultural richness of the classical

drama and the folk traditions of the medieval times.

In this work the salient features and main tendencies of

different vernacular theatres the Madras theatre, the Bengal

theatre, the Marathi theatre, the Parsi and the Gujarati thea-

tre and the Hindi theatre have been carefully dealt with and

it has been ascertained that the development of the stage in

the last century from the primitive Tamil theatre to the most

artistic one in Bengal reveals a great variety of culture. While

the stock tricks of the stage, such as horror, suspense, surprise,

disguise and mistaken identity were exploited by the Gujarati

and Parsi stage, the Marathi and the Bengali adapters

concentrated more on characterization and on the study of

the human mind. Madras theatres still dabble in medieval

practices of mythological plays. Though the Hindi or

Hindustani theatre has developed under the foreign influence

getting impetus at the hands of Wajid Ali Shah, Nawab of

Oudh, and further being affected by touring Parsi companies
in the beginning, it has followed an independent course. There

have been dramatists like Bharatendu Harish Chandra in the

field of Hindi theatre, yet this theatre is still in it& infancy.
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Luckily, at the present moment, Prithviraj, an actor-producer,

is making great efforts in the development of this kind of stage.

The language of his dramas is simple and the improvisations

made by Prithviraj in the course of playing a prominent
role really make the presentation of his dramas lively. Some-

times the mannerisms of Prithviraj become somewhat hackneyed

and ^bis peculiar tone gives one an idea that he alone carries

the audience with him by his lordly personality and the way of

expressing the ideas contained in his dramas. It is feared that

no one else would be able to take his place and represent his

dramas in a faithful and realistic manner as he does. It is,

therefore, suggested that he should not only devote his whole-

hearted effort in acting and producing a certain play but

should prepare certain other people to take his place in an

emergency.

The theatrical development in India has got a great setback

owing to the popularity of the talkies' in Hindi, Marathi,

Gujarati and other vernaculars produced by the Indian film

companies, which can afford to pay high salaries to actors and

actresses and attract them to screen. Even Prithviraj today has

to depend for financial reasons on 'talkies' and has to assume

different roles on the screen to make up the loss he incurs in

the carrying out of his theatrical performances in different

parts of the country.

Though there is some theatrical activity in different parts

of the country, it is not yet satisfactory. We are making an

effort to achieve all round progress, and we should not neglect

the theatrical art. The Government of India have begun to

encourage dramatists, dancers arid musicians and they have

nominated Prithviraj, a first class actor, Rukmini Devi, a pro-

minent dancer, to the Parliament as members of the Council

of State. That is not enough. The Government should invite

well-known aVtists to co-ordinate the salient features of the

different theatres of the country and evolve a unified national

theatre for India. Possibly, a beginning in this line 4 has been
made by the Ministry of Education in founding an Akadami
of Fine ^Vrts with its headquarters at Delhi.
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Karnika, 78

Kainotkilaka, 78

Karpuramanjari, Io5, i27, i5o,

Kalahakandala, 22

Kalaka, 7g

Kalakara, 172, 173,

Kalapa, 78

Kalinja, 74, 86

Kallinatha, 88

Kaaya, 81, 83

Kasta, 153

Karhpana*, 76

Kampita, 95

Kamsavadha, 8

Kakapada, 85

Kaku, io3

Kanci, 78

Kathakam, 5

Kamasutra, 12

Kayabhinaya, 1

Kalapriyanatha, 22:, 26

Karuka, Io8

Kalidasa, 22, 23, 70, 85, Io2,

111,137,147 , 148,149,173,
1 75

Kalina, 75

Kavya, 145

Kavyaprakaa 14, 19

Kavyamlmamsa, 25

Kinkini, 78

Kihkini-cakravala, 79

Kiratarjuniya-vyayoga, 24, 69,

146

Kiriti, 80

Kila, 77

Kuttanimata, 56, Io5, 149

Kujtima, 46

Kundala, 77

Kutapa, 119

Kunta, 75

Kundamala, 23

Kumara, 110

Kumbhipadaka, 79

Kulasti i,lll

Kulinakulasarvasva, 164

Ku^iiava, 7, Io8, 116

Kusumavacaya, 98

Kuhara, 45

, 84

, 151

Krnallla, i7o,

KeXGra, 77
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KeSaracana, 84

KaiSikI, 16, 69, 144, 146

Kona, 46

Kauitaki Brahmana, 5

Kriya, 100

Kndaniyaka, 3

Khanda, 96

Khandapa'tra, 78

Khandamatra, 145

Kharjura, 78

Khetaka, 76

Khyala, 169

Gana, 4

Ganapati Sastrl, 8

Ganika, 7, 111

Gada, 76

Gandharva, 114

Cfcti, 96, 97

Gaddara, 172, i73

Gamaka, 89

Gambhira, 161

Garbhasandhi, 144

Gavaksa (window), 45, 46

GavSksa (ornament), 78

Gatravikepa, 13?, i38

Gandhara, 89, 9o

Gayaka, 6, 93, 94, 1 19

Gayika, 93

Gita, 3, 88, 119

Gunacandra, 2o

GosthI, i44

Graha, 91

Grama, 9o, 9i

Gaura, 83, 84

Ghattita, 65

Ghana, 92, 180

Ghatas, 155, 182

Cakra, 76

Caturasra, 30, 31, 34, 39, 46, 4

49,5o, 51, 52, 178

Caturbhani, 146

Candrahasa, 172

Garma, 76

Calita, lol, 115, 136, 137

Candali, te8, 12g

Camara, 76

Cari, 96, 97, 12o

Citrakara, Io8

Citraturaganyaya, 18

Citravit, 114

Citrabhinaya, g7

Cudapa^a, 85

Cudamani, 77, 78

Culika, 13!

Ceta, llo, 128

Cestita, 74

Chatra, 76

Chandovit, 114

Chalika, 136

Chalita, 136

Chayanataka, 11

Jananta or Janantika, 132

Jarjara, 3, 71, 76, 12o, 125, 126

Jarjarapuja, i2o

Jarjarallokas, 12o

Javanika, 55, 56, 61, 62, 63,

64, 179

Javanikantara, 133, 145

Jatakas, Io2

Janakl Mangala, 1;1

Jayajiva, 116

Jala, 45

Jrrhbhaka, ( missiles ), 67

Jhallari, g4

Thata, 9i

Pakkini, 94



* 31, Io6, 142, 148

, 129

TandUi, 4, 99

Tata, 92, 180

Tantras, Io2

Tantri, 119

Tapti-svayarhvara, 151

TamaSa, 166

Tarala, 77

Tallya, 74
Tandava, 4, 99, loo, 12o

Tata, 13 2, 133

Tala, 75, 76, 88, 13?, 138, 145

Tlraskarint, 56> 62, 63
Tilaka, 78

Tilottama, 172

Tepita, 81

Totaka, 144

Tomara, 75

Taurika, Io8

Tauryatjka, 88, ley

Trlgata, 120

Tripataka, 96, 132

Tripuradaha, 4 5 99, i46

Trisara, 77

Trotaka, 139, 144, 145, 146

Tryasra, So, 31, 34, 43, 46,47,

5!, 52, 178

Danda, 31, 32, 76

Dandaka, Io3

Dantapatra, 78

Dardura, 94

Da$arupa,13, 74, 119, 122, 129,

131, 133, 137, 139, 14o> 141,

142, 143, 144, 145, 146

Dagavatatam, 161, 163

Daksinatya, Ia8, 129

Damocjaragupta, 149

]!

Darukarma, ?2

Dikpalastuti, 12o, 126

Digghanikaya, 6

Dinnaga, 23

Dipta, Io3

Divya, llo

Divara, 172, 173, 174

Dundubhi, 94
Durgapuja, 162

Durmallika, 146

Durmalli, 146

Dusprayojya, loi

Duta, 110

Dutavakya, 127

Dutahgada, 23, 151

Duhkhatmaka, 20

D^yakavyas, 13

Deva, 183

Devata, l?2

Devi, 111, 133

Defl, 88, 137

Daivik!, 153, 154

Dravidi, 128, 129

Druta, 97

Druta, 103

Dvara, 46

Dvipadika, 145

Dvipadikhanda, 92

Dvibhumi, 3?

Dhananjaya Vijaya, 171

Dhanu, 75

Dharani, ^5

Dharml, 15

Dhiralalita, 108, 109

Dhirapra^anta, 141

Dhirasanta, 109

Dhirodttta, 10g, 140

Dhlroddhata,
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DhurtavitasarhvSda, 21

Dhaivata, 89

Dhauta, 65

Dhruvasvamini, 172

Dhruva, 55

Dhvaja, 76

Dhvani, 14, 88

Dhvanyaloka, 14

Nata, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 17,23,52,

69, 81, 83, 97, Io8, 116,

i22, 138, i54, 1 79, 180

Nataraja, 98, 99

Natasu'ras, 8, 95

Nati,21, io5

Nandikevara, 4

Nartaka, 5, 6, 1 14, 1 16

Nartaki, 138

Nartana, 88

Napumsaka, in

Narmasaciva, 109

Narmasuhrd, 109

Navatahki, 162, 1?2, 174,183

Navanna, 165

Nagaraka, 7

Nagananda, 149, 151

Nagdanta, 46

Nataka, 5, 106, 13!, 140, 14!,

144, 146, 149, 150, 151

Natakabhinaya, 6

Natakamandali, 7, 153, 155,156,

163, 166

Natakalaksanaratnakosa, 13, 7o,

22, 137

Natakiya, Io8

Natamandira, 26, 2g

Natika, 22, 139, 144, '46

Nati, 144

Natya, 4, 8, 21, 96, Ib2, Io5,

106, Io8, 136, 137, 138,' 139,

14o, 154, 177

Natyagrha, 24, 52

Natyadarpana, 20, 122, 123

Natyadharma, 132

Natyadharroi, 15

Natyamantfapa, 24, 30, 87, 53,

125

Natyarasaka, 145

Natyaveda, 3, 4, 124

NatyaveSman, 33

Natya&la, 53, 116

Natya^astra, 3, 30, 31, 3a, .,,

38, <2, 45, 4;, 48, 49, 50,

51, 52, 53, 55, 6o,61, 66,[69,

7o,7l,73,75,76,77r 8o,82,

84, 85, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96,

97,99,loo,lol, loa, Io5,lo6,

107, Io9, llo, 111, 113 , 114, 117,

119, lal,, 122, 123, 124,126,127,

13 1,
132 , 137, 144,148, 175,178

Natyakara, Ic8

Natyacarya, 97, Io6, 181

Nada, 89

Nadika, 71, 141, 146, 155

Nandi, bo, hi, 122, 123, 124,

145, 177

Nayaka, Io8

Nayika, llo

Nirukta, 5

Nirmunda, 111

Nirahuta, 11s

Nirbrahmana, 115

Nifada, 89

Nila, 82, 84

Nilakantha, 69

Nirvyuha, 45, 46
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Nica, 103

iVapura. 77, 78, 79

Nrtta, 4, 5, 21, 95, 136, 137, 138,

13g, 177

Nrttakavyas, 138

Nrtya, 4, 88, 136, 13;, 138, 139,

I4o, 145, 177

NrtyaSala, 53

Nrtta-sabha, 99

Nrpapatm, 111

Nepathye, 56

Nepathyagrha, 34, 35, 38, 39,

43,46,47,^, 52, 55, 5?,

60, 68, 179, 18o

Nairrta, 50

Nyasa, 91

Panca, 155

Pancadasi, 65

Pancama, 89

Pancaratra, 128, 146

Pata, 65, 66

Pataha, 94

Pati, 56, 63, 64

PatI, 80

Pattisa, 76

Pattiana, 172, 173, 174

Pana, 7

Panava, 93

Patanjali, 8, 12

Pataka [Episode], 109, 140

Pataka [Flag hand], 96

Pataka [Banner], 155, 156, 182

Patrapuraka, 78

Patralekha, 78

Pattara, 76

Padma, 86

PStdmamani, 79

Parighattan5, 119

Paricarifca, 1H

Parivartana, 12o

Parisad, 113

Pathya, 3

Panavika, 93

Pandu, 83

Panini, 8, 62, 136

Pada, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124

Padapatra, 78

PariparSvika, 105, 107, ]20, 121,

123, 124

Paivatiparinaya, 21

ParSvamaulI, 80

Par^vagata, 80

Pitha, 45

Pindibandhas, 99

Pithamarda, 7, 109, 146

Pita, 82, 84

Putraka, 133

Purohita, no
Pusya, 33, 125

Pusta, 73, 74

Purvarahga, 55, 119, 120, 121,

122

PurvaraAga [Caturasra], 120

Purvaranga [Tryasra], 120

Purvaranga [Citra], 120

Pekkhaghara, 53

PaiSaci, 129

Powada, 166

Prakarana, 31, 106, 131, 141, 144,

146

Prakaranika, 146

Prakari, 140

PrakaSa, 132

Prakhyata, 141

Prakepya, 77

Prataoa Tname of dijama], 164
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Prataparudrlya, 123, 13;

Pratijfiayaugandharayana, 57,

74,76

Pratidvara, 46

Pratinayaka, log

Pratimanataka, 76

Pratisira, 63, 80

Pratibari, in

Pratyanga, 94

Pratyahara, 119

Pratyuha, 45

Prabodhacandrodaya, 23, i2?,

151

Pramana, 32

Prayoga, 100

Prarocana, i2o, 121, 122, 145

Pralambita, 81

Pravrtti, 16

Pravrdhanada, 153

Pravesaka, 131, 144

Prasadhana, 98

Prastavana, 121

Prastbana, 145

Prasthanaka, 145

Prahasana, 32, 143, 146, 160,

182

Prakrta, 9, 62,63,64, Is?, 128,

129, 131, 133, 144, 17 7

Pracya, 128, 129

Pradvivaka, 110

PraSnika, 71, 114, 115, 155,

156, 182

Prasa, 75, 76

Prasahgika, 109

Priyadar^ika, 105, 146, 149

Priye, 133

Pj-thvidhara, 129

Prek$agara, 24

Preksagrha, 24

Preksapati, 122

Prefikhana, 145

Prema ki Vedi, 1?2

Bada TamaSa, 161

Bandhaniya, 77

Balibandha, 8

Bana, 4, 1 1 7

Bahya, 110

Bala, 32

Balacarita, 76, 101

Balabharata, 150

Bala/ arc ayana, 74, 133, 150

Balhika, 128, 129

Bilva, 80

Bija, 131

Bibhatsa, 20, 84, 113, 152

Burrakathas, 163

Brbaddcsi, 88, 89, 9o, 91

Baudha-akhyana% 102

Bhagavadajju, 151

Bhagavadbhaktirafayana, 20

Bhagavan, 132

Bhagnatala, 145

Bhatrhari, 117

Bhatta Lollata, 1 7

Bhatta Nayaka, 18

Bhatta, 133

Bhattini, 133

Bhattoji Diksita, 62

Bhayanaka, 20, 84, 152

Bharata, 3, 4, 5, 12, 13, 14, 15,

16, 17,21,80,33,53,72,74,

75, 76,77,78,81,82,89,95,

99,100, 105,107,111,115,117,

118, 113,120, 122, 123, 124,

125, 126, 128,129,131, 183,

134. 139. 140. 144. 178
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Bharata Natyam, 94, 164

Bharataputras, 117

Bbaratavakya, 177

Bhalla, 116

Bhavai, 161, 183

Bhavabhuti, 22, 70, 102, 111,

112, 118, 148, 150, 175, 181

Bhagavat, 143

Bhagavatam, 160, 183

Bhana, 32, 106, 109, 132, 143,

144, 146, 160, 182

Bhanika, 146

Bham, 146

Bhandavadya, 138

Bharati, 16, 122

Bliava, 14, 15, 19 20, 100, 101,

103, 114, 13?, 139

Bhavaprakasana, 4, 30, 123,

137, 139, 140

Bhavatmaka, 140

Bhasa, 3, 12, 102, 120, 121, 130,

146, I4y, 148, 151, 1?5

Bhindi, 75

Bhumi, 3?

Bhumika, 104

Bhrngara, 76, 120

Bhenda, 74, 86, 87

Bhojakatva, 18

Bhauma, 96

Bhramarabadba, 98

Bhrukuriisa, 105

Makarika, 78

Mandapa, 37, 45, 50

Mandalas, 96, 97

Matafiga, 88

Mattavarrfna, 49

Mattavarams, 33, 34, 37, 46,

48, 49, 52, 72, 93, 126

Mattavilasa, 151

Madhusudana Sarasvati, 20

Madhya, 97, 123

Madhyama, 89, 90

Mantrin, 110

Manu, 116

ManusmrtI, 116

Mammata, 14

Malina, 81

Malla, 116

Masrna, 138

Masrnamisra, 138

Mastaki, 80

Mahacaii, 120

Mahadcvi, 111

Mahanataka or Hanumanna-

taka, 24, 29, 109, 151

Mababharata, 6, 29, 69, 102,

151

Mahabbasya, 8, 12, 105, 116

Maharaja, 132

Maharastrl, 128

Mahavlracarita or Vlracarita,

150

Mahavratastoma (rite), 5

Magadhi, 110, 128, 129

Matrka, 99

Manasara^ilpa^astra, 26, 32

Manusi, 153

Mayecaputa, 166

Markandeya Parana, 6

Marga, 88, 137

Margasarita, 119

Mardahgika, 93

Maltimadhava, 69, 102, 105,

109, 111, 146, 150

Malavikagnimitra, 21, 22, 25,

63, 66, 92, 100, 112, 115,

136, 137, H9
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Malyakrt, 108

Mukuta, 77, 80, 10?

Mukutakara, 107

Muktajala, 78

Muktavali, 77, 78

Mudra, 95

Mudraraksasa, 65, 68, 102, 112,

171

Mundasana, 75

Muraja, 94, 121

Murcchana, 91

Mrcchakatika, 9, 25, 87, 41, 45,

48, 56,59, 66, 70, ?2, 74,

86, 92, 101, 102, 109, 111,

116,117, 127, 129, 130, 146

Mrdariga, 7, 93

Mekhala, 78

Meghaduta, 53, 85

MenaGurjari, 169, 170

Mocaka, 77

Yajurveda, 3, 5

Yajnavit, 114

Yantra, 45, ?2

Yabanika, 60

Yamanika, 61, 62, 63, 64, 1?9

Yava, 32

Yavanika, 55, 56, 61, 62, 63,

64, 179

Yajfiavalkya, 116

Yatra, 22,24,26,29,160,161,183

Yatiavalas, 160, 164

Yuka, 32

Rakta, 82, 84

Raghuvarhsa, 85

Rahgadvara, 120

Rahgapltha, 34, 37, 46, 47, 48,

49, 50, 52, 55, 56, 57, 58,

61, 68, 93, 179

Rarigabhumi, 33

Rarigamandala, 33, 48, 50

Rahgamandapa, 49

Rangasirsa, 33, 34, 38, 46, 47,

52, 55, 56, 57, 61, 68, 93,

126, 179, 180

Raja, 32

Rajaka, 108

Ranjita, 65

Ratnajftla, 78

Ratnattialika, 78

Ratnavali (Jewel necklace), 78

Ratnavali, ( Natika ), 22, 23,

37, 48, 56, 66, 68, ?0, 79,

87,92, 100, 101, 102, 105,

109, 111, 112, 117, 135,

146, 14g, 164

Ra$ana, 78

Rasa, 3,8, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,

1 9 , 20, 21, 84, 94, 103,

130, 136, 13?, 139, 151,

152, 156, 176, 178, 179,

181, 182

Rasatmaka, 140

Rasarnavasudhakara, 13, 123

Rasiko Natah, 8

Rasodbhavana, 134

Raga, 90, 91, 92

Ragavibodha, 88, 89, 91

Raghavabhatta, 98, 123

Rajan, 114, 133

RajaSekhara, 133, 150

Rajaputras, 128

Rajamandala, 7

Rajasevaka, 114

Ramacandra, 20

Ramadasa, 160

^ 166
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Rarnallla, 162,170,174.

Ramayana, 5, 6, 29, 69, 115,

162,- 183

Rasa, 172, 174

Rasaka, .
145

Rasadharls, 162

Rasamandalis, 170

Rasalllai'l7l, 183

Rukminiharana, 69, 146

Rucika, 77

RudhiSabda, 133

Rupa, 13

Rupaka, 4, 6, 13, 139, 140,14?

Rupakasatkam, 146

Rupajiva, 116

Rupanusarini, 104, 105, 181

Recakas, 99, 138

Romasa, 85, 86

Rohini, 33, 125

Raudra, 20, 84, 113, 152

Laya/9?, 13?

Lalita, 161, 183

Lanchita, 65

Lasya, 4, 100, 143

Lasika, 101

Liksa, 32

Lokacarita, 13?

Lokadharrm, 15

Laukika, 20

Vaktrapani, 119

Vajra, 76

VatLka, 77

Vatsa, 132

Vayasya, 110, 133

Varjura, 78

Varna ^colour), 83

Varna ( melodic movement ),

QQ O1

Vartalatika, 79

Vardhamana, 120

Varsadhara, 111

Valaya, 77, 78

arh^a, 94

VarhSikas, 93

Vanmayi, 153

Vacika, 15, ?2

Vacikabhinaya, 102

Vajasneyi Sarhhita, 5, 63

Vadi, 89, 90,91

Vadya, 88, 119, 138

Vatayana, 46

Vatsyayana, 7, 109

Vanaukasi, 128

Vayava, 50

Vartikakara, 51

Vikramaditya, 172

Vikramorvasiya, 23, 58, 102,

146, 149

Vikrta, 141, 143

Vikrsta, 30, 31,35,46, 4?, 49

51, 52, 178

Vicitra, 81, 85, 86

Vita, 7, 101, 109, 110, 143, 146

Vitata, 81

Vidusaka, 7, 10, 56, 67, 85, 87,

92, 108, 110, 120, 128, 133,

144, 146

Viddhasalabhanjika, 65, 150

Vinayika, 146

Vipralarhbha, 79, 130

Vibhasas, 128, 129

Viralanepathya, 100

Virupa, 104, 181

Vilarhbita, 103

Vilasikfr, 146

Vivadl. 90
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Viskarhbha or Viskarhbhaka,

"l31, 140, 144

ViSakhadatta, 111

ViSlista, 131

Visnusmrti, 116

Visnudharrrottara, 30, 64, 65,

*82, 83, 175

Visvanatha, 127, 128

Vina, 7, 94

Vina-ghosavatI, 76

Vithi, 103, 106, 144

Vlthyanga, 103

Vira, 84, 152

Viratanaya, 166

Vrtta, 30

Vrtti, 16, 122, 14o, 141, 146

Vrddha, 111

Vedika, 45, 46

Veedhi Bhagavatam, 163

Veni, 84

Venlsamhara, 102, 146, 153

Venu, 7

Vesya, 114

Vesakara, i08

Vestita, 73, 74, 81

Vaidurya, 79

Vainika, 93

Vaitalika vakyas, 29

VaiSyas, 116

Vyanjana, 18

Vyajima 73, 74

Vyayama, 96

Vyayoga, 106, 142, 146

Vyala, 45

Vyalaparikti, 78

Sakara, 110 3 129, 130

Sakuntala (a drama), 172, 173

Sakti, 75

gankuka, 17, 34, 50,51

Sankha, 94

Sataghni, 75

gabala, 76

Sabdavit, 114

Sara, 76

Sarikakalapi, 78

gakari, 128, 129

gabau, 128, 129

Sariputraprakarana, 8, 148

Saiiti, 153, 154

Sarhgadeva, 89, 91

ikhanda, 79

gikha, 79, 85

Sikhajala, 78

Sikhapasa, 78, 84

Sikhaputa, 79

Silpaka, i46

Silparatna, 25, 30, 65

SilaveSma, 53

Sivaji, 164

&irajala, 78

Suddha, 81, 85, 86,131, 141,143

Sudra, 115, 116

Sudracara, 115

Sula, 75

Suskavakrsta, 120

Srhgara, 20, 79, 84, 105, 130,

151

Srngaralajja, 98

Sailaguhakara, 37, 53

Sailusa, 5, 115

SaurasenI, 127, 128, 129

Smaru, 85

Syama, 83, 84, 85, 86

gravana, 33, 125

Srigadita, 145, 146

Sri Hara, 22, 111,112,117, 164
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Srimadbhagavata Parana, 6

Srut'is, 89, 90, 91, 102

Srethin, 128

Svm, 84

Sadja, 89, 90, 91

Sad-daruka, 93

Safikranti, 100

Sanklrna, 141, 143

Sangita, 5, 88, 107

Sanghata, 142

Sanghatya, 81

Sangitaparijata,88, 89, 90, 91

Sanglta-makaranda, 25, 88, 89,

90, 94

Sangitaratnakara, 25, 88,89,90,

91, 92, 114, 137

SarigitaSala, 54, 115, 178

Sahgitasamayasara, 89

Sanghotana 119

Saciva, 110, 132

Sancau,91

Sancarika, 111

Sanjiva, 73, 86, 87

Sanjavana, 45

Sattaka, 133,144, 145

Sattva, 18

Sandhi, 131, 140

Sandhima, 73

Sabhapati, 113, 114, 124

Sabhasad, 112

Samajas, 6

Samavakara, 106, 141, 146

Samudramanthana, 146

Sahrdaya, 18, 182

Sarhlapaka, 145

Samvadji suktas, 5

Samvadi, 90

, 113

Samskara, 18

Samhitas, 102

Sagaranandin, 128

Satvika, 1 5, 72, 140

Satvati, 16,?106

Sadharamkarana, 19

Sadharam, 111

Sadhiksepa, 154

Sadhukara, 153

Sadho, 132

Samaveda, 3, 5

Sadharanastri, 111

Sarvavarnika, 3

Salabhanjika, 45

Sahityadarpana 13, 119, 121,

123, 127,128, 131, 139, 143,

144

Siddhi, 153, 154, 155, 182

Siddhilekhakas, 155, 156, 182

Siddhantakaumudi, 621,36,137

Sita, 82, 84

Sita Svayamvara, 165

Simanta 85

Sukumara, 105, 106

Subhata, i5i

Subhadra, 166

Subbadra Dhananjaya, i5i

Susira, 92, 180

Suta, 5

Sutra, 77

Sutraka, 77, 78

Sutradhara, 6, 11, 21,22, 23,

71, 105, i06, i07, 114, 116,

i20, 121, 123, 124, i45,i50

Senapati, 1 10

Stambha, 46

Sthayi, 9i
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Svariga, 49
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Sviya, 111
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Ghosh, Girish Chandra^ 164
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Guhathakurta, P. 160
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170, 171, 183

Haraprasada Sastri, 10
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Monier Williams, 73

Mukerjee, S. C., i52

Munshi, K. M-, 170
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Nata Ma^dala, i69

Nataraja temple, 93
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National Theatre of Bengal,
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Original Theatrical Company,
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Parsi Theatre, 167, 168, 169,

i7i, 172, 183

Pstanji Framji, 168

Pischel, 11

Pisharoti, K. R., 93 j
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Prem Chand, Iy2
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Puppet Show, 11, 163

Puppet Play, 12

Puran, 162, 183

Ram Gopal, 181

Ray, Dvijendra Lai, 165

Ranachodbhai, 169

Rangdekar, 166

Rectangular (theatre), 30,31,33

Ridgeway, William, 10, 161

Roth, 62

Rukmini Devi, 164, 184

Sahakari Manor anjana

Mandala, 166

Sanglikar company, 167

Sarasa Vinodini Sabha, 162

Shadow Play, 11, 12, 23, l5l, 163

Shakespeare, 133, 166

Shambhumitra, 165

Shahunagaravasi company,

The, 166

Sitabenga cave, 9, 60

Square (Theatre), 30

SugunVilas Sabha, 162

Tagore, Ravindranath, 165, 175

Tagore, S. M., 59, 68

Tamil Theatre, 159, 163, 183

Talkies, 160, 184

Telugu Theatre, 163

Temple Theatre, 26, 178

Teruvukk-kootu, 163

Tolu Bommalatalu, 163

Triangular ( Theatre ), 30

Uday Shankar, 94, 163, 164, 181

Varerkar, 166

Vaghaji Oza, 169

Vernacular Theatres, 183
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11, 12

Vi.'hnudas Bhave, 165

Wajid AH Shah, 170, 183

Wilson, H. H., 10, 24, 60

Windisch, E., 8, 9, 63

Winternitz, 148
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Page 5, line 29, read cheered for cheered

Page 5, line 36, read Kathakam for Kathakarh

Page lO, line 5, read attached for attached

Page 20, lines 1 and 8, read blbhatsa for vlbhatsa

Page 22, line 18, read Purusottama for PuruSottama

Page 22, line 27, read Sri for Sri

Page 25, line 30, read the for the

Page 63, line i7, read theatre. 2 for theatre

Page 77, line 3, read G for B

Page 77, line 27, read Kundala for Knndala
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OPINIONS
I have read with much pleasure and admiration almost

allofthfe thesis on 'Presentation of Sanskrit plays on the

Stage/ which won for Dr. Chandra Bhan Gupta his Doctorate

from the Banaras Hindu University. He has broken new
ground in it. I am not aware of any other work in English
which has dealt with the subject. How such presentation

originated, what was its object; what the occasions; kinds of

theatres; construction of them, decorations, green room,
orchestra, curtains, auditorium etc; paraphernalia, how to

represent carriages, horses, elephants, reptiles; how to colour

hair, beard etc; dancing; dialogue, actors and actresses; spect-
ators and judges ;social position of actors and actresses; religious
ceremonies connected with presentation of plays; dialects

used; portrayal of sentiments and emotions; injunctions and
prohibitions; different types of plays; and finally evolution
of drama and how far can the ancient Indian stage be sue*
cessful in modern times all these multifarious themes are
dealt with in the thesis in a lucid, interesting and informing
manner.

A number of useful diagrammatic illustrations have also
been put in. I would be glad to see this valuable work in print
and having a wide circulation amongst literate

generally and
Indologists specially.

3111952.

Bhagavan Das

I have been much delighted to see the thesis of Dr.
Chandra Bhan Gupta on the 'Presentation of Sanskrit play*.

1

It is. a scholarly work based on a critical and exhaustive
study of the Natya&stra of Bharata. It also takes note of
the evidence about the Indian Theatre from the available
dramas and dramatic literature in Sanskrit. It discusses in
a lucid manner not only the construction of tire stage but
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also the scenic representation, accessory arts like music and

dancing helpful in the presentation of plays, the functions and

classes of the actors and professor dramatists, as well as the

stage conventions. The author has also thrown light on the

origin of Indian drama and focussed the Indian evidence

on this point which shows in a satisfactory manner that

the Indian theatre originated and developed in accordance

with Indian needs, conditions and social and religious beliefs.

I consider this a meritorious piece of research work.

2612-1951.
V. S. Agrawala

The author in his thesis on the 'Presentation of Sanskrit

Plays' has undoubtedly treated his subject in a very exhaustive

manner. It has really given me a great pleasure to find that

the bud of preliminary work of this subject which I had seen

and admired eight years ago, has since blossomed forth in the

shape of this full-fledged thesis, quite deservedly approved for

the doctorate. I have highest admiration for the author's

patient, industrious and thorough-going method of work.

1671952.
Visbva Bandhu

This Thesis presented for the Degree of Doctor of Letters

by Chandra Bhan Gupta contains much useful information.

The writer has gone extensively into the original sources and

brought together extremely valuable material which till now,

lay scattered in the various works to which references have

been made in the body of the paper. This must have been

a 3ifficult task. The greatest treatise on Indian Dramaturgy,
Bharata's Natyagastra, has itself not yet been properly
collated and edited. The commentary, Abhinavabharatl of

Abhinavagupta, a knowledge of which is so essential to

an understanding of the Natyaastra, is available only in one

edition. The pre-Bharata literature on the subject is scattered

through the Vedas, the Puranas, the Buddhist Canons etc.

The Post-Bharata contributions have been numerous and

often overlap each other. All this difficulty has been sensibly
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tackled and the essential information presented in one con-

nected sequence. The author has also dealt with various western
theories as to the debt the SanskVit drama owes to the Western

stage and has shown how the debt is only an imaginary one
and that the two schools are independent of each other and
havje had completely independent lines of development.

The Hindu Sastras went into great detail over the

construction of the theatre; it is of much interest to see that

their ideas are still valid with regard to many particulars.

The diagrams, which the author has given in this connection,
are of particular interest,

Of similar importance is the chapter on the parapher-
nalia of the stage. How rich the ancient stage was in matters
ofdecor and make-up. The wealth of detail given in connection

with Aharyabhinaya is of importance not only to the Producer

of today who can find therein names of materials of make-up
which will suit Indian conditiuns but also to those interested in

Jewellery and new types of ornaments. These are described in'

great detail by Bharata and his chapter on Aharyabhinaya is

one of the most fascinating parts oi the NatyaSastra.

Dr. Gupta has done a great service to his country and
to the world of scholars in collecting and disseminating all

this knowledge. The critical parts of his study are also inter-

esting because he brings to bear an original intelligence on
the problems of the stage both ancient and modern.

521952.
Rukmini Devi Arundale

i

faster
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I have gone through some portions of cThe Indian Theatrg 1

of Dr, Chandra Bhan Gupta and am delighted to express my
opinion about the intrinsic merits of the work. The learned

author has laboured hard in collecting his materials from

a wide range and from a variety of -sources and the result

presented here is at once convincing and scholarly, interesting

and informative. The work is undoubtedly a mine of infor-

mation, accurate as well as useful, about everything connected

with the ancient theatre of the Hindus and is bound to be a

source of inspiration to the general readers as well as to the

scholars interested in the history of the ancient Hindu stage and

in the development of the modern National Theatre of India.

611954.
Baldeva Upadhyaya

One of the most authentic and scholarly treatment of the

theatrical aspect of the Indian drama has recently appeared
under the caption. "The Indian Theatre." The author of

this great work is Dr. Chandra Bhan Gupta, M. A., D. Litt.

who has taken immense pains and has evinced keen insight in

dealing with the various aspects of the problem in hand.

Very few scholars have gone beyond a cursory note on the

three types of the stage cum-auditorium mentioned by Bhara'a

in his NatyaSastra though it is evident that those types were

never adopted in use as far as histoiical records bear evidence.

Subsequent stage-artists of different ages started their

own conventions, production techniques, stage-settings and

other crafts related to the presentation of the plays. Dr.

Gupta has very ably surveyed the whole field of Indian-

dramatic presentation and has discussed in details the deve-

lopment of the Indian Theatre down to the present day.

I am confident that this work shall be welcomed by all

Ibvers of Indian culture, drama and literature alike, for it will

serve as a faithful guide to those who are interested in the

rejuvenation of Indian drama. I whole-heartedly congratulate

the author for his singular achievement.

2351953,
Sitaram Chaturvedi.










